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LETTER OF TRANSMITTAL

Securities and Exchange Commission,
Washington, B.C., December 3, 1976.

Hon. Nelson A. Rockefeller,
President of the Senate,

Washington, B.C.

Dear Mr. President:

Hon. Carl Albert,
Speaker oj the House oj Representatives,

Washington, B.C.

Dear Mr. Speaker: I have the honor to transmit herewith the

Final Report of the Securities and Exchange Commission pursuant to

Section 12 (m) of the Securities Exchange Act of 1934 (the "Act")
which authorizes and directs the Commission to make a study and
investigation of the practice of recording the ownership of securities

in other than the name of the beneficial owner—commonly referred

to as "street" and "nominee" name registration—to determine
whether the practice is consistent with the purposes of the Act, with
particular reference to Sections 12(g), 13, 14, 15(d), 10 and 17A and
whether steps can be taken to facilitate communications between
issuers and the beneficial owners of their securities while retaining the

benefits of the practice.

In carrying out the Study, the Commission made an extensive
survey of issuer-shareowner communications during the 1976 proxy
season and developed comprehensive data concerning the operation
of the current system of issuer-shareowner communications and its

relationship to, and impact on, securities processing. On the ba^is of

these data, the Commission has concluded that the continued use of

street and nominee name arrangements is fundamental to the opera-
tion of existing securities processing systems and that, in general,

issuer-shareowner communications are being effectively carried out
within the current framework. The Commission has identified certain

problems in the system, however, which can be mitigated through
improved performance by issuers and broker- and has made recom-
mendations to accomplish this. In addition, the Commission has

Identified and made recommendations concerning ways in which the

existing system could more fully satisfy Congressional expectations
with respect to public disclosure of information regarding beneficial

owners whose holding- may enable them to influence corporate
management or affect the market in an issuer's stock.

In light of the data obtained during the course of the Study, the

Commission believes that, in conjunction with it> ongoing regulatory

1
urograms, implementation of the recommendations made in the

Mnal Report will facilitate the establishment of a national clearing

and settlement system at an early date and make significant COn-

tributions to achievement of other of the Act'- objectives.

Very truly yours,

Roderick NI.lt ills, ( ha man*
(III!
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Chapter I

INTRODUCTION

j.iA. Background

The practice of registering securities in the records of issuers in

other than the name of the beneficial owner is commonly referred to

as "nominee" and "street" name registration. Nominee name registra-

tion refers to arrangements used by institutional investors (insurance

companies and investment companies among others) and financial

intermediaries (brokers, banks and trust companies) for the registra-

tion of securities held by them for their own account or for the account
of their customers who are the beneficial owners of the securities. 1

Street name registration, a specialized type of nominee name regis-

tration, refers to the practice of a broker registering in its name, or
in the name of its nominee, securities left with it by customers or

held bv it for its own account.
American institutions first began extensively to register securities

in nominee name in the 1930's 2 in an effort to escape onerous transfer

requirements placed on corporations and fiduciaries by issuers seeking
to protect themselves from judicially imposed liability for improper
transfers.3 Customarily, issuers required the submission of all sup-
porting documents 4 before transferring stock held by fiduciaries and
required corporate investors to demonstrate the authority and
incumbency of the individual officer or employee acting on their

behalf. 5 The use of the nominee as the registered holder of stock

eliminated from the issuer's records any evidence of a fiduciary

relationship and made the recorclholder a non-corporate entity.

Thus nominees could transfer securities without meeting the require-

ments placed on corporate or fiduciary shareholders. 6

1 A nominee is, typically, a partnership formed exclusively to act as the recordholder of securities. Each
of the nominee's general partners is an employee of the professional fiduciary or corporate institutional
investor and legally is empowered to make transfers of nominee stock. As employee! depart or assume other
duties, they retire from the partnership, and new partners are admitted so that the partnership continues
as a creature of the parent entity. Often, the partnership name is short, is derived from the name of a
partner or former partner, and includes at the end "4 Co.," the traditional indication of a partnership.
The name may have no relation to the name of the fiduciary or institution for which the nominee acts.

- Broken at that time employed street name registration primarily as a convenient method of holding
securities pledged by customers in connection with margin transactions and as a means of avoiding transfer
taxes. B. Hep. No. 1455, 73d Cong., _'d Bees. 7fi (1934).

1 An issuer transferring record ownership of its securities was obligated to protect equitable, or beneficial,

Interests, as well as legal, or record. Interests. If the character of I transfer made in breach of trust »

overable on reasonable Inquiry, failure to make that Inquiry rendered the issuer liable to the beru
owner. This doctrine was established In Lowry v. Commercial and Farmers' bank, 15 F. Cas. hum

(
'. Md. 1848), which held that corporations were responsible for the propriety of transfers of their

by fiduciaries. A corporation was: "* • • the custodian of the shares of stock, and clothed with power
sullicient to protect the rights of everyone interested, from unauthorised transfers; it is a trust placed m
the hands of the corporation for the protection of individual interests, and like cv. i> other trustee it is

bound to execute the trust With proper diligence and care, and is responsible for any injury sustained by
its negligence or misconduct." Id. at 1047.

Set ni*o Ballantine, Corporation* |823 (rev. ed. 1946); Christy, The Trmntfm of stock §2 (5tb ed. i

Levy. I'ruatt Corjmationsand Their Control 2\ 26 (1050).
' I-

: \aniple, a certified copy of tlie will, trust instrument . or court order of sale.
5 See Christy. "Responsibilities In the Transfer of stock." :>:< Mich. L. Rev. 701 i 'onrad, "Simpli-

fying Securities Transfers," 30 Kocky Ml. L. Rev. H (1957); Note. "Corporate Liability foi i. iiion

of Unauthorized Fiduciary Transfers of Stock," 48 Vale L, J. vi U l.t38).
' For an extended discussion of the historical development of the practice of using sire.-t and nominee

name. • , Preliminarf Report o) thr Seeuritiei and i'.ichange Commiation on tht Praetic* <rdmg the

On ntrthtp offkeuritiu intht Hi cords of thr Ix.uirr in Other than thr Xauie oft tie Beneficial Owner of Such Securi-
Mm (December 4, 1978) ("Preliminary Repoit")l

(1)



Nominee registration still serves to facilitate transfers, but today
it provides other important benefits to the securities industry as

well. The widespread use of nominee registration, however, has
collateral effects which may be disadvantageous. First, it makes
communications between issuers and their shareowncrs more cir-

cuitous due to the interpositioning of intermediaries. Second, it tends
to complicate regulation by masking beneficial owners of securities.

Third, since the jurisdiction of certain sections of the Securities

Exchange Act of 1934 (the "Jbjtf?) is based upon a shareholder-of-
reco.d standard, the concentration of securities ownership in nominees
may have the effect of inappropriately removing or excluding' issuers

from the jurisdiction of the Act.
Because of concern regarding these consequences, Congress, in

June 1975, enacted Section 12(m) of the Act. Section 12(m) authorized
and directed the Commission to undertake a study and investigation

of the practice of recording the ownership of securities in the records

of the issue]- in other than the name of the beneficial owner of such
securities and to determine (1) whether the practice is consistent

with the purposes of the Act, with particular reference to Sections

12(g), '13, 14, 15(d), 16 arid 17A thereof, and (2) whether steps can
I)" taken to facilitate communications between issuers and the bene-
ficial owners of their securities while at the same time retaining the

benefits of such practice*. Section 12(m) directed the Commission to

report its preliminary findings to Congress within six months after

enactment of the section and its final conclusions and recommendation-
within one year.

In December 1975. the Commission filed its Preliminary Report
with Congress; The Preliminary Report set forth a history of the

practice of registering securities in street and nominee name and
discussed generally the irhpkct of the practice on the purposes of

the Act. Thereafter, it (xresented seven possible approaches to share-

owner communications and standards for evaluating them.
fn order to make this evaluation, the Commission determined to

develop an empirical model of the issuer-shareowner communications

system based upon a Survey of shareowners, broker^, banks and

issuers, [ssuer-snareowner communications, however, tend to be

softal. Since most issuers have their annual meetings in the spring

and early summer, the transmittal of the bulk of proxies ffiid annual

reports I
place during March, April, May and -June (referred to

"proxy season"). The survey, therefore, was designed to reflect

the activities of issuers and intermediaries 7 and the concerns ol

shareowners during pro.-., season, when the system is under the

According, in April 1976, the Commission sought from Congress
:i six-month extension to December 4, 1 «.)7tv, of the deadline for filing

the final report of the Study. On June 7, 1976, the House of Repre-

sentat I II. K. ! 246, a bill granting the extension. S. 3471,

comparable legislation in the Senate, was not acted upon. Because

the data to be de ived from the \ « >re e sential to permit the

Com] a to make the thorough and decisive determination

" A I used her. in. "intermedial nks which hi in tl.rir nanic or 1hc

• <.f their nominee f« »r i be benefit of otbi
w The Commisj Ion considered a bui vej which would I

I upon one or more pasl proxj

bul nun.- roui lnt< rvlewa led the Commfc Ion to conclude that much ol the Informatii n wi

be available on an historical basl 01 would I He only in permanent fllei :ni<! would require

ant manual effort to retrieve.
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required by Section 12(m), the Commission decided to complete
the survey and to submit its report to Congress at the earliest possible

date.

B. Data Sources for the Study

The Study has drawn the information presented herein from a

number of sources. Almost 100.000 questionnaires were distributed to

shareowners and over 23,000 were returned. Detailed questionnaire-

were completed by 159 issuers, 118 brokers, and 149 banks. 9 Inter-

view- were conducted throughout the country with representatives
of issuers, brokers, banks, and other organizations.

In addition, the American Society of Corporal' etaries surveyed
422 of its members concerning the approaches to shareowner com-
munications set forth in the Preliminary Report and supplied the

results to the Commission. Useful information was provided also by
the American Bankers Association and several regional bank
associations, the American Telephone and Telegraph Company, the

Committee of Publicly Owned Companies, the Corporate Transfer
Agents Association, Inc., Merrill Lynch, Pierre. Fenner d Smith
Inc., the Securities Industry Association, the Western Stock Trans
Association, Inc., and many other commentprs.

C. Organization of the Final Report

The Final R is divided into five chapters. Following tl

introductory each chapter consists of a discussion, con-
clusions, and recommendations. Chapter Two discusses the bene
of the pi. ' apter Three cbnsid - the impact of the pi

on shareowner communication-: Chapter Four considers the en"

of the practice on the disclosure and dissemination of infp

it the identity and holdings of beneficial owners <>: irities;

and Chapter Five reviews the ef3 >f the practice on tin
'

aal

provisions of the Act.

I). Summary of Conclusions and Recommei da

1. Benefits of the Practice of Registering: Securities in Nominee i

•: Name

The Commission ha*> concluded that the practice of ering
irities in the records of the issuer in other than the name of the

beneficial owner of such securities i- consistent with the purpos
<•!" the Act, with particular reference to Sections 12 13, 14. :"

i 17A. The practice benefits investors and the securities industry
by facilitating the transfer of record ownership and the clearar.ee and

aent of securities transactions. In addition, i' i- integral to the

op ration of se< depositories. At the same time, the widespread
use of nominee and street name registration causes certain problems.
The Commission has found, however, that established procedures
have overcome mar hese problems, and the Commission belies

that the problems which remain can be mitigated within thi ne-

work of the current m.

'Hereinafter referred to as the "responding " the "n
ctlvely .Selected . Appai I

sampling technlqu Appendix D.



The Commission, therefore, recommends that no steps be taken
which would discourage the use of nominee and street name registra-

tion or diminish the benefits which the practice provides.

2. The Practice as It Affects Issuer-Shareowner Communications

Empirical data demonstrate that the existing issuer-shareowner
communications system is, on the whole, effective in transmitting
materials to shareowners in a timely manner and in providing an
effective mechanism for the solicitation of proxies. Moreover, most

lers perceive the system as meeting their needs, and all but a small
percentage of shareowners, whether they hold stock directly or
through a broker or bank, are satisfied with the service they receive.

Brokers and banks strongly favor retention of the current system.
While problems exist, they are not evidence of systemic weaknesses

but result from failures by individual brokers and issuers. In general,

legislative or regulatory action does not appear to be necessary to

correct these problems. Rather, improved compliance with self-

regulatory rules and industry-wide implementation of generally

accepted standard procedures for the distribution of annual reports

and the solicitation of proxies would resolve most of them.
In regard to the voting of securities, Congress has been concerned

that large institutions, particularly banks, may exercise undue
influence in the affairs of publicly-held companies by voting securities

held by such institutions for the benefit of others. Banks normally vote

securities held pursuant to custody and trust arrangements which
empower the banks to exercise voting discretion. Several years ago it

was also common for banks to vote securities over which they did

not have a specific written grant of voting authority from the beneficial

owner. In response to Congressional and other criticism, all but a

small percentage of the nation's banks appear to have ceased that

practice.

In the brokerage community, most members of national securities

exchanges, acting pursuant to the rules of those exchanges, vote

securities without written authorization on certain non-controversial

matters. The Commission considered whether this voting resulted in

brokers exercising undue influence on corporate affairs or impinged
on customers' voting rights. After reviewing the matter, the Commis-
sion has concluded that because of requirements and limitations in

those rules, such voting is not improper. At the same time the Com-
mission has found certain problems with those rules which could lead

to inappropriate voting in some situations.

The Commission has concluded that none of the alternative ap-

proaches to Bhareowner communications presented in the Preliminary

Report, at this time, could effect improvements in Lssuer-shareowner
communication- at an acceptable cost while preserving the advances
made in recent years in the processing of securities transactions. The
transfer agent depository concept ("TAD") 10

,
however, appears to

exhibit promise as a long-term means for streamlining shareowner
communications. In rejecting the other alternatives, the Commission
considered carefully the strong desire of many issuers for direct com-
munications with their shareowners. Kadi method considered for

>• The TAD concept is discussed infra p. lij



effecting direct communications would have seriously disrupted the

securities markets or would have imposed financial and recordkeeping
burdens on brokers, banks, or issuers. Imposition of these burdens
cannot be justified absent a finding, which the Commission was unable
to make, that the existing communications system is seriously deficient.

In view of the foregoing, the Commission recommends that the

established issuer-shareowner communications system be retained.

Certain steps should be taken to improve the operation of the system,
however. Specifically, the Commission will review the recommendation
of the Study that there be a rule requiring issuers to announce record

dates for annual meetings in a more timely and effective manner. The
Commission has under consideration adoption of pending rules which
would require issuers to send search cards to intermediaries at least

ten days prior to the record date and would require brokers to respond
promptly to issuers' inquiries. The Commission also will evaluate

the recommendation of the Study that brokers be required to forward
all communications which an issuer supplies and for the forwarding of

which the issuer reimburses the broker's reasonable expenses.
The Commission will ask several of the national securities exchanges

to review with their members the procedures under their rules for

voting stock held in street name and to amend those rule- where
necessary in order to correct certain misinterpretations of the pro-

cedures. In addition, the Commission will ask the self-regulatory

organizations jointly to prepare a brochure for distribution to members'
cii>tomers to help them better understand the benefits and effects of

leaving securities with a broker in street name.
Finally, the Commission will propose an advisory committee drawing

representatives from the issuer, bank, and brokerage communities to

focus on developing self-regulatory approaches to implementing greater

standardization in the system for transmitting shareowner communi-
cations. If the self-regulatory approach proves unsuccessful, the

Commission will consider exercising its rulemaking power to effect

standardization.

3. The Practice as It Affects Disclosure of Beneficial Ownership

The practice of registering securities in nominee and street name
Limits the amount of information readily available to the public

regarding beneficial owners of substantia] amounts of an issuer's

securities. Congress has determined that such information i- relevant

to the investment and voting decisions of the public and i> necessary
to the fulfillment of regulatory responsibilities by federal agencies.

Accordingly, Congress has established a policy of requiring substantial
beneficial owners whose holdings place them in a position potentially

to control or influence significantly the management of an issuer to

report certain information about those holdings. Congressional policy

also requires that such information be made available to the public.

The legislative history of the disclosure provisions of the Act indi-

cate- that Congress considered ownership by any person or group of

more than five percent of any class of an issuer's equitv securities to

be sufficient to create the possibility of influence or control. In the

Case of large institution- which have investment discretion over
securities they hold, Congress established special reporting require-

ments.
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The Commission believes that the Act and the rules thereunder may
not fully achieve the scope of disclosure contemplated by Congress.
In particular, certain persons whose ownership interest exceeds five

percent are not required to report their ownership. Implementation of

Section 13(f) of the Act, requiring reporting: by large institutions, has
not been completed. Furthermore, information about persons who are

required to report is not as widely disseminated as may be desirable.

Finally, the Commission's powers need to be clarified in order to assure
effective enforcement of the disclosure provisions, particularly against
foreign persons.

Accordingly, the Commission concludes that a comprehensive
system for disclosure of ownership interests should be established
which would:

a. require disclosure by all persons owning more than five

percent of an issue;

b. require issuers to include in their registration statements,
proxy and information statements, and annual reports the in-

formation collected under (a)

;

c. require information from large institutions pursuant to

Section 13(f) of the Act and provide an effective means for dis-

semination of that information; and
<l. assure that the Commission has enforcement powers sufficient

to detect any evasion of the reporting requirements.

In order to accomplish this, the Commission seeks legislation to

require ownership reports from those persons owning more than five

percent of an issuer's securities who arc 4 not currently required to

report under the Act. The Commission has adopted ''Item X," pro-

posed in August 1975, which will require issuers to publish information

about persons owning more than five percent of their securities in

registration statements, proxy and information statements, and
annual reports. In addition, the Commission will complete imple-

mentation of Section 13(f) to require reporting. by large institutions

and will take steps to make such information publicly available.

Finally, the Commission seeks legislation to clarify its enforcement

powers particularly with regard to persons who hold securities through

the nominees of foreign institutions.

4. The Practice as It Affects the Jurisdictional Standards of Sections

12(g) and 15(d)

The Commission concludes that the practice of registering securities

in nominee and street name has not had an adverse effect on the juris-

dictional requirements of Sections 12(g) and 15(d) of the Act. Those
requirements are based, in part, on snareholder-of-recoTd standards

which ( Congress employed on the assumption that there is a substantial

correlation between the number of recordholders and the number of

underl) ing beneficial owners. No significant evidence exists to indicate

that this assumption has become invalid. Since enactment of the juris-

dictional standards of Sections 12(g) and L5(d) in 1964, there has been
only modest growth in the total percentage of securities held in nom-
inee name. It i. therefore unlikely that any issuers have been removed
or- excluded from the Operation of those sections of the Act because of

an increase in nominee registration.



The Commission, in carrying out its responsibilities to foster a

national clearance and settlement system, has encouraged and will

continue to encourage the expanded use of depositories. Depositories,

however, tend to reduce the number of shareholders of record by
concentrating in a single nominee name the holdings of many nominees.
Accordingly, to assure that the provisions of Sections 12(g) and 15(d)

are not affected, the Commission believes steps should be taken to

remove depositories from the chain of ownership for purposes of those
sections.

The Commission, therefore, will consider the recommendation of

the Study that it use its power under Section 12(g)(5) to define the
"shareholder of record" of securities held by a depository to be the
person on whose behalf the securities are so held. The Commission
seeks legislation to enable it similarly to define "shareholder of record"
for purposes of Section 15(d). In connection with this, the Commission
will also consider the recommendation of the Study that each securities

depository be required to send periodically to each issuer whose
securities the depository holds a list of the persons on whose behalf
the depository holds the securities.





Chapter II

BENEFITS OF THE PRACTICE OF REGISTERING SECURI-
TIES IN NOMINEE AND STREET NAME

X1. Discussion

Registration of securities in nominee name initially served as a
method of facilitating transfers by fiduciaries and corporate institu-

tional investors, a function which it still performs. As the practice

became more common, it provided other important benefits to the

nation's securities markets.
The practice allows brokers and banks to combine the interests of

many customers into a single "jumbo" certificate. This greatly reduces
the number of certificates which must be maintained, eliminating the

need for expensive safekeeping space. The use of jumbo certificates

also decreases and simplifies the paperwork associated with servicing

customer accounts. Moreover, registration of securities in nominee or

street name permits brokers, banks and institutions to move securities

among in-house accounts without transfer of record ownership.
In addition to facilitating the internal operations of intermediaries,

street and nominee name registration is central to arrangements which
expedite the clearance and settlement of securities transactions among
intermediaries. 1 For example, street name registration eliminates many
of the routine, time-consuming transfers which were a major factor in

the paperwork crisis that crippled the industry in the late 1960V.-

Under industry practice, a buying broker will accept from a selling

broker delivery of securities registered in street name (though not
necessarily in the selling broker' s street name), and the buying broker
in turn may redeliver such securities to another broker, in each case

without the need to transfer record ownership prior to delivery.

Today an increasing number of securities transactions are being
settled through the use of securities depositories which, by registering

and holding their participants' securities in nominee 4 name, are able to

effect deliveries among participating intermediaries by computerized
book-entry without movement of certificates or transfer of record
ownership.8 The ability to complete transactions in this manner i^ the

1 "Clearance and settlement" <>f securities transactions encompasses the processes by which the parties

to a transaction exchange money ami securities. I
• ami sett lenient traditionally have been per-

formed by subsidiaries of the national securities exchanges and of the Nations \ ition of Securities
Dealers. Inc. "NA8D").

i Set Se< urities and Exchange Commission, study of the Untaft and I'lisouud Prmetiett of Hroi.trs and
lltri, U.K. Doc. No. '.'-' 231, 92d Cong.. 1st Sess. 37-38, 16">

i

'

I ,

1 Currently, for example, over ')"> percent of the transactions in common Btock on the V >• > rk

Exchange. Inc. ("NYSE") and the American Stock Exchangt . Iik settled bj book entry
delivery through The Depositor) Trust Company ("DT<

(9)
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foundation of a national system for the clearance and settlement of

securities transactions and is dependent upon the registration of

securities in the nominee name of the depository. 4

B. Conclusions

In Section 17A of the Act Congress directed the Commission to facil-

itate the establishment of a national system for the prompt and accu-
rate clearance and settlement of securities transactions. The Commis-
sion believes that the practice of registering securities in other than the

name of the beneficial owner is essential at this time to the establish-

ment and refinement of such a system and is consistent with the pur-

poses of the Act, with particular reference to Section 17A.

C. Recommendation

In view of the foregoing, steps taken to improve shareowner com-
munications, to effect disclosure of beneficial ownership, or otherwise

to provide information about the ownership and control of publicly-

held companies should not discourage the use of nominee and street

name registration or diminish the benefits such registration provides.

1 The results of the increased use of depositories in conjunction with highly automated clearing corpora-
tions have been dramatic. In contrast to the period of the paperwork crisis in the late 1960's, when daily
trading volumes on the NYSE of 11 to 12 million shares overwhelmed securities processing systems, the
securities industry was able to handle average NYSE daily volumes of 16 million shares in 1972, 19 million
shares in 1975, and 31 million shares in January 1976.



Chapter III

THE PRACTICE AS IT AFFECTS ISSUER-SHAREOWXER
COMMUNICATIONS

A. Discussion

1. Profile of the Current System of Transmitting Shareowner
Communications

The transmission of communications to shareowners who hold

securities of record is a straightforward procedure. Typically, the

issuer or its transfer agent prepares a list of recordholders and from
this list generates mailing labels; the communication then is packaged,
labeled, and distributed. The rules, procedures and practices governing
issuer-shareowner communications have been developed not primarily

to facilitate communication with shareholders of record, but rather

to assure timely transmission of communications from issuers to

unknown beneficial owners whose securities are held of record by
intermediaries. It is the system for transmitting shareowner communi-
cations through intermediaries with which this section is concerned.

A. THE ROLE OF BANKS

Although it is common practice to refer to the distribution of shaie-

owner communications through intermediaries "such as brokers and
banks," the Commission has found that banks do not participate as

intermediaries in the distribution of materials to the extent generally

assumed. The Study surveyed 179 banks of which 149, or 83 percent,

responded. Among the respondents, only 13, or approximately nine

percent, indicated that they distribute proxy materials and other
shareowner communications as a matter of course. 1

Participation by banks in the communications process is limited

because, outside of the major financial centers, banks h< Id in nominee
name few securities over which they do not have voting authority and
do not forward shareowner communications with regard to securities

over which they have voting authority. Moreover, many of the banks
stated that customers who retain voting authority often request that

snareowner communications not be forwarded and indicated that they
comply with such requests.

1 Tli> m banks arc hereinafter referred to as the "distributing hanks." The distributing banks generally
are located mi the major imaiuiai centers, of the responding banks which Indicated thai they torn

shareon oar communications as a mattei of o arse, only those bavii have
bean treated, for purpoai sof ai tributlng banks.

(11)

80-014—7 ft-
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B. THE ROLE OF BROKERS

Between 900 and 1200 brokers are involved to some degree in

transmitting issuer-shareowner communications. 2 These brokers handle
the vast percentage of the shareowner communications transmitted
through intermediaries,3 but the range of their involvement and
sophistication varies greatly. At one end of the spectrum is a highly
automated broker which can print proxies, proxy statements and even
annual reports in-house if an issuer fails to provide an adequate
supply. At the other end, the Study interviewed several small brokers
who package and address materials manually.

C. TRANSMISSION OF PROXY MATERIALS AND SOLICITATION OF PROXIES 4

(i) Transmission of proxy materials

Prior to the annual meeting of shareholders, the board of directors

of an issuer establishes a record date for purposes of determining the
shareholders entitled to notice of, or to vote at, the meeting. Under
the law of most states, the record date must be not more than 50
nor less than ten days prior to the meeting of shareholders. 5 Shortly
before the record date, the issuer sends known intermediaries a
"search letter" or "search card" inquiring as to the number of sets

of proxy materials 6 needed for transmission to shareowners. 7

The typical search card consists of two parts. Half is a postcard
addressed to the intermediary which provides information about the
issuer's record date and meeting date and advises the intermediary
of the materials to be supplied. The other half is a tear-off form
addressed to the issuer which provides space for the intermediary to

indicate the number of sets of materials which will be needed. The
search card advises the broker of the number of pieces and the dimen-
sions of the material to be mailed, provides the broker with the name
and address of the proper person in the issuer's organization from

2 This estimate is based on the assumption that brokers engaged in the issuer-shareowner communication
process carry customer accounts and clear other than on a fully disclosed basis. In general, a broker may
use three types of clearing arrangements: (1) he may do his own clearing; (2) he may clear on a fully dis-

closed basis; or (3) he may clear on an omnibus basis. In a fully disclosed arrangement, customer accounts
are introduced to a clearing broker who services the accounts thereafter. In an omnibus arrangement, the
clearing broker holds the introducing broker's securities for the account of the introducing broker and is

not aware of which securities belong to a particular customer.
If a broker clears directly, he will forward communications to his customers. Tf a broker clears on a fully

disclosed basis, it is the clearing broker and not the introducing broker who is involved in the shareowner
communications process. In an omnibus arrangement, the introducing broker must either supply to the
clearing broker a list of the names of his customers so that the clearing broker may forward communications,
or order materials from the issuer and distribute them to his customers.

s The US responding brokers forwarded approximately 20 million tfets of proxy materials in 1975, while
the 149 responding banks forwarded about 600,000. Of the sets forwarded by the responding brokers, over
15 million were forwarded by five brokers; of the 600,000 sets forwarded by the responding banks, almost
269,000 were forwarded by three banks.

4 Exhibit 1, p. 14, depicts the process described in this section.
5 Model Business Corporation Act § .SO (rev. 1969).
6 Proxy materials generally consist of an annual report, a proxy statement and a proxy card. Section 14

of the Act and the rules thereunder regulate the content of proxy statements, proxy cards, and annual reports
and their transmission by issuers to shareowners. If proxies are not solicited. Section 14(c) of the Act requires
the issuer to transmit to shareowners an information statement containing substantially the same informa-
tion as would be contained in a proxy statement.

7 The procedure of sending search cards to known intermediaries is regulated by Rules 14a-3(d) and 14c-7
under the Act. 17 CFR 240.14a-3(d) and 240.14C-7. Under the rules, an issuer must send an inquiry to any
broker, bank or voting trustee which is known to hold of record shares of any class of an issuer's securities

entitled to vote at a meeting of shareholders. Notes to Rules 14a-3(d) and 14c-7 require the issuer to make
an appropriate inquiry of a depository as to the participants in such depository who may hold the issuer's

securities on behalf of a beneficial owner. Thereafter, the issuer must send an inquiry to such participants.

Frequently, the issuer also will send search cards to brokers and banks which it believes may have become
intermediary holders of its stock since the last solicitation but do not appear as recordholders. This blind
mailing of search cards is employed because, for example, brokers purchasing stock often leave it in the
street name of another broker until the record date for a dividend. In an effort to reach all intermediaries,
many issuers send far more search cards than are expected to be returned.

>
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whom materials should be ordered, and permits the broker to advise
the issuer of the address to which materials are to be sent. Moreover,
the distinctive blue color of the search card facilitates its processing

in busy mail rooms during proxy season.8

Upon receipt of the return portion of the form, the issuer forwards
materials, usually in bulk, to the intermediary. In addition to proxy
materials, issuers may supply mailing envelopes, return envelopes
and other stationery needs. The intermediary breaks down the ma-
terials into individual sets and may supplement the materials with
various inserts relating to the customer's account with the inter-

mediary. 9 The intermediary packages the materials, addresses the
envelopes to the shareowners and distributes them. The shareowner
is instructed to return the enclosed proxy card either directly to the
issuer or to the intermediary depending on the intermediary's pro-
cedures for voting securities.

(ii) Solicitation of proxies

(a) General.—A shareowner cannot give a proxy with respect to

securities held of record by an intermediary since the shareowner
does not appear on the issuer's records as a shareholder entitled to

vote. There are, basically, three procedures used to vote securities

of non-record shareowners through an intermediary: (1) the inter-

mediary advises the shareowner of the matters to be voted on and
requests voting instructions which the intermediary carries out; (2)

the intermediary signs a blank proxy card and forwards it to the
shareowner who then votes and forwards the card to the issuer; or (3)

the intermediary is given voting discretion by the shareowner and
votes thereafter without consulting the shareowner.

(6) Voting by banks.—Banks have voting discretion with regard to

most securities the}- hold in nominee name and generally exercise it.
10

When they do not have voting discretion, fifteen percent of the

responding banks send unsigned proxy cards to their customers and
request voting instructions; 50 percent of the responding banks send
signed but unvoted proxy cards to their customers and instruct them
to return the proxy directly to the issuer; and the other responding
banks use a combination of these procedures.

(c) Voting by brokers.—The rules of most national securities ex-

changes provide that under certain circumstances a broker may vote
securities which it holds for a customer if the customer fails to give

voting instructions. 11 If the broker forwards proxy materials to the

customer at least 15 days prior to the meeting, the broker may give

a proxy during the ten days prior to the meeting on certain non-
controversial matters if no voting instructions are received. 12 The

8 This description is based on the procedures outlined in the Manual for Proxy Solicitation of Stock in

Brokers' Namts (1976), a manual of standardized procedures published as a joint report of the American
Society of Corporate Secretaries, Inc., the Araex, the NASD, the NYSE, and the Securities Industry
Association. It is reproduced in Appendix II.

9 For example, many brokers include a letter which discusses the broker's procedure for giving a proxy
when the customer fails to indicate his voting preference.

10 Only six banks indicated that they do not vote securities when they have discretion to do so. When
they lack voting discretion, the banks either forward materials, register the securities directly in the cus-
tomer's name, or dually register the stock, giving the shareowner's address for the receipt of proxies and
other communications and the bank's for the receipt of dividends.

" NYSE Rules 451, 452; Aincx Rules 576, 577; Midwest Stock Exchange Rules, Art. XXX, Rules 2. 3;

Boston Stock Exchange Rules, Ch. XXVI, §§2, 3. The Pacilic Stock Exchange and the NASD permit a
member to vote customers' securities only if the procedure is permitted pursuant to the rules of an exchange
to which the member belongs. Pacilic Stock Exchange Rule X, §4; NASD Rules of Fair Practice, Ait.
Ill, § 1.05. The description which follows is based upon the N YSE rule.

12 Most notably the appointment of auditors and the election of directors. The rule is commonly referred

to as the "ten-day rule."
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Exhibit 1

TRANSMISSION OF PROXY MATERIALS AND

SOLICITATION OF PROXIES

ISSUER

Issuer Announces

Record Data

INTERMEDIARY

!nte»madiary

Receives Search

Card And Requests

Proxy Materials

±

Issuer Sends Soercn Cards

To Intermeeiarres

Record Cat* 10 SO

Days Before Annual

Meeting

Intermediary H«i

Voting Discretion

And Votes Directly

Intermediary

Receives Proxy

Materials And
Distibut

Them
To Shareowners

Issuer

Receives Request

And Sands Proxy

Materials To
Intermediaries

SHAREHOLDER
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rule further provides that the broker may give a proxy only if he has
no knowledge of any contest as to the action to be taken at the meeting
and if the action does not involve a merger or consolidation or any
other matter which may "affect substantially the rights or privileges

of such stock." 13 Under the NYSE and Amex rules, a customer may
still give voting instructions less than ten days before the meeting,
in which case the broker must submit a revised proxy to the issuer if

the customer's instructions countermand the first proxy. 14

If a broker intends to give a proxy pursuant to a ten-day rule, 15

he encloses with the proxy materials sent to his customers a letter

explaining generally the provisions of the ten-day rule and advising
each customer that the broker will give a proxy for his shares under
the ten-day rule if the customer does not provide voting instructions.

As voting instructions are received, the broker tabulates the vote and,
within ten days of the meeting, gives a proxy for his entire position.

Shares unvoted bv customers are voted for management. 16

Brokers who do not vote pursuant to a ten-day rule generally sign a

blank proxy and forward it to their customers.
(d) Voting through depositories.—Originally, the Central Certificate

Service ("CCS"), the first depositor}' and the predecessor of DTC,
solicited voting instructions from its participants on receipt of issuer-'

proxy materials. The participants, in turn, solicited instructions from
their customers. This procedure was inefficient because CCS was
designed to provide computer-oriented services to its participants

and consequently employed a minimum of full time clerical personnel.

As a result, each year during proxy season CCS had to hire and train

temporary personnel to process a great volume of material. If partici-

pants were late in providing voting instructions, the depository had
to send out follow-up letter.-.

When DTC was formed, it instituted a new system which involved
forwarding signed proxy cards to participants. Although an improve-
ment, this procedure was -till inefficient.

In 1975 DTC developed what is known as the omnibus proxy
procedure. Under this procedure, the depository prepares a computer
generated list of the names and holdings of participants that have
depository positions in an issuer's securities as of the record date.

The list is forwarded to the issuer along with an "omnibus proxy"
which authorizes each participant, to the extent of the participant's

position, to act as the depository's proxy and to vote the securities.

The procedure is used today by the three major securities deposi-
tories

17 and has largely removed depositories from the shareowner
communications process.

'3 NYSE Rule 452.
14 To avoid this, many brokers submit a proxy for Do percent of their position, holding five percent in

reserve to accommodate subsequent customer instructions. The rules of the Boston and Midwest Stock
Exchanges are unclear on this point.

18 Of those responding brokers who are members of an exchange having a ten-day rule, 75.5 percent
indicated that they vote customers' shares pursuant to a ten-day rule if the customers fail to exercise their
voting rights.

'• All of the responding brokers who vote under the ten-day rule indicated that they always vote their
position for management.

17 The three major depositories are DTC, the Midwest Securities Trust Company, and the Pacific
Securities Depository Trust Company. The above description is based on the procedure of DTC.
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D. TRANSMISSION OF QUARTERLY REPORTS AND OTHER ROUTINE
COMMUNICATIONS

The transmission of quarterly reports and other routine communi-
cations is not accompanied by a solicitation of proxies and is therefore

less complicated than the transmission of proxy materials and annual
reports. In transmitting quarterly reports, some issuers send search
cards to intermediaries and fill orders as in the case of annual reports.

More often, however, issuers distribute the materials without prior

notice to the investment community. 18 In that case, the issuer either

will try to anticipate each intermediary's needs based on prior orders
or will send one copy to each recordholder. In the latter situation, inter-

mediaries will order additional materials if they intend to forward
them to shareowners.

E. SPECIAL SITUATIONS

A few issuers each 3^ear become involved in a prox}^ contest, have
an item which requires a two-thirds vote or become the subject of a
tender offer. In those instances, special procedures are used to dis-

tribute communications and, other than in the tender offer situation,

to solicit proxies. Many issuers employ a proxy solicitation firm to

handle these special situations. 19

Proxy solicitation firms provide a variety of services suited to the
needs of the particular issuer. Typically, the proxy solicitation firm

will speed distribution of materials by hand delivering them to

intermediaries across the country and will obtain proxies by writing

or telephoning intermediaries and individual customers. In addition,

the firm may provide consulting services with regard to strategy in

fighting the tender offer or proxy contest and may play a role in

overseeing the preparation, design, and printing of materials.

F. REIMBURSEMENT OF EXPENSES

After distributing an issuer's materials to their customers, most
brokers, seek reimbursement from the issuer for their expenses. 20 The
amount of reimbursement sought is normally based upon guidelines

established by the major securities exchanges and the NASD. 21 Eight
of the 13 distributing banks routinely seek reimbursement for expenses,

while one bills only in certain cases. The other four distributing

banks, as well as most of the other responding banks, refrain from
seeking reimbursement. 22

18 Unless the issuer has declared a dividend to be paid simultaneously with the distribution of the
quarterly report or other communication, there is no concurrent record date.

19 Thirty-eight percent of the responding issuers indicated that they have utilized the services of a proxy
solicitation firm. Most of these issuers stated that they employed a proxy solicitor only in special situations-

20 Eighty-four percent of the responding brokers indicated that they seek reimbursement for the for.

warding of proxy materials.
21 The rules of several of the national securities exchanges and the NASD provide schedules suggesting

appropriate reimbursement of distribution expenses. For example, see NYSE Rule 451, Amex Rule 576,

and Article III, section 1.05 of the Rules of Fair Practice of the NASD.
22 Several banks advised us that they do not seek reimbursement because, in their opinion, to do so

might violate state trust laws which prohibit fiduciaries from profiting from the administration of a trust.
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2. Adequacy of the Current System

The adequacy of the current S3^stem for transmitting shareowner
communications may be measured in two ways; whether empirical

data indicate that the system provides an effective mechanism for the

timely transmittal of shareowner materials at a reasonable cost; and
whether the participants in the s}^stem perceive the system to be
fulfilling their needs.

A. EMPIRICAL ANALYSIS OF THE DISTRIBUTION OF PROXY MATERIALS
AND THE SOLICITATION OF PROXIES

(i) Timeframes

Based on responses of issuers and shareowners to the Commission's
survey, an empirical model of the proxy transmission process was
developed. The Commission sought to identify weak links in the com-
munications process by measuring the amount of time required to

complete the various steps in the transmission of materials to share-

owners.
(a) Receipt of proxy materials by shareowners.—The most critical

time-span is the period between the receipt of the proxy material by
the shareowner and the date of the annual meeting. If the shareowner
is not given sufficient response time before the meeting date, the entire

process has failed. A distribution of the number of days between the
receipt of proxies b}^ shareowners and the date of the issuer's annual
meeting is shown in Exhibit 2. The exhibit segregates the responding
shareowners between those who received their proxy materials directly

from an issuer and those who received their proxy materials via an
intermediary. The latter group of responding shareowners is further

divided into those who received their proxy materials from banks and
those who received them from brokers.

Shareowners who receive materials directly from issuers generally

receive their proxies earlier (relative to the meeting dates) than do
shareowners whose proxies are routed through intermediaries, but the
time differences do not appear to be significant. Although 90.1 percent
of the proxies mailed directly b}^ issuers were received more than 20
da3rs prior to the meeting dates, as compared with 70.9 percent of

those transmitted (through banks and 78.3 percent of those sent
through brokers, the percentage of proxies received at least eleven days
before the meeting date is roughly equivalent for all three groups:
96.8 percent of the proxies mailed directly by issuers; 93.6 percent of

those routed through banks; and 95.1 percent of those routed through
brokers.

While the foregoing indicates that the proxy transmission process
performs adequately in the sense that the receipt of proxy materials
by shareowners is timely, a further anaylsis of the intermediate stops

in the process is still appropriate. If there were a significant failure

rate, then the intermediate steps which tended unduly to slow down
the transmission of materials would be critical.
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Exhibit 2

timeliness of proxy receipt byshareowners: comparison of intermediary distribution with direct

distribution

Percent of shareowner responses

Sent Sent Sent
directly to through through

shareowner banks brokers

1.2 1.3 1.5
.5 2.2 .8

1.6 2.8 2.5
1.8 6.2 6.8
4.9 16.5 10.0

90.1 70.9 78.3

Received on or after meeting date

Received 1 to 5 days before meeting
Received 6 to 10 days before meeting
Received 11 to 15 days before meeting
Received 16 to 20 days before meeting
Received more than 20 days before meeting

Total number of responses 6,647 2,532 11,071

Source: SEC 1976 proxy season questionnaires, Office of Securities Industry and Self- Regulatory Economics, Directorate

of Economic and Policy Research.

(b) Intermediate steps in the communications process.—The first

column of Exhibit 3 indicates that, as expected, issuers generally

announce their record dates 10 to 50 days in advance of those dates.

The median time-span between the announcement and the record date
for the responding issuers was between 21 and 25 days. Contrary to the

expected pattern, however, 24 percent of the responding issuers allowed
less than 11 days between announcement and record date, and 11 per-

cent announced their record date after the fact.

While the lag between announcement and record date is not, of

itself, important, most issuers do not send search cards to intermediary
recordholders until after the announcement. Thus, a short time-span
between announcement and record date generally indicates insufficient

time before the record date during which the issuer can transmit
search cards. The issuer can continue the search procedure after the

record date, but this practice extends the dates .for completion of sub-
sequent steps in the solicitation process and requires intermediaries to

reconstruct their record date positions.

The second column of Exhibit 3 shows the distribution of time lags

between the commencement of the issuer's search procedure and the

record date. This distribution is skewed more toward the shorter time
lags than is the announcement-to-record date distribution because the

search procedure normally begins after the announcement of the

record date. The median time-span for this sequence falls between 11

and 15 days; 39 percent of the responding issuers indicated less than 1

1

days between the two dates.

The third column of Exhibit 3 shows that for nearh' two-thirds of

the issuers for which time lags were calculated 23 the intermediaries'

requests for proxy materials were received by the issuer less than eleven

days after the mailing of a search card, 24 and for nearly 89 percent of

the matched issuers the requests were received within 20 days of their

23 Since the distributions in columns three and four are derived by matching the responses from issuers

and intermediaries, only 61 of the 159 issuers are represented. Nevertheless, the data are sufficient. Where
more than one intermediary was matched with a particular issuer, the mean time lag was computed for

inclusion in the exhibit. Issuers for which time lags were calculated are hereinafter referred to as "matched
issuers."

2i Part of this quick response is attributable to intermediaries taking the initiative to request proxies

without waiting for search cards; hence the eight issuers who received requests before the scheduled mailing
of search cards.
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search card mailings. These time periods appear to be adequate,
although it is desirable for intermediaries to minimize the response
time.

E-xhibit 3

time sequence distribution of proxy transmissions via intermediaries

Number of ssuers falling into time sequence categories

Number of days

From
announce-

ment of

record date

to record

date

Froin search

date to

record
datei

From search

date to

request fcr

proxies from
interme-

diaries 2

From request

to receipt of

proxies by
interme-
diaries 2

Less than zero 3— . ...

Zero-.. . . ..

1 to 5

16

5

3

12

18

16

4

11

15

5

17

8

17

12

16

4

14

22
31

18

13

10

3

4

2

2

5

15

8

2

17

13

8

6 to 10 3

11 to 15 8
16 to 20 . _•_ 6

3

1

2

1

98

8

21"to 25. .......I.. . ...
26 to 30 . :

11

15

31 to 35 5

36 to 40 5

41 to 45 3

46 to 50 2

More than 50. . ____
Not reported ..

1

98

Total 159 159 159 159

1 Based on earliest date of mailing of search cards to intermediaries.
2 Based on responses relating to designated intermediaries on the issuer survey and matched to responses relating

to the corresponding issuers on the bank/broker survey.
3 In some cases the issuer indicated that, for example, the record date occurred before the announcement of the

record date. Since this is the reverse of the expected chronology, the number of days between the two dates is represented
as a negative number.

Source: SEC 1976 proxy season questionnaires, Office of Securities Industry and Self-Regulatory Economics, Directorate

of Economic and Policy Research.

The next step in the procedure is for issuers to fill the intermediaries'
requests for proxies. By showing the distribution of time lags between
the dates the issuers receive requests and the dates the intermediaries
receive the materials, the fourth column of Exhibit 3 helps to assess

the issuers' performance. Half of the matched issuers filled the in-

termediaries' requests within 25 days of receipt of the requests, and
90 percent of the matched issuers filled the requests within 40 days.
The time lags are in part attributable to the fact that most issuers

hold search card requests until materials are distributed to record-
holders generally. All intermediaries' requests received before that
date are filled at that time and subsequent requests are filled as they
are received.

The performance of issuers and intermediaries reflected in Exhibits
2 and 3 demonstrates that the overall process of proxy transmission
via intermediaries is substantially successful in achieving its goal.

(u) Voting efficiency of the system

The efficiency of the shareowner communications process can also

be measured in terms of its success in eliciting proxies. Even if the
system fully achieves its distribution objective, issuers will be frus-

trated if a sufficient voting percentage is not attained. The Com-
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mission therefore sought to determine whether there is any relation-

ship between the vote received by issuers and the extent to which
their securities are held in street or nominee name.

Exhibit 4 displays the cross-distribution of issuers arrayed by
their voting percentages (percent of shares voted at the 1976 annual
meeting) and by the concentration of their outstanding shares in

the hands of intermediaries. Since more than 79 percent of the issuers

attained voting percentages of at least 75 percent at their 1976
annual meetings, there is little variation among issuers to attribute

to the presence of intermediaries in the communications process.

Furthermore, an examination of the data revealed no discernible

pattern to the distribution 25 so that the variation which does exist

does not appear to be related to the concentration of intermediary
shareholdings.

25 A regression equation testing the relationship between the percentage of shares voted and the percentage
of shares held by intermediaries confirmed the lack of any statistically significant relationship.
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Nevertheless, the regression technique was utilized to test the
"explanatory" power of several variables. First, since the intermedi-
aries used in Exhibit 4 are not a homogeneous group, they were disag-

gregated into bank and broker sub-groups. This procedure did not
reveal any relationship between voting efficiency and the concentration
of shares in the hands of brokers, but the banks exhibited a pattern
tending to support the existence of a relationship.

Exhibit 5 demonstrates that an increased concentration of an
issuer's shares in banks is associated with increased voting percent-
ages. 26 Both the average voting percentage and the overall distribution

tend to support this positive relationship. 27 The reason that an in-

creased concentration of bank shareholdings tends to increase an
issuer's voting percentage while broker shareholdings appear to have
no effect may be that banks have voting discretion with regard to

most securities they hold in nominee name and exercise their voting
authority to a greater extent than does the average shareowner,
including other institutions.

None of the other relationships tested revealed a single factor, or

combination of factors, which was able to account for a material pro-

portion of variation in the percentage of shares Voted. Only one other,

the average number of shares per recordholder, was consistently

significant in the. statistical. sense. Together, this and the percentage
of shares held by banks were able to explain less than 15 percent of the

observed variation in voting percentages. The above analysis leads

the Commission to conclude that variation in voting percentages
among issuers is traceable to factors other than the proxy distribution

system.

(Hi) Cost data

The Commission examined: (1) the average cost of sending prox}^

materials directly to recordholders in comparison with sending proxy
materials through intermediaries for transmission to beneficial

owners; (2) whether there exist substantial economies of scale in the

transmission of proxy materials; and (3) whether the current methods
( f issuer reimbursement to intermediaries are reasonable.

(a) Cost structure of Issuer proxy operations.—It is apparent from
the cost data submitted in the various questionnaires that numerous
respondents either did not have sufficient information to complete
the cost questions or did not understand the instructions. Because of

these problems, a sub-sample of 71 issuers which appeared to have
reported reliable cost data was selected.28 In order to. insure that the

cost data were reliable, most of the issuers were contacted for expla-

nation of the method they used to determine cost. Among these 71

issuers, 37 sent their proxies and annual reports as one package while

34 sent their proxies separately from their annual reports. These two
groups were segregated for purposes of analysis of the cost data. In

addition, the issuers were ranked in ascending order by the number
of sets of proxy materials sent directly to shareholders and placed

into five groups based on the number of sets sent.

2 C The regression equation revealed a statistically significant positive relationship between the percentage
of shares voted and the percentage of shares held by banks, but was able to explain only a very small

proportion of the statistical variation in voting percentage among issuers.
27 The latter of these observations can be verified by noting that the "weight" within each column tends

to shift slightly toward the greater voting percentages as the percentage, of bank shareholdings increases.
28 These 71 issuers accounted for approximately 85 percent of all proxies sent directly to recordholders

by the 15'J reporting issuers.
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Exhibit 6

COST TO ISSUERS OF SENDING PROXY MATERIALS DIRECTLY TO RECORDHOLDERS

Per unit

direct cost
Number of Total Per unit minus per

Proxy size class (number of proxies Number of proxies direct Per unit postage unit postage
sent to recordholders) issuers sent cost direct cost cost cost

. Issuers which send proxies and
annual reports as one package:

Less than 2,000

2,000 to 4,999

5,000 to 9,999

10,000 to 99,999
100,000 and over....

Total.

. Issuers which send proxies and
annual reports in separate packages

Less than 5,000

5,000 to 9,999....

10,000 to 99,999

100,000 and over...

Total

11

11

8

3

4

14, 840

38, 618

49, 408

75, 946

3, 637, 579

$13, 200

29, 400
42, 400
75, 800

1,234,000

$0.89
.76
.86

1.00
.34

37 3,816,391 1,394,800 .37

$0.65
.52
.72
.90
.29

31

$0.24
.24
.14
.10
.05

.05

5 15, 970 11,277 .71 .60 .11
6 47, 351 30, 776 .65 .57 .08

13 397, 688 164, 023 .41 .31 .10
10 2, 170, 704 763, 196 .35 .30 .05

34 2, 631, 713 969, 272 .37 ,30 ,07

Note: These data are based on a sub-sample of 71 issuers reporting reasonably accurate information concerning costs of

proxy operations.

Source: SEC 1976 proxy season questionnaires, Office of Securities Industry and Self-Regulatory Economics, Directorate

of Economic and Policy Research.

Exhibit 6 summarizes the cost information for these two groups. As
can be seen from this table, the per unit direct cost of sending proxy
materials directly to shareholders by issuers which send proxies and
annual reports as one package ranged from $1.00 for issuers in the

10,000-99,999 category to 34 cents for issuers in the over 100,000
category. Postage accounted for approximately 84 percent of the
total direct cost of sending these materials. When postage is subtracted
from the per unit direct cost, the per unit internal cost ranges from
24 cents for issuers in the less than 2,000 category to five cents in the
category of over 100,000 proxies. 29 Thus the per unit cost of proxy
operations falls as the number of sets of materials sent by the issuer

increases. Statistically, for every one percent increase in the number
of proxies sent, the per unit internal cost falls, on the average, by
0.3 percent. 30 Because postage accounts for a high percentage of the

29 For all 37 issuers, the per unit internal cost was six cents; this figure, however, is heavily weighted hy
the issuers with over 100,000 proxies, which accounted for 95 percent of all proxies sent by the 37 sample
companies.

3° A simple empirical model was tested on this cross-section of 37 issuers. For this purpose, only direct

cost other than postage was analyzed. With the existence of economies of scale, the per unit internal direct

cost will fall as the number of proxies sent increases. It is unlikely, however, that the relationship would be
linear, meaning that with every increase of a thousand proxies, the per unit internal cost would decline
by a fixed amount. Instead, it was hypothesized that the relationship would be curvilinear, meaning that
for every percentage increase in the number of proxies sent, the per unit internal cost would decline by a
certain percentage. This latter concept can be derived by using logarithmic transformations of the data.
The simple model tested was:

Log (/c) = a+6i Log (Proxies)

Where: Log (7c)=the logarithmic transformation of the per unit direct cost minus postage per unit (also

called per unit internal cost).

Log (Proxies) = the logarithmic transformation of the number of sets of proxy materials sent by
each issuer.

For the 37 issuers sending proxies and annual reports as one package the following equation was derived:

A
Log (7c) = .6207-.3132 Log (Proxies)

(2.96) T-ratio

i?2=.20 i*^ 8.753
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total cost of proxy operations, however, the method of mailing the
proxy materials and the weight of the combined package of the proxy
and annual report is a more important factor in determining per unit
cost than the number of proxies sent by the issuer.

Exhibit 7

COST TO ISSUERS OF SENDING PROXY MATERIAL THROUGH INTERMEDIARY RECORDHOLDERS

Proxy size class (Number of

proxies sent to beneficial

owners)

Number
cf proxies

sent

through
interme-

diaries

Total

direct

cost

Per unit

direct

cost

Per unit

postage

cost

Per unit

total cost

minus
per unit

postage
cost

Estimated
total pay-
ment to

interme-

diaries

Per unit

payment

Total per

unit cost

of sending
proxies

through
interme-

diaries

A. Issuers which send
and annual reports

package:
Less than 2,000..

proxies

as one

11,385
17,297
21, 823

43, 173

325, 660

57, 577

8,116
15,512
18, 534

38, 903

$0.67
.47
.71

.43

.12

$0.41
.28
.22
.35
.08

$0.26
.19
.49
.08
.04

$15,113
22,711
35, 532

68, 383
493, 371

$1.33
1.31

1.67
1.58
1.52

$2.00
2,000 to 4,999.... 1.78
5,000 to 9,999.... 2.38
10,000 to 99,999.. 2.01

100,000 and over.

proxies

n sepa-

1.64

Total 419,338 88,642 .21 .13 .08 636,110 1.52 1.73

B. Issuers which send
and annual reports i

rate packages:
Less than 5,000.. 7,753

17, 521

128, 408

432, 097

7,099
11,154
44, 683

75, 264

.92

.64

.35

.17

.33

.40

.26

.13

.59

.24

.09

.04

11,217
24, 650

179, 650
515,203

1.45
1.41

1.40
1.19

2.37

5,000 to 9,999 ... 2.05
10,000 to 99,999.. 1.75

100,000 and over. 1.36

Total 585, 779 138, 200 .24 .17 .07 730, 720 1.25 1.49

Note: These data are based on a sub-sample of 71 issuers reporting reasonably accurate information.

Source: SEC 1976 proxy season questionnaires, Office of Securities Industry and Self-Regulatory Economics, Directorate

of Economic and Policy Research.

The results for issuers which send proxies separately from annual
reports are similar. Surprisingly, the per unit direct cost of sending
these materials separately is the same as when sent as one package,
but the postage per unit decreases by one cent and per unit internal

cost increases by one cent. 31

The cost data indicate that the per unit cost of sending proxy
materials to beneficial owners through intermediaries is substantially

higher than the per unit cost of sending these materials directly to

shareholders. Exhibit 7 presents those costs for the same two groups
of issuers represented in Exhibit 6. Before reimbursement to inter-

mediaries, the per unit direct cost to issuers of sending proxies and
annual reports as one package was only 21 cents compared to 37 cents

when mailing directly to shareholders. The difference is primarily due
to lower postage when sending materials in bulk to intermediaries.

The per unit postage cost to issuers of sending proxies and annual
reports as one package to intermediaries was 13 cents compared with
31 cents to send materials directly to shareholders. On the average,

however, the per unit reimbursement to intermediaries was $1.52 so

that the total per unit cost of sending materials through intermediaries

for these issuers averaged $1.73 compared with only 37 cents when

31 A regression equation on the average cost to these issuers "was also t"sted: however, the coefficient was
not statistically significant. The lack of a significant relationship is probably due more to allocational
problems than to the absence of scale economies.
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materials.were sent directly to shareholders. 32 When proxies and annual
reports are sent separately, the per unit reimbursement to inter-

mediaries was $1.25 compared to $1.52 for materials sent as one
package. The lower average reimbursement probably results from the
intermediaries' ability to send the annual report by other than first

class mail when the materials are not combined in the same package.

Exhibit 8

BROKER-DEALER COST AND REIMBURSEMENT OF SENDING PROXY MATERIALS

Per unit

Per unit direct

direct cost
cost minus

Number minus Per unit per uni

Proxy size class (number Number of Per unit Per unit per unit reim- reim-

of proxies sent to of proxies Direct direct mailing mailing burse- burse-
beneficial owners) brokers sent cost i cost 1 cost cost ment ment

Less than 1,000 10 4,328 $17,618 $4.07 $1.08 $2. 99 $2.66 $1.41
1,000 to 4,999 12 31, 450 89, 865 2.85 .55 2.31 1.40 1.46

5,000 to 9,999 9 56, 797 103, 605 1.82 .60 1.22 1.16 .66
10,000 to 19,999.. 10

11

153, 049

360, 892
351,908
426, 772

2.30
1.18

.72

.48
1.58
.70

1.48
1.02

.82

20,000 to 49,999 .16
50,000 to 99,999 6 425,959 511,456 1.20 .58 .62 1.09 .11

100,000 to 199,999 6 810, 002 934, 832 1.15 .75 .40 1.17 (.02)

200,000 to 499,999 „ 5 1, 599, 271 1, 583, 894 .99 .66 .33 1.14 (.15)

500,000 and over2 5 19, 108, 305 7, 807, 498 .41 .29 .12 .53 (.12)

Total 74 22, 550, 053 11,827,448 .52 .35 .17 .63 (.11)

' Excludes allocation of overhead for management, buildings, and depreciation of equipment.
2 The data as to the numbers of proxies sent by this category of broker-dealers are overstated somewhat because ceitain

of the broker-dealers were unable to separate the number of proxies mailed from the number of quarterly reports and other

pieces of "informational" material mailed. As a result, the per unit reimbursement is understated because the reimburse-
ment for informational materials is usually substantially less than the reimbursement which is customary for proxy mate-
rials.

Note: These data are based on a subsample of 74 broker-dealers reporting reasonably accurate information concerning

cost of proxy operations.

Source: SEC 1975 proxy season questionnaries, Office of Securities Industry and Self-Regulatory Economics, Directorate

of Economic and Policy Research.

(b) Cost structure of intermediary proxy operations.—Of the 118
responding brokers, 74 submitted data which appeared to reflect

reasonable estimates of costs. 33 The 74 brokers are concentrated
among the larger firms and accounted for 99.7 percent of all the proxy
materials sent by the responding brokers. Exhibit 8, which displa}T

s

summary information for those 74 brokers ranked according to the

number of proxies sent to shareowners, shows that, as the number of

proxies sent increases, the per unit direct cost declines, indicating

potential economies of scale. 34

Comparing the per unit direct cost of distributing prox}^ materials

to shareowners as between brokers and issuers, it appears more

32 The per unit reimbursement assumes that issuers are billed for all proxy materials sent through inter-

mediaries. While a number of intermediaries reported that they did not request reimbursement, the number
of sets of proxy materials handled by these intermediaries was small.

33 The cost information for brokers was collected on the basis of their last fiscal year rather than the
current proxy season.

3* It should be noted that the per unit direct cost for all 74 firms ($0.52) is somewhat low when used as
an estimate for the universe of brokers. This is due to the disproportionately high volume for the 500,000
and over group. As with the issuers, a regression equation was tested to measure the average relationship
of brokers' per unit direct cost (with postage subtracted) to the number of proxies sent by brokers. The
following resulted:

A
Log (7c) = 1.890-.222 Log (Proxies)

(4.85)-T-ratio
i?2=.25 F=23.549

Where Ic represents per unit direct cost for brokers.
This equation indicates that, on the average, a one percent increase in the number of proxies mailed by

broker-dealers reduces the per unit direct cost (with postage subtracted) by 0.2 percent.
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economical for the issuer to mail directly to its shareholders. It costs

the issuer 37 cents per unit while it costs the brokers approximately
52 cents per unit. Even when mailing costs are eliminated from the

analysis, it costs brokers 17 cents per unit to forward proxy materials

to shareowners compared to six to seven cents per unit for the issuers.

The difference in per unit mailing cost is due primarily to the increase

in postage rates between the periods involved in the two surveys.

It is interesting to note that when only direct costs are considered,

brokers forwarding fewer than 100,000 proxies per year can expect to

lose money on their proxy operations. 35 When all costs are considered,

the brokerage firms must send 500,000 proxies per year before breaking
even. Exhibit 9 portrays this for 13 of the 74 firms in Exhibit 8 which
supplied allocations of detailed overhead costs associated with proxy
operations. The overhead costs for these firms accounted for 13 percent
of total cost. Using this relationship to adjust total costs in Exhibit 8

reduces to three cents the excess of per unit reimbursement received

by the 74 firms in Exhibit 8 (63 cents) over per unit cost. 36

Exhibit 9

BROKER-DEALER COST AND REIMBURSEMENT OF SENDING PROXY MATERIALS

[Sample of broker-dealers reporting detailed allocation of overhead cost]

Proxy size class

(number of proxy
materials sent to

beneficial owners)

Number
of

broker-

dealers

Number
of

proxies

sent

Total

cost

Per unit

total

cost

Per unit

direct

cost 1

Per unit

allocated

overhead
cost 2

Per unit

reim-

burse-

ment

Per unit

total cost

minus
per unit

reim-

burse-
ment

Less than 80,000
80,000 to 199,999

200,000 to 499,999

500,000 and over

4

3

3

3

159, 536

407, 436
1,036,471

18, 040, 655

$340, 948

660, 779

1, 186, 484
6, 887, 469

$2.14
1.62
1.14
.38

$1.88
1.34
.99
.34

$0.26
.28
.15
.04

$1.71
1.52
1.10
.46

$0.43
.10
.04

(.08)

Total 13 19, 644, 098 9, 075, 680 .46 .40 .06 .53 (.07)

1 Includes mailing and other direct cost (mostly wages and salaries).
2 Includes allocated cost for depreciation of machinery, overhead cost of buildings, and overhead cost in terms of high

level management.

Source: SEC 1976 proxy season questionnaires, Office of Securities Industry and Self-Regulatory Economics, Directorate

of Economic and Policy Research.

As previously discussed, 37 banks do not usually request reimburse-
ment from issuers for forwarding proxy materials but rather include

this cost in the service charge to their customers. Exhibit 10 shows
summary data for the 14 responding banks which request reimburse-
ment from issuers. Per unit direct cost for banks is higher than for

brokers principally because of the small scale of their proxy operations,

but economies of scale in proxy operations are evident in the bank
55 The per unit direct cost and the per unit reimbursement for each of the nine proxy-size classes are also

provided in Exhibit 8. The eleven cent excess of per unit reimbursement over per unit direct cost should
not be considered representative of the industry due to the high number of brokers in the 500,000 and over
category.

36 The per unit reimbursement which brokers represented in Exhibit 8 indicated they received (63 cents)
was lower than the per unit reimbursement which issuers represented in Exhibit 7 indicated they paid
($1.52 for issuers which sent proxies and annual reports as one package and $1.25 for issuers which sent
proxies and annual reports separately). This disparity is attributable, in part, to the disproportionate
number of large brokers represented in Exhibit 8 (see supra p. 26 and Appendix D, p. 92). As noted in
Exhibit 8, the per unit reimbursement cost for the largest brokers is understated; also those brokers experi-
ence economies of scale in the mailing of proxy materials to their customers. Smaller brokers, which are
less represented in the Sample, often charge the minimum fee for mailing materials which increases the per
unit reimbursement. (For example, NYSE Rule 451 specifies a minimum charge for all sets mailed of $3.00
plus postage.)

57 Supra p. 16.

80-014—76 3
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Exhibit 10

BANK COST AND REIMBURSEMENT OF SENDING PROXY MATERIALS

Proxy size class

(number of proxy
materials sent to

beneficial owners)
Number
of banks

Number
of proxies

sent

Total

direct

cost 1

Per unit

direct

cost 1

Per unit

mailing

cost

Per unit

cost minus
average
mailing

cost

Per unit

teirn-

bursement

Per unit

cost minus
per unit

reim-
bursement

Less than 5,000

5,000 to 9,999

10,000 to 49,999

50,000 and over

4
3

3
4

8,843
20, 777

50, 532
321,791

$38, 933
84,256
97,115

526, 904

$4.40
4.06
1.92
1.64

$0.39
.59
.30
.51

$4.01
3.47
1.62
1.13

$0.27
.93
.43
1.01

$4.13
3.13
1.49
.63

Total 14 401, 943 747, 208 1.86 .49 1.37 .92 .94

1 Excludes allocation of overhead for management and building and depreciation of equipment.

Note: Based on a sample of 14 banks which sought and received reimbursement for handling proxy materials. These
banks account for approximately 66 percent of all the proxies mailed by banks in the SEC survey.

Source: SEC 1976 proxy season questionnaires, Office of Securities Industry and Self- Regulatory Economics, Directorate

of Economic and Policy Research.

cost data. For banks sending less than 5,000 sets of proxy materials,

the per unit direct cost was $4.40 compared with $1.64 for banks
sending more than 50,000 sets of proxy materials. Information
as to the collection of fees from customers for handling proxy ma-
terials proved unobtainable because banks do not segregate the
proxy solicitation function in their fee schedules.

B. ANALYSIS OF THE PERCEPTIONS OF ISSUERS, BROKERS, BANKS, AND
SHAREOWNERS REGARDING THE ADEQUACY OF THE CURRENT SYSTEM

The opinions and experience of the banks, brokers, issuers, and
shareowners surveyed by the Commission reinforce the empirical data
gathered by the Commission's survey. Seventy-four percent of the

issuers, 73 percent of the brokers, and 78 percent of the banks stated

that in their experience the existing communications system is satis-

factory for the transmission of annual reports and proxies. 38 The
survey also indicates that institutional and individual shareowners
are satisfied with the service they receive, regardless of the size of

their holdings or their geographic location. Of the more than 23,000
responding shareowners, only 7.5 percent indicated some complaint
about the issuer-shareowner communications system. 39

Other surveys also indicated a general satisfaction with the current
communications system. For example, in a survey conducted by the

American Society of Corporate Secretaries, 40 a plurality (31.8 percent)

of the 422 issuers responding ranked retention of the present system

38 Among the thirteen distributing banks, eleven indicated satisfaction with the current communications
system, one indicated that it would prefer direct communications between issuers and shareowners, and
one failed to comment.
"The survey question inquired: "Do you have any complaints regarding the transmission of proxy

materials, annual reports or other shareholder communications?" Twenty-one percent of the respondents
left this question blank. Because the question was phrased in terms of "do you have any complaints,"
these blanks were presumed to be negative answers rather than failures to respond, Sixty-five percent
stated that they had no complaints about issuer-shareowner communications. Thus, 86 percent of the
respondents fell into these two categories. Five and six-tenths percent of the respondents had a complaint
about issuers in general but not about the communications process. These were complaints such as "issuers
spend too much money on fancy annual reports" or "the president of the company is paid too much."
Finally, 1.2 percent of the respondentsj.took the opportunity to express their dissatisfaction v, ith the federal

government.
*° See Appendix I;
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Exhibit 11

1976 PROXY SEASON:

RELATIVE SATISFACTION WITH THE
ISSUER-SHAREOWNER COMMUNICATIONS SYSTEM

SHAREOWNERS ISSUERS BROKERS

NO COMMENT, OR CCMMErlT
UNRELATED TO ISSUER-
SHAREOWNER COMMUNICATIONS

satisfied COMPLAINTS

SOURCE : U.S. SECURIT'ES AND EXCHANGE COMMISSION

1976 PROXY SEASON SUP
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first among the seven approaches to communications outlined in the
Preliminary Report; 62 percent ranked it among the first three. 41

Although the participants in the shareowner communications
process generally are satisfied with the system for transmitting proxies
and annual reports, many suggested that the system is not without
flaws. Nineteen percent of the issuers responding to the Commission's
survey indicated some dissatisfaction with the system. 42 When asked
what steps might be taken to improve the current shareowner com-
munications system, 23 percent of the issuers indicated that no
improvements were necessary, 32 percent had no opinion or gave no
response, and 45 percent offered specific suggestions for improving the
system. The improvement most frequently mentioned (favored by
28 percent of those offering suggestions) was direct communications
between issuers and shareowners. Only slightly fewer, 27 percent,

suggested that better cooperation was needed from intermediaries.

A third suggestion (favored by twelve percent) was to increase the
standardization of procedures.
Of the responding brokers, only 14 percent indicated dissatisfaction

with the system for transmitting proxies and annual reports. 43 When
asked what steps might be taken to improve the current shareowner
communications system, 18 percent of the brokers indicated that no
improvements were necessary, 28 percent had no opinion or gave no
response, and 54 percent offered specific suggestions for improving the
system. The most frequent suggestion (mentioned by 45 percent of

those offering suggestions) was that more lead time was needed. These
brokers complained that issuers often delay materials so long that
brokers cannot forward them to their customers in time for the
customers to vote. 44

None of the distributing banks had complaints about the system
for transmitting proxies and annual reports, although one bank sug-

gested that direct communications between issuers and shareowners
might be preferable.

As noted, only 7.5 percent of the shareowners responding to the

survey had a complaint about the distribution of proxy materials. 45

The shareowner complaints were categorized to pinpoint the most
common problems: 58.5 percent of the complainants stated that proxy
materials were late in arriving; 19 percent stated that they would
prefer to communicate directly with the issuer; 14.8 percent stated

that they were sometimes unable to vote due to late arriving proxy
statements; 5.6 percent cited the receipt of duplicate proxy materials;

41 Respondents were asked to rank the approaches in order of preference from 1 ("most favored") to 7
("most opposed").
« As previously noted, 74 percent of the issuers indicated satisfaction with the system and seven percent

had no opinion or gave no response. The problems most frequently mentioned were slow transmission of

materials (cited by approximately two-thirds of the dissatisfied issuers), the expense (cited by approxi-
mately one-quarter of the dissatisfied issuers), and the inability to know if the material actually reached
the shareowner (cited by approximately one-sixth of the dissatisfied issuers). Throughout the broker, bank,
and issuer questionnaires, respondents were given the opportunity to state all of their reasons for advocating
a particular position. Accordingly, the statistics cited herein may reflect more than one opinion by a
respondent.

«' Over one-third of the dissatisfied brokers indicated that they believe the communications process
places an undue burden on brokers. Approximately one-quarter indicated that some issuers fail to follow
standardized procedures or fail in other ways to carry out their obligations in the communications process.

** Other suggestions were the neod for greater standardization and the need to enforce rules regulating the
transmission of materials by issuers. Some brokers also stated that they would like to drop out of the
communications process and allow issuers to deal directly with shareowners.

45 Exhibit 12 demonstrates that the number of shareowner complaints rose and declined in relation to
the volume of proxy material being distributed but does not show the existence of a disporportionate rise

during the height of proxy season which would suggest a breakdown of the system.
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and 2.1 percent said they did not want to be bothered with proxy
materials. 46

C. CRITIQUE OF THE CURRENT SYSTEM

(i) Problems in the transmission of proxy materials and the solicitation of
proxies

(a) Transmission of proxy materials.—The primary problem in the
system for the transmission of proxies and annual reports is the failure

of some issuers to send search cards as required by Commission Rule
14a-3(d) 47 or to send them in a timely manner. The search card pro-
cedure initiates the communications process and helps to assure that
subsequent steps are carried out efficiently. Of the responding issuers

who stated they send search cards, however, twenty, or 13.7 percent,
commence their search card procedure on or after record date. An
additional 23 percent begin mailing search cards within ten days of
record date.

Brokers and banks uniformly stated that they depend on the re-

ceipt of search cards for notification of annual meetings and record
dates but many complained that they do not receive search cards from
a substantial segment of the issuer community. 48 Absent some col-

lateral method for timely notification of record date, if an intermediary
receives a search card after record date, it must reconstruct its record
date position in the issuer's security in order to determine the share-
owners entitled to vote.

Collateral notification depends on issuers announcing record dates
in a manner which effectively communicates the information to inter-

mediaries. If brokers and banks are informed of record dates, they can
order materials even if a search card is not received. 49 The survey data
indicate, however, that ten percent of the responding issuers announced
the record date for their 1976 annual meeting on or after record date,

while approximately 24 percent announced the record date between
one and ten days before record elate.

Many of the issuers which were interviewed or which submitted
comments suggested that, in some instance, intermediaries do not
respond to search cards or do not respond in a timely manner. The
survey data show that such instances are infrequent. Eighty-nine per-

cent of the responding issuers which provided information concerning
intermediaries' requests for proxy materials stated that they received

48 A disproportionate number of complaints came from brokerage firm customers. Specifically, 56.1 par-
cent of the respondents indicated that they had received the proxy materials with which the qu >s:ionnaires
were included from a broker. (For a complete description of the distribution of the questionnaires, see
Appendix D.) Brokerage firm customers, however, accounted for 78.6 percent of the shareowner complaints.
By contrast, although issuers distributed 32.5 percent of the returned questionnaires directly to share-
owners, only 9.7 percent of the complaints came from persons who had received the questionnaire directly
from issuers. Banks distributed 11.4 percent of the questionnaires, and 11.6 percent of the complaints were
received from bank customers. The disproportionate number of complaints from brokerage firm customers
does not necessarily indicate that brokers were at fault in those instances.

47 17CFR240.14a-3(d).
48 Twenty-nine percent of the responding brokers and 22 percent of the responding banks stated that

they received search cards from less than half of the issuers whose securities they hold, while 37 percent of

the responding brokers and 29 percent of the responding banks indicated that they received search cards
from between half and three-quarters of the issuers whose securities they hold. In interviews, smaller over-
the-counter issuers were cited as those most frequently failing to send search cards. The survey data lend
some support to that assertion. Thirteen of the 159 responding issuers, or eight percent, indicated that they
do not send search cards. Of those, nine are over-the-counter issuers, or 28 percent of the responding over-
the-counter issuers. Although the survey data cannot be extrapolated to indicate the extent to which over-
the-counter issuers generally may be failing to send search cards, it should be noted that sixty-five percent
of the nation's publicly-held issuers are not listed on an exchange.

49 Eighty-one percent of the responding brokers indicated that they order materials even if a search card
is not received. Other brokers, especially the larger firms, order proxy materials prior to the receipt of

search cards.
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the intermediaries' requests no more than 20 days after search cards

were first mailed out. 50

Finally, problems are created by the failure of brokers, banks and
issuers to use standardized procedures. Every person interviewed by
the Study agreed that the use of standard forms and procedures could
significantly improve the efficiency of the communications process.

(b) Solicitation of proxies.—One of the purposes of the Act is to

assure to shareowners voting control over the corporations in which
they invest. In 1934 Congress was particularly concerned that voting
of securities by brokers might deprive shareowners of their voting
control and enable brokers to assume a position of influence which
rightfully belongs to the beneficial owners. 51 In recent years, Congress
has been concerned as well with the ability of large institutions

potentially to dominate shareowner voting. 52

The Commission examined the possibility that intermediaries may
exercise undue influence because of the securities they hold. Only eight

percent of the responding banks, however, vote securities held for the

accounts of customers without customer instructions or specific

written voting authority. Banks that vote pursuant to a written grant
of authority act as fiduciaries and legally represent the interests of

their customers. 53

Under the ten-day rule, a broker may vote a customer's securities with-

out instructions if the broker advises the customer of the broker's inten-

tion and the customer fails to provide voting instructions. Although the
broker's vote is not made pursuant to written authorization, brokers
assert that the customer's silence confers tacit authorization. Brokers
do not, however, recognize a fiduciary obligation to their customers
when voting under a ten-day rule and always vote their position for

management. 54 Many brokers assert that if a broker disagrees with
management, his obligation is to advise customers to sell the issuer's

securities rather than to attempt to change management by voting.

The Commission attempted to assess the impact of broker voting
under the ten-day rule. Since brokers cannot vote on any matter which
may affect substantially the rights or privileges of a customer's
securities, 55 their sphere of influence is necessarily limited. On the
other hand, man}' brokers assert that without their vote some issuers

could not achieve a quorum at their annual meeting. To determine the
proportionate share of proxies representing broker voting pursuant to

a ten-day rule, the Commission surve3red issuers as to the vote ob-
tained on ten-day rule matters and the vote obtained on non-ten-day
rule matters. The vote on non-ten-day rule matters should be lower

50 See supra p. IS.
81 The Senate Report accompanying the Act stated: "The rules and regulations [promulgated by the

Commission under Section 14(b)] will . . . render it impossible for brokers having no beneficial interest
in a security to usurp the franchise power of their customers and thereby deprive the latter of their voice
in the control of the corporations in which they hold securities." S. Rep. No. 1455, 73d Cong., 2d Sess. 77
(1934).

82 A recent report detailing institutional holdings in the securities of United States corporations com-
mented: "At this stage. ... it seems fair to conclude that the stocks held in nominee accounts of banks'
trust departments and in other institutions do in fact put these institutions in a position where they can
exert significant influence, through voting and otherwise, on corporate decisions and policies." Subcom-
mittees on Intergovernmental Relations and Budgeting, Management and Expenditures of the Senate
Committee on Government Operations, Disclosure of Corporate Ownership, S. Doc. No. 93-62, 93d Cong.,
2d Sess. 137 (1974).

85 If an intermediary acts pursuant to a customer's instruction or as a fiduciary legally representing the
customer's interests, the effect of that intermediary on corporate affairs may be significant, but it arises
out of a contract or other legal relationship between intermediary and shareowner and not as a side effect

of nominee and street name registration of securities.
84 Supra p. 15.
85 Supra p. 15.
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than the vote on ten-day rule matters, since the former represents
only the vote of shareowners entitled to vote, while the latter reflects,

in addition, shares voted by brokers without specific customer author-
ization. For all issuers surveyed, the average differential was 5.3
percent, with issuers having 5,000 to 10,000 recordholders experiencing
the greatest drop (10.2 percent), and issuers having more than 500,000
recordholders experiencing the smallest drop (two percent). 56

In all but two of 163 instances reported in the survey the non-ten-
day rule vote would have been sufficient to constitute a quorum. 57 In
addition, only 14 percent of the issuers surveyed by the Commission
were concerned that they might have problems in obtaining a quorum
without the ten-day rule vote. While these data cannot be extrapolated
to prove that issuers would not experience difficulty in obtaining a
quorum if ten-day rule voting were proscribed, they do indicate that
broker voting under the ten-day rule is not as important in obtaining
a quorum as some brokers suggest. The Commission is not aware of any
significant shareowner dissatisfaction with broker voting pursuant to
a ten-day rule.

The Commission has found a rather widespread misinterpretation of
the ten-day rule, however, which may infringe shareowners' rights.

Under the ten-day rules of the NYSE and Amex, although a broker
may give its proxy ten days before the meeting with regard to secur-
ities not voted by customers, the broker is obligated to change its

proxy if, within the ten-day period, a customer gives voting instruct-

ions in a manner which countermands the proxy given by the broker.
Over 24 percent of the NYSE and Amex members responding to the
survey which vote under the ten-day rule stated that they establish a
time prior to an issuer's annual meeting after which voting instruct-

ions received from customers are not given effect.
58 The ten-day rules

of the Midwest and Boston Stock Exchanges do not specifically require

members to change their vote if customers' voting instructions are

received within ten days of an issuer's meeting.

(ii) Transmission oj quarterly reports and other routine communications

The system for distributing quarterly reports is less efficient than
the system for distributing annual reports and proxies. Many issuers do
not send a search card in connection with the distribution of quarterly
reports, but simply distribute the report to those who are shareholders
of record on the mailing date.

59 When the broker-recordholder receives

a copy of the quarterly report in the mail, he requests from the issuer

an appropriate number of copies for forwarding to shareowners.60 This
haphazard ordering process frequently delays the receipt of materials

by shareowners. To avoid such delays, some issuers send the interme-

68 In several instances, the expected differential did not appear. One issuer stated that broker interme-
diaries never vote its shares pursuant to the 10-day rule. Another suggested that brokers were not confining
their 10-day rule voting to routine matters but were voting on all matters. The Commission has found no
evidence to support this contention.

«7 Presumed to be 50 percent plus one. The survey did not inquire whether the issuers undertook special

efforts to solicit proxies on non-ten-day rule matters. Furthermore, shareowners may be more inclined to

vote on non-ten-day rule matters since they are non-routine matters.
w Over half of those brokers do not give effect to customers' voting instructions received less than a week

before the meeting.
«9 The distribution of quarterly reports is not governed by the Act, and the sending of search cards is

not required.
*" In general, the financial community is unaware in advance of the distribution because there is no

record date.
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diary as many copies of the quarterly report as it requested of the last

annual report. 61

Brokers also are responsible for the lower efficiency of the system.

While virtually all brokers state that they forward proxy materials and
annual reports, only 77 percent indicated that they normally forward
quarterly reports to customers. Other routine communications, prin-

cipally press releases, are forwarded by less than 60 percent of the

brokers.

(Hi) Transmission of non-routine communications

Few issuers have been involved in a tender offer or counter solicita-

tion of proxies. As a result, 84 percent of the responding issuers had
no opinion as to the effectiveness of the current system for trans-

mitting non-routine communications; seven percent were satisfied;

and nine percent were dissatisfied. Brokers on the other hand, because
they hold securities of many issuers, frequently are involved in trans-

mitting non-routine communications. Only 15 percent of the brokers

had no opinion or gave no response as to the current system's efficacy.

Seventy-two percent were satisfied with the system, and 13 percent
indicated dissatisfaction.

The Commission has released for public comment proposed rules re-

garding tender offers and has recently adopted amendments to rules

concerning dissident shareowner proposals. 62 Furthermore, the Com-
mission is continuing to study this area. Accordingly, the Commission
has made no judgments about the transmission of non-routine com-
munications at this time.

(w) Reimbursement of expenses

The cost to issuers of forwarding materials through intermediaries

is substantially greater than the cost of mailing materials directly to

their shareholders. 63 Nevertheless, only 30 percent of the responding
issuers indicated that they believe the current system entails costs

which should be reduced or eliminated. Strikingly, only 25 percent of

the issuers maintained that the costs of the current system should be
reallocated among issuers, brokers, banks and shareowners. 64

Brokers general!}^ are satisfied with the cost and cost allocation of

the current system. Only 23 percent of the responding brokers consider
the current s}^stem to have excessive costs. Seventy percent of the
responding brokers do not believe that the costs of the current system
should be reallocated among issuers, intermediaries, and shareowners.

61 Thirty-four percent of the responding brokers were dissatisfied with the system for forwarding quarterly
reports, generally for one of three reasons: (a) issuers do not send search cards; (b) issuers are more casual
about quarterly reports, failing to fill orders promptly or to send materials; or (c) issuers do not reimburse
brokers for forwarding quarterly reports and other routine communications. Although brokers frequently
complained about non-reimbursement, ninety-four percent of the responding issuers indicated that they
reimburse intermediaries for forwarding quarterly reports.

62 Securities Exchange Act Release No. 12676 (August 2, 1976) and Securities Exchange Act Release No.
12999 (November 22, 1976).

43 See tupra pp. 25-27.
M There is one matter over which many issuers are concerned, however. They state that frequently they

are billed for the forwarding of communications by persons who are not shareholders of record and who
do not otherwise represent beneficial owners of the issuers' securities. According to the issuers, such persons
either order and bill for materials which they do not distribute, submit a fraudulent bill, or bill for the
distribution of materials to persons who are not shareowners, such as libraries or publishing services. The
American Society of Corporate Secretaries has published a list of persons it alleges have engaged In incorrect
billing. The list is widely used in the issuer community in reviewing billings, but some issuers continue to
express concern over the practice. The Commission believes that measures should be taken against persons
who fraudulently engage in this practice. Accordingly, the Commission has discussed the matter with the
American Society of Corporate Secretaries and the North American Securities Administrators Association,
the organization of state securities administrators. The Society and the Association have agreed to establish
a liaison with the objective of determining ways to eradicate this practice.
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3. Alternatives to the Current System

Although the evidence developed by the Study indicates that the
current system is performing adequately, the Commission carefully
considered the six alternatives set forth in the Preliminary Report to

determine whether any of them might produce a significant improve-
ment in shareowner communications. The Commission considered
also whether the alternatives could be achieved at a reasonable cost
and would carry forward the improvements made in recent years in

securities transaction processing which depend upon nominee arrange-
ments and the use of depositories. None of the alternative approaches
appears to meet those criteria.

In examining the alternative approaches, the Study found that one
problem common to each was the lack of an industry-wide System
for the effective transmittal of records and information. Since the
paperwork crisis of 1969, the securities industry increasingly has
turned to the use of computers to maintain and process records and
information. The development of computerized recordkeeping systems
in the securities industry, however, has been characterized by the
design of systems to fit individual needs and methods of recordkeeping

;

little standardization has developed. As a result, different computer
systems often use different media and codes. 65

In addition, there is no standard format for records and information
in computer programs. For example, a broker may program his records

so that the account number appears first, the name of the customer
second and the customer's address third. An issuer, on the other hand,
may format its records so that the shareowner's name appears first,

his address second and the size of his holding third. They may employ
different abbreviations.
Each of the alternative approaches to shareowner communications

would produce a substantial increase in the flow of records and in-

formation among the various participants in the securities industry or

would rechannel that flow and require the development of new lines of

communication. The development of an industry-wide system for the

rapid transmission of records and information would entail significant

costs which must be measured against the potential benefits of each
alternative.

A. REGISTRATION IN THE NAME OF THE BENEFICIAL OWNER

Under this approach, securities held by banks in custody accounts

and securities held by brokers would be registered in customers' names.
Securities held by a bank as trustee or executor or in a similar capacity

would be registered in "same name" registration, for example, in the

name of "First National Bank as Trustee for John Doe," or as trustee

under a specific trust agreement or will.
66

85 Records and information are transferred among different computer systems by the use of various

devices, or "media." Among the more common types of media are cards, tapes, discs, drums and direct wire

connections. Data are represented on these medi- by different codes, in order to transfer the information

between computer systems, the receiving system first must have the proper equipment to extract or "read"
the information contained on a medium, and second, must be able to decode what it has read and convert

that information into the code that the system is using. The more sophisticated computer systems today
have reading devices for most or all of the more commonly used media, and there exist a number of stand-

ardized codes. Some systems have pre-established programs for converting data from one standardized

code to another.
*e Preliminary Report 23-24.
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Support for this approach came from a number of issuers who be-
lieve that the advantages of full disclosure of beneficial ownership and
direct issuer-shareowner communications outweigh the impact of this

approach on the securities transaction processing system and on the

operations of brokers, banks and issuers. Over one-fifth of the issuers

responding to the American Society of Corporate Secretaries' survey
(21.3 percent) ranked this first among the seven approaches, 67 while

17.3 percent rated it second, and 12.3 percent rated it third. 68 At the

same time, 20.6 percent of the issuers responding to the Society's

survey were "most opposed" to this alternative, more than for any
other approach. The dichotomy in issuers' responses to this approach
apparently arises from a desire to know the names of beneficial owners
on one hand, 69 and a concern that transaction processing economies
would be lost on the other.

Other commentors also were concerned that recent improvements in

securities transaction processing which depend on nominee name ar-

rangements would be lost if this alternative were adopted. One broker
stated that "while the method would provide greater disclosure, the

problems created for securities processing would be enormous." The
Committee of Publicly Owned Companies, in commenting on the Pre-
liminary Report, stated that although it supported modifications of the
current shareowner communications process, it remained "committed
to the principle of not wishing to disturb the processing and transfer

benefits accruing from the system of street name or nominee registra-

tions * * *." The California Bankers Association considered the elimi-

nation of nominees to be "a drastic, unwarranted step." A number of

brokers and banks also were concerned that this alternative would
invade their customers' right to privac}".

A problem for intermediaries under this approach is that the}' would
have to discontinue the use of jumbo certificates (certificates represent-

ing the combined interests of many customers) and replace them with a
significantly larger number of certificates registered in their customers'
individual names. The maintenance of this larger number of certificates

would require additional recordkeeping and expanded safekeeping
facilities. Moreover, the advances made in securities transaction
processing since the paperwork crisis of the late 1960's depend upon
the use of nominee name arrangements. Wholesale registration of

securities in the name of the beneficial owner would, under current
practice, require that the completion of transactions be accompanied
by certificate delivery and transfer of record ownership. Under such
conditions and at current volume levels, the securities industry could
not effect transactions in a timely manner.

B. MULTIPLE NAME REGISTRATION

Under this approach, issuers would maintain their registration

records in more than one name. Multi-level registration would permit

67 That is. the six alternatives and retention of the present system.
6

- Some issuers responding to the Society's survey suggested that this alternative was the "most practical
and useful manner in which a company could get to know who were the beneficial owners of its stock."
The results of the survey are reproduced in Appendix I.

89 Sixty-five percent of the respondents to the Society's survey indicated that they would look favorably
on some system which would effect disclosure of the names of beneficial owners to issuers. The Societ y stated
that a "pervasive" attitude among the members responding to its survey was "the belief that the issuer
should have a right to know who are the beneficial owners of its stock, and that regardless of the system
adopted, disclosure of a company's stock [sic] must be required."
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securities to be registered in the name of the broker or institution
for the purpose of negotiating transfer and in the name of the bene-
ficial owner for the purpose of receiving issuer communications and
disclosing beneficial ownership information. 70

As with each approach requiring disclosure, the brokers and banks
felt it would impinge upon their customers' right to privacy. This
approach received little support from issuers or transfer agents who
commented that it would be costly and would impose significant
recordkeeping burdens. Transfer agents would be required to maintain
sub-accounts on their books, a service which many advised the Com-
mission they could not provide without an extensive and costly
reprogramming of their computers. 71 Only 1.9 percent of the American
Society of Corporate Secretaries' respondents rated this alternative
first. In terms of mean response to the Society's survey, this alterna-
tive ranked sixth; in terms of median response it ranked fifth.

This approach also would have an adverse impact on the current
S3^stem for clearing and settling securities transactions because the
completion of each securities transaction would have to be accom-
panied by a transfer of record ownership.

C. CENTRAL MAILING CONCEPT

This approach contemplates the mailing of proxies and the proc-
essing of other shareowner materials through a centralized system
involving securities depositories. Prior to a meeting of stockholders,
on notice sent by the issuer, brokers would forward to the depository
their customer positions in the issuer's securities as of the record date.

The depository would create a master list for each security and
promptly thereafter advise the issuer of the number of sets of mate-
rials required. The issuer would forward the materials to the de-
pository which would mail them to shareowners; proxies could be
returned to the depository for tabulation or mailed directly to the

issuer. 72

One large New York broker strongly supported this approach but
suggested the creation of a new entity to carry out the function rather

than employing the securities depositories. This commentor suggested
that "[t]he problem all lies in the physical handling and distribution of

materials. . . . One must personally view the horrendous amount of

bulk that is received during the proxy season at brokerage firms to

recognize the chaos that it causes." [Emphasis deleted.] The com-
mentor felt that a new central mailing entity would simplify and
facilitate the entire procedure.

Other commentors did not view the approach as favorably. One
broker stated that "the cost of establishing [a central mailing
entity] would be far out of proportion to the benefits [to be] derived

from this service." Two of the major securities depositories stated

that the3r were ill-equipped to carry out the role proposed for them, 73

70 Preliminary Report 25.
71 The Western Stock Transfer Association, Inc. stated: "This alternative is fraught with problems of

economics and expanded communications. Procedures now in use by most of our members' firms do not
provide for sub-accounts; so most of our programs for handling shareholder records would have to be revised,
incurring considerable cost and time for re-programming. Changes in beneficial ownership of street name or
nominee shares would cause greatly increased notices and confirmations between brokers and nominees
and transfer agents, to say nothing of the additional clerical work to update files. WSTA must ask the
Commission to give this alternative a very low priority."

7 - P-eliminary Report 20.
73 The third major depository was not interviewed.
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since depositories are most effective in performing computer-oriented
functions and least effective in performing manual ones. As evidence of

this, they cited the experience of depositories prior to the omnibus
proxy procedure 7i and suggested that central mailing would be an
unfortunate step backward. They also felt that it would be inappropri-

ate for depositories to service individual shareowner accounts.

A number of commentors thought that this approach would delay
shareowner communications by adding an additional layer to the

communications process or pointed out the danger of overcentraliza-

tion with the resultant vulnerability of the sj^stem. Also mentioned as

a deterrent to this approach was the need for a separate system for

securities not eligible for inclusion in a depository. Among the re-

spondents to the American Society of Corporate Secretaries' surve}',

only 2.4 percent rated this alternative first, and only 17.3 percent
listed it as one of their top three choices.

D. CENTRAL ORDER PROCESSING

Under this approach, the depository would order proxy and other
shareowner materials on behalf of its participants and perform certain

accounting services but would not mail the materials. 75

The depositories had the same objection to this approach as to the

central mailing concept, and the approach received little support from
the bank, broker, or issuer communities. The American Society of

Corporate Secretaries reported that less than one percent of its re-

sponding issuers listed this as a most favored alternative, while
almost 60 percent rated it in the bottom three categories. Most com-
mentors felt this approach would be more costly than the present
communications system and would not produce better results.

E. DISCLOSURE OF BENEFICIAL OWNERSHIP FOR PURPOSES OF
SHAREOWNER COMMUNICATIONS 76

Under this alternative, brokers and banks would disclose to issuers

the names of customers for whom the intermediaries act as custodian.
Issuers then would distribute communications and dividends directly

to shareowners. 77

This alternative was proposed to the Commission during the
Beneficial Ownership Hearings in 1974, 78 and in August 1975 the
Commission proposed Rule 14b-l(b) which would permit brokers to

fulfill their obligations in transmitting shareowner communications by
voluntarily disclosing customers' names. 79 Subsequently, the Pre-
liminary Report suggested disclosure as an alternative for improving
the communications system.

74 See supra p. 15.
75 Preliminary Report 27.
78 In this Report, disclosure of beneficial ownership as a means of implementing direct issuer-shareowner

communications is distinguished from disclosure as a means of identifying and monitoring beneficial owner-
ship of securities. Disclosure for purposes other than shareowner communications is discussed infra pp. 49
et seq.

77 Preliminary Report 24-25.
7« Hearings in the Matter of Beneficial Ownership, Takeovers and Acquisitions of Securities by Foreign

and Domestic Persons Before the Securities and Exchange Commission, File No. 4-175 (1974).
7i Securities Exchange Act Release No. 11617 (August 25, 1975).
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Disclosure is supported by a substantial segment of the issuer
community, 80 but the bases of that support vary. Some issuers
supported it as a means of facilitating direct issuer-shareowner
communications; others wanted the names to monitor investment in
the compan}-; still others wanted the names available as an alternative
for times when they believe the communications system is not op-
erating effectively. 81

Strong support for disclosure came from smaller issuers who argued
that in then experience the current communications system is not
working well. Larger issuers feared the operational difficulties which
would be created if they were required to communicate directly with
all of the shareowners now represented by brokers and banks. One
issuer, in commenting on proposed Rule 14b-l(b), stated: "Should
the Commission promulgate a rule which would require the issuer

to assume the burden of direct communication with beneficial owners,
we would be constrained to administer at least 10,500 additional
mailings on an individual basis without the benefit of a computer
listing. The cost of such a burden in terms of additional staff, time
limitations and the orderly administration of our stock transfer
office would far eclipse the amount for which we would otherwise
expend [sic] to reimburse brokers for their having communicated
directly with their customers." 82

Support for disclosure also came from some members of the banking
and brokerage community. These intermediaries believe that the
operation of the proxy department is a burdensome and unproductive
segment of their business that is at best marginally profitable. As a
result, they would be willing to disclose the names of their customers
to issuers if it would allow them to drop out of the communications
process. 83 Generally, however, intermediaries were opposed to dis-

closure of beneficial ownership. They argued that disclosure would
constitute an unwarranted invasion of their customers' privacy unless

it could be demonstrated that the communications system has grave
deficiencies. 84

80 Among the respondents to the American Society of Corporate Secretaries' survey, 22.5 percent listed
this as the most favored alternative, while 29.6 percent ranked it second, and 14.9 percent ranked it third.
In terms of both mean and median response, the Society's survey respondents ranked this alternative first

among the seven approaches listed in the Preliminary Report. Analyzing the responses to the American
Society's survey according to size of issuer, the disclosure alternative ranked first, in terms of mean and
median response, among issuers with 10.000 or fewer recordholders, and second (to retention of the present
system) among issuers with more than 10,000 recordholders. Of the issuers responding to the Commission's
survey, 57 percent favored disclosure of beneficial ownership, while 26 percent did not, and 17 percent had
no response or no opinion.

81 A number of brokers and banks suggested that the primary motive of smaller issuers in seeking dis-

closure is a desire to combat tender offers and adverse takeovers rather than to improve communications.
Some issuers confirmed that this was their motivation in part but argued that their interest in communicat-
ing effectively with their shareowners was paramount.

82 Another issuer estimated that it would receive an additional 20,000 names from brokers for each annual
meeting and recited the problems that would be created:

" This raw data [names received from brokers] could not be added to the master list of records as it would
create confusion with the current list. . . . Thus a new computer program would have to be created, tested,
and put into use.

"For each beneficial owner, a minimum of five items of information must be encoded. For 20,000 names,
100,000 items must be encoded. Thereafter the encoded material must be keypunched, transferred to the
new computer tape and then balanced to correct errors."

83 A number of these intermediaries have in the past voluntarily disclosed their customers' names to
issuers.

84 Brokers were concerned about the confidentiality of their customer lists and argued that disclosure
could result in the loss of customers to competitors. In response to this concern, many issuers suggested that
access to information regarding the identities of beneficial owners could be restricted. Brokers, however,
disagreed emphatically, arguing that once disclosure were made, it would be impossible, as a practical

matter, to preserve the confidentiality of their customer lists. In addition, many banks feared that dis-

closure would violate state banking laws which prohibit fiduciaries from disclosing the aspects of a trust.

Another of their concerns was that the complexities of trust arrangements would make it difficult in some
situations to determine the name to be disclosed.
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The Commission's survey indicates that shareowners as a group are

less concerned than intermediaries about the disclosure of their names
to issuers. Almost 88 percent of the responding shareowners whose
securities are held in street or nominee name indicated that they
would not object to disclosure for purposes of direct communication.
Those who objected tended to be larger shareowners or bank cus-

tomers. Among those owning 100 shares or less, 5.2 percent were
opposed; among those owning 501 to 1,000 shares, 10.2 percent were
opposed; and among those owning more than 10,000 shares, 19.3 percent

objected. Almost 21 percent of the bank customers responding to the

survey objected to disclosure while only 8.2 percent of the brokerage
customers raised an objection. 85

Because of the strong support for this approach from many issuers,

the Commission sought to determine whether the problems associated

with it could be overcome. Both proponents and opponents agreed
that unless disclosure were mandatory, little would be accomplished.
Issuers argued that a voluntary system would be worse than complete
disclosure because the}' would have to maintain a dual operation,

reprogramming their computers to accept additional names but con-

tinuing to forward communications through intermediaries as well. 86

Most brokers and banks indicated they would not disclose their

customers' names unless required.

To deal with intermediaries' concerns about privacy and the con-
fidentiality of their customer lists, some commentors suggested inter-

posing depositories between intermediaries and issuers. The deposi-

tories would receive the customers' names, alphabetize them, stand-
ardize the format, and remove any information relating customers to

particular intermediaries. The depositories asserted, as with central

order processing, that they are not organized to perform this role.

Other commentors suggested that issuers can already obtain a measure
of disclosure by sending cards through intermediaries asking the
shareowners to contact the issuer if they wish to receive communica-
tions directly. This approach does not impose any burdens on inter-

mediaries, but the list of names obtained by the issuer cannot be used
to determine persons entitled to vote.

Disclosure of the names of shareowners by intermediaries to issuers

would not interfere with those functions of the securities and banking
industries which depend on nominee name arrangements. It would,
however, impose substantial recordkeeping burdens on intermediaries
and many issuers, and does not appear feasible absent the develop-
ment of a compatible industry-wide computer system for the trans-

mission of names and the development of a standard format.

F. TRANSFER AGENT DEPOSITORY CONCEPT

The transfer agent depository ("TAD") would replace the certificate

with computerized stockowner lists, maintained by the transfer agent,
which would serve as both the issuer's stock records and the share-

85 This statistic may result from the tendency of large shareholders to leave securities with bank custodians
rather than with brokers.

*• One suggested approach was to have intermediaries poll customers as to whether they would object
to having their names disclosed. Customers desiring privacy could continue to have shareowner communi-
cations sent through the intermediaries; others could receive communications directly. In addition to the
problem of maintaining dual operations, issuers suggested that this would make planning difficult since
they would be uncertain in any year how many intermediaries would forward customers' names. Inter-
mediaries expressed concern that they would have to bear the initial and continuing expense of polling
customers, which several large brokers argued would be substantial.
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owner's evidence of ownership. Following a trade, upon the instruction
of a selling customer or his broker, the TAD would transfer securities

by book entry from the selling customer's account to the buying
customer's account and would notify the customers and their brokers
of completion of the transfer. The transfer would be performed by
means of a message-switching center interposed between the customer
or broker and each transfer agent. 87

To the extent the stock certificate were eliminated, the interposi-

tioning of a computer switching center between the transfer agent and
the broker and banking communities would permit multiple high speed
transfers of record ownership. Therefore, securities could be held in

the name of the beneficial owner without disrupting the system for

clearing and settling securities transactions. Customers wanting to

maintain privacy or owning securities through arrangements requiring
the intervention of an intermediary could continue to register the
securities in the name of the intermediary.
The TAD concept received support from various elements of the

issuer, banking and brokerage communities. The survey of the Amer-
ican Society of Corporate Secretaries indicated that 17.5 percent of

the responding issuers rated the transfer agent depository concept first,

15.4 percent rated it second, and 9.5 percent rated it third. In general,

it ranked in the middle of the various alternatives in terms of mean
and median response.

The principal concern regarding TAD, even among those comment-
ing favorably, was the belief that problems involved in its implemen-
tation were too significant to make TAD a short-term alternative. One
issuer stated, "[a]ssuming that a 'Certificateless Society' was an
immediate possibility, this alternative could be very beneficial.* * *

However, in reality, because of time and standardization costs, we feel

that there would not be an immediate enough benefit from further
consideration of this alternative." A large broker commented that,

"[although this alternative is attractive and will probably be a neces-
sary development in the goal of a certificateless society, we believe

that there are other steps which need to be taken * * * before we
can use such a system for the distribution of prox^/ material." A major
west coast bank stated : "The transfer agent depository concept * * *

may have some long run promise, but it would seem to presuppose a

highly integrated national computerized 'book entry' system which
simply doesn't yet exist. High costs of implementation plus lack of

compatible systems among users indicate that this alternative is un-
realistic at this time."

B. Conclusions

The current system for transmitting issuer-shareowner communica-
tions through intermediaries is functioning reasonably well. Empirical
data developed by the Commission show that while transmission
through intermediaries is more circuitous, materials are received by
shareowners in a timely manner whether they are transmitted directly

by an issuer or through an intermediary. The problems in transmission
which do occur appear to be traceable to failures on the part of

individual issuers or intermediaries rather than to weaknesses in the

system. In particular, a number of issuers fail to announce their

w Preliminary Report 27-28.
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record dates or to send search cards in a timely manner. In general,

however, the data do not reveal any intrinsic weak links which
portend future breakdowns.
The Commission has not found any apparent relationship between

measures of intermediary activity in the proxy distribution process

and issuers' success in soliciting proxies. Rather, issuers' ability to

obtain a sufficient voting response appears to be dependent upon
factors other than the extent to which their securities are held in

nominee and street name.
Most of the participants perceive the system to be adequate to

meet their needs. Shareowners have little concern about the manner in

which communications are now handled. While issuers and inter-

mediaries raised some problems, they generally can be mitigated with-
out significant revision of the current system.
The Commission has concluded that no alternative approach would

facilitate shareowner communications without disrupting the current
system of clearance and settlement, imposing significant costs and
recordkeeping requirements on participants, or involving major
computer development. In view of the Commission's conclusion that
the current system is adequate, the Commission believes that imposi-
tion of the substantial burdens involved in implementing an alterna-

tive system is not justified.

The TAD concept exhibits promise as an important long-term
alternative. It is not, however, a system for streamlining communica-
tions but rather an approach to a national clearance and settlement
system which, as a by-product, would improve issuer-shareowner
communications. Development of TAD, therefore, must be integrated
with other developments in clearance and settlement. The Commission
will continue to encourage consideration of the TAD system in carrying
out the Commission's responsibilities under Section 17A of the Act.

In view of the foregoing, the Commission concludes that the practice
of registering securities in other than the name of the beneficial owner
is consistent with the purposes of the Act regarding issuer-shareowner
communications, with particular reference to Section 14 relating to

the solicitation of proxies. Nevertheless, there are a number of steps
which can be taken to improve issuer-shareowner communications
while retaining the benefits of the practice of registering securities in

nominee and street name.

G. Recommendations

1. The Commission will review the recommendation of the Study
that issuers be required to announce any annual or special meeting of

shareholders at least ten days prior to the record date and to specify
in that announcement the record date, meeting date and other per-
tinent information.

2. The Commission has under consideration adoption of proposed
Rule 14b-l(a) and related amendments to Rule 14a-3(d) with minor
changes. 88

Proposed Rule 14b-l(a) would require brokers to respond by means
of a search card or otherwise to an inquiry from an issuer made in
accordance with Rule 14a-3(d) with respect to how many of the

w Securities Exchange Act Release No. 11617 (August 25, 1975).

80-014—76 4
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broker's customers are beneficial owners of the issuer's securities
which are held of record by the broker or its nominee. Upon receipt
of a sufficient number of proxies and annual reports, and assurances
that its reasonable expenses would be paid by the issuer, the broker
would be required to forward such materials to its customers.
Amended Rule 14a-3(d) would require issuers to carry out their

obligation in distributing materials in a manner which would reflect

the complementary obligation imposed on brokers by proposed
Rule 14b-l(a). Specifically, it would require issuers to make inquiry
of brokers at least ten days prior to their record dates and to supply
requested materials promptly.
The rules would not add any new procedures to the issuer-share-

owner communications process. Rather, they would formalize the
distribution process already employed by most brokers and issuers.

Nevertheless, the Commission is considering adoption in view of the
data gathered by the Study which indicate that some brokers and
issuers are unfamiliar with the search card procedure or do not
follow it.

3. The Commission wall evaluate the recommendation of the
Study that brokers be required to forward all shareowner communica-
tions which the issuer supplies to the broker in sufficient quantities
and for the forwarding of which the issuer is willing to reimburse
the brokers' reasonable expenses. Brokers often do not forward
shareowner communications even when issuers are willing to supply
the materials and provide reimbursement. The decision of those
brokers as to what materials should be forwarded generally is based
on the broker's assessment of the "importance" of the communications.
The Commission deems it inappropriate, in general, for brokers to

determine whether communications from issuers should be forwarded
to shareowners. Decisions as to the scope, relevance, or frequency of

communications to be transmitted to shareowners should rest with
the issuer.

4. The Commission has under consideration withdrawal of proposed
Rule 14b-l(b) and related amendments to Rule 14a-3(d). 89 Rule
14b-l(b) would permit brokers to satisfy their obligation to forward
communications to their customers by providing to the issuer a list

of the shareowners, their addresses and their holdings. Issuers would
then be required under the proposed amendments to Rule 14a-3(d)
to communicate directly with their shareowners. The withdrawal of

these rules is being considered on the basis of the Study's finding

that the procedures suggested for effecting direct issuer-shareowner
communications would significantly disrupt the present system for

clearing and settling securities transactions or would place undue
re2:ulatorv and economic burdens on issuers and brokers.

5. To make clear that customers' voting instructions, received any
reasonable length of time prior to an issuers' meeting, must be given
effect, the Boston and Midwest Stock Exchanges should amend their

rules, and the New York and American Stock Exchanges should
undertake a program to review their ten-day rules with their members.
Failure to give effect to such instructions may interfere unduly with
the ability of shareowners to vote their securities.

«»7d.
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0. An advisory committee will be proposed by the Commission (a)

to focus on the development of standard forms and procedures for the

transmission of shareowner communications and the solicitation of

proxies and (b) to seek ways to implement such forms and procedures
throughout the securities industry on a voluntary basis.

Most brokers, banks, and issuers agree that the use of standard
forms and procedures could significantly improve the efficiency of the
communications process. The}' would prefer, however, that such
standards be implemented through self-regulation. The Commission
concurs in the belief that a self-regulatory approach is appropriate. In
the past, progress in this area has been slow because there is no single

body which represents all of the participants in the communications
process or which has the authority or influence to institute industry-

wide standards. The Commission believes a federal advisory com-
mittee could perform this role.

If the self-regulatory approach proves unsuccessful, the Commission
will consider exercising its rulemaking power to achieve standardiza-
tion in shareowner communications. In making this determination,
however, the Commission will consider carefully the apparent general

satisfaction of brokers, banks, issuers and shareowners with the exist-

ing communications system. The Commission will seek to balance the

potential benefits of any such changes against the regulatory and
financial burdens which would be imposed.

7. The national securities exchanges and the NASD jointly should
prepare a brochure for distribution to brokers' customers explaining
the benefits and consequences of leaving securities in street name. The
Commission's survey data indicate that many customers do not realize

that securities left with a broker will be registered in the broker's name,
that communications will be sent to them indirectly through the
broker, and that dividends will be credited by the broker to their

account. This sometimes results in customer dissatisfaction even where
brokers have adhered to high standards in transmitting communications.





Chapter IV

THE PRACTICE AS IT AFFECTS DISCLOSURE OF BENE-
FICIAL OWNERSHIP FOR PURPOSES OTHER THAN
ISSUER-SHAREOWNER COMMUNICATIONS

A. Discussion

The practice of registering securities in nominee and street name
interposes between the issuer and the beneficial owner an intermediary
which may effectively mask the identity of the beneficial owner from
the issuer and the public. Although it is possible, in most cases, to

identify brokers or banks which hold securities through a depository
or institutional nominee, 1 brokers and banks have been generally
unwilling to make available to issuers or to the public information
about the individuals or institutions on whose behalf the securities

are held.

During the past several }'ears, the Senate Committee on Govern-
ment Operations and its subcommittees have conducted extensive
hearings and issued several reports on the lack of readily accessible

coordinated information regarding substantial beneficial owners.
Congress has voiced concern that nominee and street name registra-

tion may deprive the investing public of ownership information which
is relevant to their investment and voting decisions and may make it

more difficult for governmental entities to carry out their regulatory
responsibilities.

The Commission has examined the impact of the practice on the
existing disclosure requirements of the Act to determine (1) whether
additional legislation should be sought in order to assure public
availability of information regarding substantial beneficial owners
and (2) whether the practice impedes efFective enforcement of existing

disclosure requirements.

1. Disclosure Requirements of the Securities Exchange Act and the
Rules Thereunder

A. DISCLOSURE BY BENEFICIAL OWNERS

Section 16(a), the Act's only beneficial ownership disclosure pro-
vision of general application, requires any person who becomes the
beneficial owner of more than ten percent of any class of equity security
of a publicly-held company 2 (or who is a director or officer of the
company) to file with the Commission a statement listing the amount
of that issuer's equity securities so owned. Thereafter, any change
in ownership must be reported within ten days after the close of the
calendar month in which such change occurs.

1 If the securities are held in the nominee name of a depository, the depository will make available to the
issuer a listing of each participant's holdings in the issuer's securities. If securities are held in the nominee
name of a bank or other institution, the bank or institution can usually be readily identified by consulting
the Nominee List which is published annually by the American Society of Corporate Secretaries.

2 A " publicly-held" company, as used hereinafter, is any issuer whose securities are registered pursuant
to Section 12 of the Act.

(47)
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Section 13(d) requires any person (or group) who, after acquiring
ownership of certain equity securities,3

is the beneficial owner of

more than five percent of any class of such securities to disclose,

among other things, that person's name, address, occupational back-
ground, source of funds, and purpose in effecting the acquisition,

as well as the number of shares of the subject security which are

beneficially owned by such person and each associated person. There-
after, any material change in ownership must likewise be reported.

Section 14(d) requires a person (or group) who, after consummation
of a tender offer, would be the beneficial owner of more than five

percent of any class of a Section 13(d) security, to disclose the in-

formation specified in Section 13(d) and certain additional information
which the Commission has prescribed.

Sections 13(d) and 14(d) are not disclosure provisions of general
application. Neither Section requires reporting of any acquisition

which, together with all other acquisitions of the same class during
the preceding twelve months bj the same person or group, does not
exceed two percent of that class. 4 Moreover, the provisions do not
require disclosure by five percent beneficial owners who acquired their

ownership interest prior to the enactment of the five percent disclosure

threshold in 1970. Congress sought to treat what it considered to be,

at the time of enactment, an immediate manifestation of the broader
problem of the potential ability of substantial shareholders to dom-
inate shareholder voting or to influence significantly corporate man-
agement. Underlying Congress' solution was a determination that five

percent ownership in a publicly-held company is often sufficient to

influence management. 5

After enactment of Sections 13(d) and 14(d), Congress focused in-

creased attention on the role of large institutional shareholders.
Concerned, among other things, about the potential ability of such
shareholders to influence corporate management 6 and to affect the
market for a corporation's stock because of the amount of securities

over which they exercise investment discretion, 7 Congress enacted
Section 13(f) as part of the Securities Acts Amendments of 1975. Upon
implementation by Commission rule, Section 13(f) will require insti-

tutional investors to file with the Commission information with respect

to their holdings in Section 13(d) securities for accounts over which
they exercise investment discretion. 8

* Hereinafter referred to as "Section 13(d) securities." In addition to securities registered pursuant to
Section 12, Section 13(d) securities include insurance company securities exempted by Section 12(g)(2)(G)
and securities issued by closed-end investment companies registered under the Investment Company Act
of 1940, exempted by Section 12(g)(2)(B).

* Sections 13(d)(6)(B) and 14(d)(8)(A) of the Act.
* Senator Williams, a sponsor of the legislation, stated: "Stockholdings of between 5 and 10 percent in

[large] * * * companies are in many instances a controlling interest. Here * * * the full disclosure require-
ments of the Securities Exchange Act are necessary for adequate investor protection." 116 Cong. Rec. 3024
(1970).

The Senate Report accompanying the legislation stated: "An investment of between 5 and 10 percent
of the securities of a company can have a significant impact on the public market for that company's stock."
S. Rep. No. 1125, 91st Cong., 2d Sess. 3 (1970).

* See supra note 52, p. 33.
7 The right to exercise investment discretion over securities may constitute cne aspect of beneficial owner-

ship. In the federal securities laws, however, "beneficial ownership" is not defined generally and is used in

several different contexts.
8 Institutional investors subject to the reporting requirements of Section 13(f) are those which use the

mails or any means or instrumentality of interstate commerce and which exercise investment discretion

over Section 13(d) securities having an aggregate market value on the last trading day in any of the pre-

ceding twelve months of at least $100,000,000 or such lesser amount (not less than $10,000,000) as the Com-
mission may determine. Section 13(f)(1). The information required to be disclosed includes the name of

each issuer whose securities are held on the last day of the reporting period in accounts over which the
institutional investment manager exercises investment discretion and the title, class, number, and aggregate
fair market value of shares so held.
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B. DISCLOSURE BY ISSUERS

Section 14(a) authorizes the Commission to adopt rules relating to

the solicitation of proxies by publicly-held companies. The Commis-
sion's rules require each issuer to transmit to recordholders, prior to

a shareholders' meeting, a proxy statement which, among other things,

identifies any person who owns beneficially or of record more than ten

percent of its voting securities. 9
If proxies are not solicited, Section

14(c) requires issuers to forward to recordholders an information

statement containing substantially equivalent information. The Com-
mission's rules adopted pursuant to Sections 12 and 13 of the Act
require each reporting issuer, at the time of registering its shares

and in subsequent periodic reports, to identify each person who is a

recordholder of, or is known by the registrant to own beneficially,

more than ten percent of any class of voting securities of the issuer. 10

In addition to these generally applicable reporting provisions, the

Commission administers disclosure provisions applicable to particular

types of issuers, including registered investment companies, registered

public utility holding companies, voting trusts, and registered broker-
dealers. 11

2. The Need for a Comprehensive Reporting and Publication System

During the 94th Congress, a number of bills were considered which
would have (a) expanded the information to be disclosed by beneficial

owners subject to the Act's disclosure provisions, (b) lowered the
threshold at which reporting by beneficial owners would begin, and
(c) established related reporting systems. 12 Although this legislation

was not enacted, in assessing the impact of the practice of registering

securities in nominee and street name on the purposes of the Act,
the Commission has attempted to consider the Congressional con-
cerns behind such legislation as well as the interests of the issuer

and financial communities.
Many issuers are not satisfied with the present disclosure provisions.

Fifty-seven percent of the issuers responding to the Commission's
survey and 65 percent of the issuers responding to the American
Society of Corporate Secretaries' survey indicated that they favored
some system which would provide them with more information about
the beneficial owners of their securities. At the same time, the broker-
age and banking communities generally objected to disclosing the
names of customers for whom they hold stock in street or nominee
name.
The interests of brokers, banks, and issuers must be balanced

against the national policy considerations expre-sed by Congress
regarding the right to privacy of individuals on one hand, and the
need to have certain information available to regulators and the public
on the other. In enacting Sections 13, 14, and 16, Congress sought to

strike that balance and determined that disclosure should be required

•Item 5(d), Schedule 14A, 17 CFR 240.14a-101. The Commission's rules specify that disclosure is not
required when the information is not known to the issuer and is not rfasonably within its power to ascertain
or procure. 17 CFR 240.14a-5fb).

10 Item 5(a), Form 10, 17 CFR 249.210; Item 11, Form 10K. 17 CFR 249.310.
11 See Securities and Exchange Commission, Reporting of Securities Own«>rshio n f<75).
" See, e.g.. S. 425 and S. 953, 94th Cong., 1st Sess. (1975); S. 30S4, H.R. 11463 and ii.R. 14750, 94th Cong.,

2d Sess. (1976).
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of persons who, because of the size of their ownership interest, may
be able to affect the market in an issuer's securities or significantly
influence management by voting or otherwise.
The touchstone of the national disclosure policy in this area is the

concept of control or potential control. 13 Control is, however, an
elusive concept. Because shareholder influence is seldom exercised in
an open fashion, its incidence and effect are not readily subject to
empirical determination. The result is that the appropriate threshold
or disclosure is essentially a matter of judgment.
In enacting the Williams Act Amendments in 1970,

14 Congress deter-
mined that persons who own more than five percent of an issuer's

securities are in a position potentially to exercise control over the
issuer and that, accordingly, this represents the appropriate threshold
of disclosure. The Commission concurred in this judgment in determin-
ing recently to add to a number of Commission forms and reports a
new Item X to require issuers to disclose information regarding
persons owning more than five percent of their securities. 15 In enacting
Section 13(f), Congress adopted a different approach for large institu-

tions, but again an underlying Congressional concern was the dis-

closure of potential influence or control.

In addition to requiring disclosure, Congress has provided for the
public availability of pertinent information to investors and others.

Congress particularly emphasized the need for public availability of

information in enacting Section 13(f), which requires the Commis-
sion to make reports filed pursuant thereto available in a way "which
will * * * maximize the usefulness of the information to other Federal
and State authorities and the public." 16

The Commission believes that the Act and the rules thereunder
currently may not achieve fully the scope of disclosure or range of

dissemination contemplated by Congress. Existing disclosure require-

ments do not appear to reach all persons who own more than five

percent of a Section 13(d) security. 17 The Commission has not yet
completed implementation of Section 13(f). And information gathered
under existing Commission rules is not disseminated as widely as might
be desirable. Moreover, because of the use of street and nominee
names, issuers frequently do not know the identity of large share-

owners. 18 In addition, Congress has been concerned that issuers some-
times fail to report institutional holdings correctly because they do
not aggregate an institution's holdings which are distributed among
several of the institution's nominees 19 or because one institution (such

11 The issuer and financial communities recognize the importance of control in defining a national dis-

closure policy. Many issuers favoring disclosure desire primarily to know the identities of substantial share-

owners who may have the ability to initiate a takeover of the corporation or otherwise affect management's
control of the corporation. At the same time, most brokers and banks agree that when a shareowner has an
investment which may enable him to exercise control, that shareowner's right to privacy is limited by the
public nature of his investment.
" Public Law No. 91-567 (1970).
'6 As adopted, Item X would be added to certain registration and reporting forms and to proxy and

information statements. It would require issuers to disclose the name, address and holdings of any person
(or group) known to be the beneficial owner of more than five percent of any class of certain of the issuers'

securities. Item X as adopted has not yet been published.
'•Section 13(f)(3).
17 Sections 13(d) and 14(d) do not apply to any person who acquires less than two percent of a security in

a 12-month period; nor do they apply to any person who acquired his ownership interest prior to the enact-

ment of the current thresholds in 1970.
18 Accordingly, Commission rules do not require issuers to disclose ownership information which is not

known to them or is not within their power to ascertain. See supra p. 49.
19 See Subcommittee on Reports, Accounting, and Management of the Senate Committee on Government

Operations, 94th Cong., 2d Sess., Corporate Ownership and Control 8-9 (Comm. Print 1975). Some issuers

have even listed " Cede & Co.," the nominee of The Depository Trust Company, in their ownership reports.

Disclosure of Corporate Ownership, supra note 52, at 131-33.
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as a mutual fund) holds securities through another institution (a

bank).20

3. The Need for Additional Enforcement Powers

The practice of registering securities in nominee and street name
may impede Commission efforts to detect attempts by shareowners
to evade the Act's disclosure requirements. In recent years, the Com-
mission has experienced difficulty in enforcing Sections 13(d), 14(d),

and 16(a) with regard to persons who own securities held in nominee
accounts of foreign institutions. 21 In Congressional testimony on
June 28, 1976, Chairman Hills related specific instances of evasion
of the Act's disclosure provisions 22 and concluded: "[W]e do have
reason to believe that foreign financial institutions, intentionally or

unintentionally—and probably there are examples of both—per-
mitted substantial ownership or control of U.S. corporations to be
accumulated without complying with the disclosure requirements
of the U.S. securities laws." 2B

The principal impediment to the effective enforcement of the dis-

closure provisions against persons utilizing foreign institutions has
been the inability of the Commission to us 3 its subpoena powers to

obtain from foreign financial institutions information essential to the

investigation of disclosure violations. Accordingly, Chairman Hills

recommended during his Congressional testimony that:

"[Legislation] should be enacted to spell out the powers of the
Federal courts to grant ancillary relief in cases of refusal to comply
with subpenas of the Commission. Such relief would permit a court
to restrict transfer of shares, to revoke or suspend the right to vote
shares, to prohibit pajnnent of or impound dividends, or to require

public sale of the securities involved—obviously only with court order
and only in the case where an alleged violation had occurred." 24

The Chairman also asked that Congress restore the Commission's
authority to censure foreign financial institutions engaged in securities

laws violations. 25

20 Corporate Oicnership and Control, supra note 19, at 11-12.
21 In Congressional testimony in July 1975, Chairman Garrett stated:
"We have had a great deal of difficurty enforcing any disclosure requirements with respect to persons who

are not residents of the United States and who hold through foreign fiduciaries, particularly in countries
that have so-called bank secrecy laws. Our efforts to pierce this veil, so to speak, of the Swiss bank secrecy
laws is [sic] of long standing, and we are still way behind." Hearings on S. A25. Amendment No. 24 Thereto:
S. 9-53, S. 995, and S. 1S0S Before the Subcommittee on International Finance of the Senate Committee on Banking,
Housing and Urban Affairs. 94th Cong., 1st Sess. IJ,0 {1975).

21 "For example, the Commission is presently inquiring into a situation where a foreign bank, holding
in excess of 5 percent of the stock of a U.S. company, sought to sell what it claimed was effective control of
the company to several potential purchasers. American shareholders were unaware of the attempt to sell

control of the company because the bank had not made the required disclosure of its ownership interest or
its negotiations to sell that ownership interest.

1 In another case, * * * the Commission charged that a foreign individual had concealed a substantial
ownership interest amounting to more than 10 percent of the stock of a New York Stock Exchange listed

company, and that a major Swiss bank had aided and abetted this violation by breaking up the stock into
smaller blocks to evade the U.S. disclosure requirements."' Oversight Hearings into the Operation* of the IRS
{Administration of Bank Secrecy and Reporting Act) Before the Subcommittee on Commerce. Consumer and
Monetary Affairs of the House Committee on Government Operations, 94th Cong., 2d Sess. 4 (1976).
" Id.
-'* Id. at 6.
25 The Securities Act Amendments of 1975 (Pub. L. No. 94-29) removed such authority previously granted

by Section 15(b)(7) (now Section 15(b)(6)).
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B. Conclusions

The Commission has concluded that the practice of registering se-

curities in nominee or street name is consistent with the purposes of
the Act, with particular reference to Sections 13, 14, and 16 regarding
disclosure of beneficial ownership.
The Commission has concluded, however, that the following four

steps should be taken to unify the present reporting requirements into
a comprehensive system for gathering and disseminating information
about ownership interests in publicly held companies: (a) all persons
owning more than five percent of a Section 13(d) security should be
required to report such ownership to the Commission and to the
issuer; 26

(b) issuers should be required to include such information
in reports and shareowner communications; (c) implementation of

Section 13(f) should be completed, and the information obtained
should be made publicly available; and (d) the Commission's au-
thority to assure compliance with the Act's disclosure provisions
should be clarified.

C. Recommendations

1. Legislation should be enacted to require any person owning
beneficially more than five percent of any class of a Section 13(d)
security who is not currently required to report under Section 13(d)
of the Act to file with the Commission a short statement detailing

relevant ownership information and to transmit such ownership
statement to the issuer and to anv exchange on which the securitv

in question is listed. The Commission has determined, by adopting
Item X, to require reporting issuers to publish information regarding
beneficial owners of more than five percent of their securities in

proxy and information statements, certain registration statements,
and annual reports.

2. The Commission will complete implementation of Section 13(f)

to require information from institutions. The Commission will study
wa}^s to make this information publicly available and will consider
whether benefits would be derived from formating this information
to detail the holdings and voting rights of all reporting institutions

in each issuer.

3. The Act should be amended to make clear that the Commission
lias available to it specific ancillary remedies in instances in which it

is unable to obtain information in furtherance of its investigations. In
addition, Congress should consider broadening Section 15(b)(6)

to grant to the Commission authority to proceed administratively

against foreign financial institutions for violations of the Act.

28 Such reports would also be required to be filed with any exchange on which the securities in question
are listed.



Chapter V

THE PRACTICE AS IT AFFECTS THE JURISDICTIONAL
STANDARDS OF SECTIONS 12(g) AND 15(d)

A. Discussion

Sections 12(g) and 15(d) of the Act make certain issuers whose
securities are traded otherwise than on a national securities exchange
subject to the Act. Section 12(g) requires &uch issuers to register

with the Commission each class of equity security held of record by
at least 500 persons, provided the issuer has total assets exceeding

SI,000,000. ! An issuer of a security registered pursuant to Section 12(g)
ceases to be subject to the Act if the securit}' comes to be held by
fewer than 300 shareholders of record. Section 15(d) requires an
issuer which distributes securities pursuant to a registration state-

ment filed with the Commission under the Securities Act of 1933 to

meet the same continuing reporting requirements as issuers of securi-

ties registered pursuant to wSection 12 so long as the security to which
the statement relates is held of record by at least 300 persons.

The shareholder-of-record criteria were intended to provide a

certain and easily applied measure of public investor interest and to

avoid the difficulties inherent in a standard based on the number of

beneficial owners. Congress enacted Sections 12(g) and 15(d) on the
assumption that there was a significant correlation between the

number of recordholders and the number of underlying beneficial

owners. 2 A substantial increase in the use of nominee and street name
registration, however, would attenuate this correlation by combining
the holdings of many shareholders into a single nominee of record and
could thereby exclude or remove from the jurisdiction of the Act
issuers which, in the contemplation of Congress, properly should be
subject to the Act.
The Commission does not have available evidence to indicate that

any issuer actual)}7 has been excluded or removed from the operation
of the Act because of the increased use of nominee and street name
registration. Moreover, the modest increase in the percentage of

securities held in nominee and street name since the enactment of the

shareholder-of-record standards in 1964 makes it unlikely that the
correlation between the number of recordholders and the number of

beneficial owners of an issuer has been significantly affected. In 1965,

23.7 percent of the securities of publicly-owned companies was held
in nominee and street name; in 1975, 28.6 percent was held in nominee
and street name. 3

' Section 12(g) (2) contains exemptions for specified types of securities.
2 Hearings on S. 16^2 Before the Senate Committee on Banking and Currency, SSth Cong.. 1st Sess. 395 (1953);

S. R*p. No. 379, 8«th Cong., 1st Sess. 19-20 (1963).
3 New York Stock Exchange, Shareownership U.S.A. 35 (1965); New York Stock Exchange, Share-

(>": pnhip 1975 20 (1975). Publicly-owned companies for purposes cf the 1975 NYSE survey were issuers

with more than $1 million in assets and 300 recordholders; publicly-owned companies for purposes of the
1965 NYSE survey were those whose securities were traded on an exchange or otherwise available to the
general public and held by at least 300 stockholders of record. In most Instances, brokers' depository positions
were attributed to brokers' holdings, and the remaining depository positions were attributed to nominee
holdings. Exhibit 13, p. .54, depicts the change since 1962 in the percentage of shares of publicly-owned
companies held in nominee aud street name.

(53)
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Exhibit 13

PUBLJCLY-HELD EQUITY SECURITIES
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Even without an increase in the percentage of securities held in

nominee and street name, depositories may influence the correlation

between the number of recordholders and the number of beneficial

owners of an issuer by combining the holdings of many nominees
into a single nominee of the depository. Depositories have grown
substantially since 1968,

4 and the Commission considers the continued
growth of depositories to be an important step in the development of a

national system for the clearance and settlement of securities transac-

tions. This growth should not, however, be permitted to affect the

jurisdictional standards of Sections 12(g) and 15(d).

B. Conclusions

It is doubtful that the growth of street and nominee name holdings
since 1974 has significantly attenuated the correlation between the
number of recordholders and the number of underlying beneficial

owners. The level of nominee and street name ownership should be
periodically monitored, however, to assure that this does not occur.

At the same time, the Commission believes that steps should be
taken to anticipate further growth of securities depositories.

The Commission concludes that the practice is consistent with the
purposes of the Act, with particular reference to Sections 12(g) and
15(d) regarding jurisdiction over certain over-the-counter issuers.

C. Recommendations

1. The Commission will consider the recommendation of the Study
that it use its power under Section 12(g)(5) of the Act to propose a
rule defining the term "held of record" to mean that securities held
by a depository or its nominees are held of record by the depositor of

the securities. Section 15(d) should be amended to clarify the Com-
mission's power to define "held of record" for purposes of that Section.

2. In connection with this, the Commission will consider the recom-
mendation of the Study that, pursuant to Section 17A, each depositor}'

be required to transmit periodically to each issuer whose securities the
depository holds of record a list of the persons on whose behalf the
depository holds the securities.

* Between 1968 and 1976, the number of shares evidenced by certificates maintained in securities deposi-
tories increased from approximately 400 million to over 4 billion.
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APPENDIX A

Summary of Responses to Shareholder Questionnaire

Number of Questionnaires Distributed to Issuers: 97,100.
Number of Questionnaires Returned by Shareholders: 23,600.
Number of Issuers Distributing Questionnaires : 95.

A. In what city and state do you reside? [by ZIP code]

[a = lst two digits of ZIP code]

jb= number of questionnaires received from shareowners in that area]

a i00 01 02 03 04 05 06 07 08 09

b 553 281 601 105 98 73 648 942 335 12

a 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19

b 1,772 1,205 227 181 506 243 102 111 154 496

a . 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29

b 494 274 301 163 86 42 40 213 195 182

a 30 31 32 33 34 35 36 37 38 39

b _„_ 235 60 309 1,121 3 81 65 107 94 42
a . . 40 41 42 43 44 45 46 47 48 49

b 87 19 25 247 616 292 240 62 711 182

a 50 51 52 53 54 55 56 57 58 59
b 88 29 57 321 148 501 83 44 31 40

a . 60 61 62 63 64 65 66 67 63 69

b 913 116 83 224 94 42 99 57 106 16

a .. 70 71 72 73 74 75 76 77 78 79

b 145 46 62 70 78 141 66 201 130 63

a 80 81 82 83 84 85 86 87 88 89
b ._„ 227 19 44 87 67 260 17 62 24 63

a 90 91 92 93 94 95 96 97 98 99
b 483 323 527 204 771 292 135 171 370 76

i The 00 Zip code prefix indicatss questionnaires returned from residences in Puerto Rico, the Virgin Islands, and foreign

countries, as well as questionnaires from shareowners whose cities and States of residence were not stated.

B. Are you an institution (including a trust or an estate) or an individual?
1. Institutions—2,268.
2. Individuals—21,143.
No entry—189.

E. Was the proxv material accomDanving this questionnaire forwarded to vou
by:

1. The corporation whose shares vou own?—7,673.
2. A broker?—13,238.
3. A bank?—2,689.

F. If your securities are held by a broker or bank, would you object to having
your broker or bank disclose your name and mailing address to the corporation
whose shares you own, so that the corporation could communicate with you
directly?

1. Yes— 1,655.
2. No—13,953.

G. Do the instructions accompanying this proxy material call for you to return
the proxy card to:

1. The corporation whose shares vou own?—9,746.
2. A broker?—12,554.
3. A bank?—643.
4. Other?—250.
No entry—407.

(59)
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I. Has it been vour practice to vote shares which you own?
1. Always—16,467.
2. Sometimes—5,463.
3. Never—1,417.

No entry—253.
J. Do you have any complaints regarding the transmission of proxy materials,

annual reports or other shareholder communications?
1. Blank—4,889.
2. No complaint—15,339.
3. Complaint regarding federal government—282.
4. Complaint regarding shareowner communications—1,762.

5. Other complaints—1,323.



APPENDIX B

Broker, Bank and Issuer Questionnaires, 197G Proxy Season Survey—
Summaries oe Responses to Selected Questions

technical notes

1. In Tables 1—16, the number of accounts carried by brokers is based on the
number of customer accounts having positions in voting securities held in nominee
or street name.

2. The bank responses set forth in Tables 1-13 reflect only the responses of the
distributing banks (see Final Report, supra p. 11).

TABLE 1—WHO FORWARDS ISSUERS' PROXY MATERIALS TO YOUR CUSTOMERS?

Brokers

Nijmber of accounts

Total1 to 250 251 to 5,000 Over 5,000 Banks

24 52 42 118 13

24 51

1

40
2

1

115
2

2

13

1

1

1

1

2
1

Total respondents
Response:

Yourself

A subsidiary...

An independent contractor

Other:
Correspondent broker

Sister broker

Note: 3 broker respondents gave more than 1 response.

Source: 1976 proxy season broker and bank questionnaires, U.S. Securities and Exchange Commission,

TABLE 2—WHICH OF THE FOLLOWING ISSUER-SHAREOWNER COMMUNICATIONS DO YOU FORWARD AS A

MATTER OF COURSE TO YOUR CUSTOMERS?

Brokers

Number of accounts

1 to

250
251 to

5,000

Over
5,000 Total Banks

Total respondents
Response:

All materials *___
Proxy materials

Annual reports

Quarterly reports

Information regarding mergers, tender
offers, and reorganizations

Press releases

24

14

10

6
3

9

52

27
25
23

11

22

42

27
13

13

10

10

3

118

68
48
42
24

41

3

13

4

7

6

3

7

i Respondents giving this response were instructed to give no other.

Note: Due to multiple responses, total responses exceed total respondents.

Source: 1976 proxy season broker and bank questionnaires, U.S. Securities and Exchange Commission.

(61)
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TABLE 3— IF A CUSTOMER PROVIDES INSTRUCTIONS THAT PROXY MATERIALS ANO OTHER COMMUNICATIONS
ARE NOT TO BE FORWARDED, DO YOU COMPLY WITH SUCH INSTRUCTIONS?

Broken

Number of accounts

Total1 to 250 251 to 5,000 Over 5,000 Ba.iks

Total respondents

Response:
Yes
No
Sometimes

24

18
4

2

52

16

27

3

6

42

4

33

4

1

118

38
64

7

9

13

11

2

No response.. .

N/A—Have never

instruction

received such an

Source: 1976 proxy season broker and bank questionnaires, U.S. Securities and Exchange Commission.

TABLE 4—HOW DO YOU BECOME AWARE OF ISSUERS' RECORD DATES AND ANNUAL MEETING DATES?

Brokers

Number of accounts

1 to 250 251 to 5,000 Over 5,000 Total Banks

Total respondents
Response:

. Stock exchange bulletins

Clearing agency bulletins

Commercial bulletin services

Issuers' search cards

Other:
Receipt of proxy material

Internal records

Proxy solicitor contact

Transfer agent contact

Notice from correspondent broker...

News media
Telephone contact with issuer

Own search card

24 52 42 118 13

8 33 37 78 4

6 27 36 69 3
4 16

*

18 38 1

20 40 41 101 13

2 5 13 20 7

3 2 5 1

7 10 17 1

1 3 4

1 5 6

2 2
1 4 5 2

1 1

Note: Due to multiple responses, total responses exceed total respondents.

Source: 1976 proxy season broker and bank questionnaires, U.S. Securities and Exchange Commission.

TABLE 5—HOW DO YOU OBTAIN ANNUAL REPORTS AND PROXY MATERIALS TO SEND TO YOUR CUSTOMERS?

Banks

Brokers

Number of accounts

1 to 250 251 to 5,000 Over 5,000 Total

Total respondents 24 52 42 118

Response:
Do you request proxy materials

from the issuer without waiting to

receive a search card? 3 33 36 72
or

Do you wait to request proxy ma-
terials until the issuer sends you a

search card? 21 19 9 49

No response 10 1

Note: Four broker respondents indicated that the procedure they use depends upon the particular issuer.

Source: 1976 proxy season broker and bank questionnaires, U.S. Securities and Exchange Commission.

13

12
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TASLE 6— IF YOU NORMALLY WAIT UNTIL ISSUERS SEND YOU SEARCH CARDS, IS THERE SOME PERIOD AFTER

WHICH YOU REQUEST PROXY MATERIALS FROM THOSE FROM WHOM NO SEARCH CARD HAS BEEN RECEIVED?

Brokers

Number of accounts

1 to 250 251 to 5.000 Over 5,000 Total Banks

Total respondents 24 52 42 118 13

Response:
Yes 6 13 5 24 7

No 14 6 4 24 5

No response 10 1

N/A—Do not normally wait for

search card 3 33 33 69 1

Source: 1976 proxy season broker and bank questionnaires, U.S. Securities and Exchange Commission.

TABLE 7—WHAT IS YOUR PROCEDURE FOR FORWARDING ISSUERS' PROXY MATERIALS TO CUSTOMERS FOR WHOM
YOU HOLD SECURITIES IN NOMINEE AND STREET NAME?

Brokers

Number of accounts

1 to 250 251 to 5,000 Over 5,000 Total Banks

Total respondents.... 24 52 42 118 13

Response:
Do you send unsigned proxy cards

to your customers and instruct

them to return the cards to you?.. 6 36 37 79
or

Do you sign and send proxy cards to

your customers and ask them to

return the cards directly to the

issuer? 14 14 2 30 10

or

Do you use another procedure?
Procedure used varies depend-

ing upon particular issuer or

customer. 2 3 5 1

Request customers* voting in-

structions 10 1 2

Proxy is given to issuer pursu-
ant to power of attorney 10 1

No response 2 2

Source: 1976 proxy season broker and bank questionnaires, U.S. Securities and Exchange Commission.

TABLE 8—DO YOU SEEK REIMBURSEMENT FROM ISSUERS FOR FORWARDING PROXY MATERIALS?

Brokers

Number of accounts

1 to 250 251 to 5,000 Over 5,000 Total Banks

Total respondents 24 52 42 118 13
Response:

Yes 11 46 42 99 8

No 12 2 14 4

Varies 10 1 1

No response 13 4

Source: 1976 proxy season broker and bank questionnaires, U.S. Securities and Exchange Commission,
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TABLE 9—WHAT PERCENTAGE OF ISSUERS, WHOSE ISSUES YOU HOLD IN NOMINEE OR STREET NAME, SENT
SEARCH CARDS TO YOU INQUIRING WHETHER YOU REPRESENT BENEFICIAL OWNERS OF THEIR SECURITIES?

Banks

Brokers

Number of accounts

1 to 250 251 to 5,000 Over 5,000 Total

Total respondents 24 52 42 118
Response:

More than 95 percent. 7 6 13

75 to 95 percent 6 14 4 24

50 to 74 percent... 2 14 28 44
Less than 50 percent 7 17 10 34
Unable to determine— no record 10 1

No response.. 110 2

Source: 1976 proxy season broker and bank questionnaires, U.S. Securities and Exchange Commission.

13

1

4

6

2

TABLE 10—WHAT PERCENTAGE OF ISSUERS FAILED TO SEND PROXY MATERIALS TO YOU AFTER YOU NOTIFIED

THEM THAT YOU REPRESENTED BENEFICIAL OWNERS OF THEIR SECURITIES AND ORDERED PROXY MATERIALS?

Banks

Brokers

Number of accounts

1 to 250 251 to 5,000 Over 5,000 Total

Total respondents 24 52 42 118

Response:
Less than 5 percent 15 32 * 6 53

5 to 10 percent 5 13 23 41

11 to 25 percent 1 4 13 18

More than 25 percent 110 2

Unable to determine—no record 110 2

No response 110 2

Source: 1976 proxy season broker and bank questionnaires, U.S. Securities and Exchange Commission.

13

11

1

1

TABLE 11.—ISSUER MAILING OF PROXY MATERIALS TO INTERMEDIARIES

Brokers

Number of accounts

1 to 250 251 to 5,000 Over 5,000

Mean
response Banks

Of those issuers who did send you sets

of proxy materials, what percentage

sent the materials so that you received

them

:

Less than 5 days before their annual
meeting

5 to 10 days before their annual
meeting

11 to 15 days before their annual
meeting

16 to 25 days before their annual
meeting

More than 25 days before their an-

nual meeting
After their annual meeting

2.9 3.8 2.6 3.1 1.8

13.1 11.7 5.7 11.8 8.5

35.0 26.3 17.5 26.3 18.1

32.6 40.1 54.6 42.4 34.9

10.7
.7

16.9
1.2

18.2
1.4

15.3
1.1

35.6
1.1

Note: Each percentage represents an average of the responses in the respective category.

Source: 1976 proxy season broker and bank questionnaires, U.S. Securities and Exchange Commission.
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TABLE 12.—DID YOU FIND IT NECESSARY TO REQUEST ADDITIONAL PROXY MATERIALS FROM AN ISSUER AFTER

YOUR INITIAL REQUEST WAS FILLED?

Banks

Brokers

Number of acccounts

1 to 250 251 to 5,000 Over 5,000 Total

Total respondents 24 52 42 118
Response:

Yes 5 24 40 69
No 19 26 2 47
No response 2 2

If "yes," what percentage of issuers

filled your order properly and in a

timely manner?
More than 95 percent 1 13 9 23
75 to 95 percent 3 7 15 25
50 to 74 percent 2 12 14

Less than 50 percent 12 4 7

Source: 1976 proxy season broker and bank questionnaires, U.S. Securities and Exchange Commission.

13

12
1

TABLE 13—DO YOU AS A MATTER OF COURSE ESTABLISH A TIME PRIOR TO AN ISSUER'S ANNUAL MEETING AFTFR

WHICH VOTING PREFERENCES RECEIVED FROM YOUR CUSTOMERS ARE NOT VOTED?

Brokers

Number of accounts

Total1 to 250 251 to 5,000 Over 5,000 Banks

Total respondents 24 52 42 118 13

Response:
Yes 3 12 9 24 1

No t> 24 30 59 3
N/A—Customers do not send their

voting preferences to you or your
agent 15 15 3 33 3

No response . 1 1 2 6
If "yes," is that policy communicated

to your customers?
Yes.. 3 7 7 17 1

No 5 2 7

Source: 1976 proxy season broker and bank questionnaires, U.S. Securities and Exchange Commission.

TABLE 14.— IF YOUR CUSTOMERS FAILTO EXERCISE THEIR VOTING RIGHTS, DO YOU VOTETHEIRSHARES PURSUANT
TO, AND TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY, THE RULES OF A SELF-REGULATORY ORGANIZATION?

Brokers

Number of accounts

1 to 250 251 to 5,000 Over 5,000 Total

Total respondents.. 24

6

3

15

6

52

33
6

13

33

42

38
2

2

38

118
Response:

Yes
No
NA—Customers do not ser

to you or your agent...

d their voting preferences

77

11

30
If "yes," do you as a matter or course vote

position for management?
Yes
No

your entire

77

Source: 1976 proxy season broker questionnaire, U.S. Securities and Exchange Commission.
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TABLE 15.—DO YOU EVER ORDER PROXY MATERIALS FROM AN ISSUER BEFORE THE RECORD DATE?

Brokers

Number of accounts

1 to 250 251 to 5,000 Over 5,000 Total

Total respondents 24 52 42 118
Response:

Yes 8 16 30 54
No 16 36 12 64

If "yes," on what basis do you determine how many sets

of materials to order?

Customer account records 7 16 28 51

Estimate based on last order to issuer 2 2

No response 10 1

Source: 1976 proxy season broker questionnaire, U.S. Securities and Exchange Commission.

TABLE 16—DO YOU HAVE ANY ACCOUNTS FOR WHICH YOU HOLD A POWER OF ATTORNEY ENTITLING YOU TO VOTE

THE SECURITIES CONTAINED IN SUCH ACCOUNTS?

Brokers

Number of accounts

1 to 250 251 to 5,000 Over 5,000 Total

Total respondents 24 52 42 118

Response:
Yes. 2. 7 2 11

No 22 45 40 107

Source: 1976 proxy season broker questionnaire, U.S. Securities and Exchange Commission.

TABLE 17—DURING THE 1976 PROXY SEASON, PROXY MAILINGS TO YOUR VOTING COMMON SHAREHOLDERS

WERE UNDERTAKEN BY WHICH OF THE FOLLOWING?

Issuers

Number of recordholders

5,000 10,001

through through
Under 5,000 10,000 50,000 Over 50,000 Total

Total respondents 67 36 34 22 159

Response:
Your corporation 27 8 12 16 63

A bank transfer agent _. 43 25 20 6 94
A nonbank transfer agent 2 10 3

A proxy solicitation firm 4 10 8 7 29

Other 3 4 8 5 20

No response

Note: Due to multiple responses, total responses exceed total respondents.

Source: 1976 proxy season issuer questionnaire, U.S. Securities and Exchange Commission.
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TABLE 18.—IF THE MAILING OF PROXY MATERIAL TO YOUR VOTING COMMON SHAREHOLDERS WAS UNDERTAKEN

BY AN ENTITY OTHER THAN YOUR CORPORATION, PLEASE INDICATE YOUR REASONS.

Issuers

Number of recordholders

Under 5,000

5,000
through

10, 030

10,001
through

50, 000 Over 50, 000 Total

Total respondents
Response:

Less costly

67

8

38
4

3

1

1

1

36

11

26

5

1

5

1

1

34

10

22
4

2

5

1

22

4

9

4

3

1

159

33

More efficient 95

A greater shareholder vote 17

Other:
Shareholder records with transfer

agent or computer service

Inadequate staff and/or equipment..
Faster..

Mailings to nominees

9

12

1

1

Proxy contest 1

No response 2

Note: Due to multiple responses, total responses exceed total respondents.

Source: 1976 proxy season issuer questionnaire, U.S. Securities and Exchange Commission.

TABLE 19.— IF YOU DO NOT EMPLOY A PROXY SOLICITATION FIRM ON A REGULAR BASIS, HAVE YOU EMPLOYED
SUCH FIRMS FOR PARTICULAR PURPOSES?

Under
5,000

Issuers

Number of recordholders

5,000
through

10,000

10,001

through

50,000

Over
50,000 Total

Total respondents.
Response:

Yes
No
No response..

67

15

50
1

36

17

16

3

34

18

16

22

10

11

1

159

61

93
5

Source: 1976 proxy season issuer questionnaire, U.S. Securities and Exchange Commission.

TABLE 20—HOW WAS THE INVESTMENT COMMUNITY INFORMED OF YOUR RECORD DATE?

Issuers

Number of recordholders

5,000 10,001
through through

Under 5,000 10, 000 50, 000 Over 50,000 Total

Total respondents 67 36 34 22 159
Response—the information was trans-

mitted to:

A national securities exchange(s) 38 29 29 21 117
The National Association of Securi-

ties Dealers, Inc 20 4 8 2 34
A clearing corporation or depository. 17 10 14 14 55
A financial news service(s) or pub-

lishing service(s) 19 10 11 9 49
Other 25 18 19 16 78
No response 6 3 1 10

Note: Due to multiple responses, total responses exceed total respondents.

Source: 1976 proxy season issuer questionnaire, U.S. Securities and Exchange Commission.
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TABLE 21.—IF AN INTERMEDIARY DOES NOT PROMPTLY RESPOND TO YOUR SEARCH CARD. DO YOU CONTACT
THE INTERMEDIARY?

Under 5,000

Issuers

Number of recordholders

5,000

through

10, 000

10,001

through

50, 000
Over

50,000 Total

Total respondents.
Response:

Yes..
No...
No response..

67

24
40

3

36

21

14

1

34

20
14

22

10

12

159

75
80
4

Source: 1976 proxy season issuer questionnaire, U.S. Securities and Exchange Commission.

TABLE 22.-WHAT PERCENTAGE OF YOUR TOTAL COMMON VOTING SHARES ISSUED AND OUTSTANDING WAS
VOTED AT YOUR ANNUAL MEETING IN THE FOLLOWING YEARS?

Issuers

Number of recordholders

Under
5,000

5,000

through

10,000

10,001

through

50,000

Over
50,000 Total

67 36 34 22 15

78 77

77

2

76
1

77
2

76
6

80
1

79
1

81

2

81.5
2

82.5
2

78

78.7

79

81

81.7

78.2
3

78
4

77
6

79

4

78.2
7

78.2
9

79.6

10

79

14

79.8

12 20

Total respondents.
Response:

1976 (percent)

No response.

_

1975 (percent)

No response. .

1974 (percent)

No response..
1973 (percent)

No response..
1972 (percent.

No response..

Note: Each percentage represents an average of the responses in the respective category.

Source: 1976 proxy season issuer questionnaire, U.S. Securities and Exchange Commission.

TABLE 23.—REIMBURSEMENT OF INTERMEDIARIES

Issuers

Number of recordholders

5,000 10,001

through through Over
Under 5,000 10,000 50,000 50,000 Total

Total respondents 67 36 34 22 159

Do you reimburse intermediaries for

forwarding proxy materials and annual
reports:

Yes 67 36 34 22 159

No :

Do you reimburse intermediaries for

forwarding quarterly reports:

Yes 63 35 33 18 149

No 3 1 1 3 8

No response 1 1 2

Do you reimburse intermediaries for

forwarding all other shareholder com-
munications:

Yes 60 34 33 20 117

No 7 1 1 2 11

No response 1 1

Source: 1976 proxy season issuer questionnaire, U.S. Securities and Exchange Commission.
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-REQUESTS FOR REIMBURSEMENT FROM NON-RECORDHOLDERS IN CONNECTION WITH FORWARDING

OF ANNUAL REPORTS OR PROXY MATERIALS FOR 1976 ANNUAL MEETING

Issuers

Number of recordholders

5,000 10,001

through through Over
Under 5,000 10,000 50,000 50,000 Total

Total respondents. .. 67 36 34 22 159
Were you billed for the forwarding of

annual reports or proxy materials in

connection with this year's annual
meeting by any persons or entities who
were not recordholders:

Yes 35 13 16 10 74

No 30 23 18 11 82
No response 2 1 3

How many such bills did you receive:

Average 8.6 9.6 9.9 17.7 10.3
Total 302 125 158 177 762

Did you decline to pay any such bills:

Yes 16 10 12 9 47

No. 21 8 6 2 37

Not applicable 30 18 16 11 75

Source: 1976 proxy season issuer questionnaire, U.S. Securities ead Exchange Commission.

TABLE 25—SEARCH CARDS

Issuers

Number of recc rdholders

Under
5,000

5,000

through

10,000

10,001

through

50,000

Over
50,000 Total

67 36 34 22 159

6,602
124.6

9,124
294.3

28, 264
856.5

36, 587

1,663
80, 577

579.7

8

6

1

4 1

9

11

3,224
62

3,678
126.8

7,099
215.1

10. 421

473.7
24, 422
179.6

8

7

1

6 1

9

14

Total respondents .

How many search cards did you mail:

Number mailed.

Average number mailed.

Respondent issuers who did not send
cards

No response.

How many search cards were returned:

Number returned...
Average number returned.

Respondent issuers who did not send
cards

No response...

Percentage of search cards mailed that

were returned 48.8 40.3 25.1 29.3 30.3

Source: 1976 proxy season issuer questionnaire, U.S. Securities and Exchange Commission.

TABLE 26.-ORDERING OF PROXY MATERIALS BY INTERMEDIARIES

Under 5,000

Issuers

Number of recordholders

5,000
through

10, 000

10,001

through

50, 000

Over
50,000 Total

Total respondents
How many intermediary recordholders

requested proxy materials other than
by returning your search card:

Number of intermediaries

N o response
How many intermediary recordholders

requested more than one set of proxy
materials:

Number of intermediaries

No response
What was the total number of sets of

proxy materials requested by inter-

mediaries:
Number of sets

No response

67 36 34 22 159

1,426
8

1,267
9

2,087
2

1,815
2

6,595
21

4,249
6

4,974
3

8,924
2

7,535 25, 682
11

78, 902
6

119,412
3

289, 249
2

883, 794 1,371,357
11

Source: 1976 proxy season issuer questionnaire, U.S. Securities and Exchange Commission.
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TABLE 27.-HOW MANY PERSONS OTHER THAN RECORDHOLDERS REQUESTED MORE THAN ONE SET OF PROXY
MATERIALS?

Issuers

Number of recordholders

5,000 10,001

Under through through Over
5,000 10,000 50,000 50,000 Total

Total respondents 67 36 34 22 159
Response:

Number of persons 750 402 680 443 2,275
No response 13 12 12 7 44

Source: 1976 proxy season issuer questionnaire, U.S. Securities and Exchange Commission.



APPENDIX C

Shareholder, Broker, Bank and Issuer Questionnaires and Related
Instructions, 1976 Proxy Season Survey

Questionnaire for Shareholders

Instructions to Issuers for Distributing Shareholder Questionnaire

l. distribution to intermediaries and individual shareowners

You have received a total of shareholder questionnaires. Please distribute

to individual shareowners and to intermediary banks and brokers in

accordance with the instructions below.

2. intermediaries

You should randomly select 25 percent of the total number of intermediaries
(that is, brokers and banks) requesting proxy materials from you, but at a
minimum 30 intermediaries should be selected (if the number requesting materials
is smaller, please distribute to all). Among the selected intermediaries try to
allocate the questionnaires on the basis of the number of sets of proxy material
requested by each. Avoid sending any single intermediary more questionnaires
than half the number of sets of proxy materials it requests. A set of "Instructions
to Brokers and Banks" should be sent to each intermediary selected. These
instructions have been supplied by the Commission with the questionnaires.

In the situation where some intermediaries have not yet forwarded requests for

materials to you, you may find it necessary to estimate the total number of inter-

mediaries who will request materials on the basis of prior years' experience. The
number of sets of proxy materials requested by any single intermediary also ma}^
have to be estimated on the basis of past years' requests. (See the example below.)
The purpose of requesting a "random" selection of intermediaries is to achieve

a good mix of banks and brokers and to avoid a sample drawn only from the
largest or the smallest, only from one geographic area, or a sample concentrated
on any other basis. Please record the names of the intermediaries you select.

Probably the best method by which to achieve a random sample is to work from
an alphabetic list and select every fourth intermediary. (Selection of every fourth
intermediary will provide the requested 25 percent sample.) You may, however,
choose another method if yon find it more convenient. Please record your method
of selection, however, so that we may be advised of it at a later date.

Example
Issuer X receives 2,500 questionnaires from the SEC. Last year issuer X received

requests from 200 banks and brokers for more than one set of proxy materials.
From these 200 banks and brokers, issuer X randomly selects 50 (25 percent of 200)
to receive questionnaires along with proxy materials. Last year these 50 selected
banks and brokers requested a total of 10,000 sets of proxy materials.

Along with the 2,500 questionnaires the issuer receives instructions to dis-

tribute 2,000 to intermediaries and 500 to individual shareowners. Issuer X
should send to each of the 50 selected banks and brokers one questionnaire for

every five requested sets of proxy materials. This one-to-five ratio is derived by
dividing the number of questionnaires to be sent to the selected intermediaries
by the estimated number (using last year's 10,000 as an estimate) of sets of proxy
materials requested by these selected intermediaries. In this example, we divide
2,000 by 10,000. Estimates should be checked against actual orders as they are
received, if possible.

Suppose Bank A is one of the 50 selected intermediaries and that it requests 500
sets of proxy materials. Then Bank A should be sent 100 questionnaires (one ques-
tionnaire for every five sets).

(71)
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Note.—Issuer X uses last year's requests for proxy materials to select the
intermediaries who will be sent questionnaires and also to determine how many
questionnaires each selected intermediary will receive because the issuer endeavors
to process each request for proxy material as it is received. If issuer X chooses
instead to wait until all or nearly all requests are received and process them all at
the same time, then it could use this year's requests as a basis for allocating
questionnaires.

3. INDIVIDUAL SHAREOWNERS

As with the selection of intermediaries, the selection of individual shareowners
to receive questionnaires should be made on a random basis. Again, the purpose
of randomization is to avoid concentrations which will bias the sample.

If an alphabetic list is readily available or can be compiled without too much
difficulty, then we would recommend using such a list to achieve randomization.
For example, if you have 5,000 individual shareowners who will be sent proxy
materials and 500 questionnaires to distribute among them, then you could send
a questionnaire to every tenth name on the list.

If you cannot work from an alphabetic list, then the same method could be
applied to any other list as long as it is reasonable to assume that the resulting
sample is not concentrated with any identifiable segment of the population (that
is, the largest or smallest shareholders, shareholders from a particular area of the
country, etc.).

4. FOR ASSISTANCE

If you have any questions or problems as to the proper sampling technique,
please contact either James Burgess or Jeff Davis . Any other questions
or problems should be directed to Robert J. Millstone.

Instructions to Brokers and Banks Regarding Distribution of Shareholder Ques-
tionnaires to Beneficial Owners of Securities on Behalf of the Securities and
Exchange Commission

Pursuant to subsection 12(m) of the Securities Exchange Act of 1934 the Securi-
ties and Exchange Commission is conducting a study of the practices of recording
the ownership of securities in other than the name of the beneficial owners.
The Commission requests 3

Tour cooperation in the distribution of the enclosed
questionnaires to shareholders in the manner described hereinafter. Specific

questions or problems should be directed to the issuing company from which you
have received these questionnaires.

Instructions

The enclosed shareholder questionnaires are to be included with the proxy
materials of the issuing company sending j^ou these questionnaires and sent to a
random sample of beneficial owners of the issuing company. In order that the
results of the survey will truly represent the universe of beneficial owners it is

essential that the questionnaires are sent to the owners in a random manner.
While it is not possible for the Commission to prescribe the exact sample meth-
odology to be used by each bank or broker due to differences in record keeping,
the examples discussed below should provide general guidelines on the methods
to be used.

Example "A"
Intermediary "A" (either bank or broker) requests 2,000 sets of proxy materials

from Issuer "X". Along with the 2,000 sets of proxy materials, Intermediary "A"
receives 200 shareholder questionnaires. Intermediary "A" keeps its records of

beneficial owners on a computer list which ranks all accounts by size of account.
In order to insure that the questionnaires are distributed to a stratified sample
of shareholders, Intermediary "A" encloses one questionnaire in every tenth
(200-^2,000= 1-^-10) set of proxy material mailed.

Example "B"
Intermediary "B" also receives 200 questionnaires and 2,000 sets of proxy

materials from Issuer "X". However, Intermediary "B" keeps its beneficial owner
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records by type of account (institutional or retail) and by zip code. For the
common stock of Issuer "X", Intermediary "B" has 200 beneficial owners which
are classified as institutional accounts and 1,800 classified as retail accounts.
Under this situation, Intermediary "B" would send 20 (one tenth of the 200) of

the questionnaires to institutional accounts and 180 (one tenth of the 1,800)
to retail accounts. As with the previous example Intermediary "B" would enclose
one questionnaire to every tenth set of proxy materials mailed to insure that the
questionnaires are distributed to each zip code in a manner representative of
all the beneficial owners' addresses.

In brief, all intermediaries should attempt to randomize the distribution
of the shareholder questionnaires in a manner which is the most practical and
least burdensome in terms of the methods used to keep beneficial owner records.
Because records will be kept on the number of shareholder questionnaires being
sent, it is requested that every intermediary return any undistributed question-
naires to the issuing company.

Securities and Exchange Commission,
Washington, D.C.

Dear Shareholder: The Securities and Exchange Commission, the Federal
agency which regulates and oversees the securities markets, is involved in a
Congressionally mandated stud}' concerning, among other things, the method by
which proxy materials, annual reports and other shareholder information are
distributed.
Through the voluritary survey set out on the reverse side, the Commission

invites your participation in the study. The questions are intended to obtain
your views on the effectiveness of communications between corporations and
their shareholders and to assist the Commission in determining what measures
are needed to improve those communications. We urge your thoughtful response
and thank you for your participation in this survey. A postage paid envelope has
been provided for return of the questionnaire.

In addition, if you wish, please feel free to submit any further comments or
suggestions on a separate sheet of paper.

Sincerely,
Roderick M. Hills, Chairman.

REQUEST FOR SHAREHOLDER INFORMATION
A. In what city and state do you reside?

city State zip code

B. Are you an institution (including a trust or an estate) or an individual?
(check one)
1. ( ) Institution
2. ( ) Individual

C. On what date did you receive the proxy material accompanying this

questionnaire?

/
;

mo. day year

D. What company is the subject of the proxy material that you received with
this questionnaire?

E. Was the proxy material accompanying this questionnaire forwarded to you
by (check one)

:

1. ( ) the corporation whose shares ycu own?

2. ( ) a broker?
(name)

3. ( ) a bank?
(name)

4. ( ) other?
(please specify)
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F. If your securities are held by a broker or bank, would you object to having
your broker or bank disclose yuur name and mailing address to the corpora-
tion whose shares you own, so that the corporation could communicate with
you directly? (check one)
1. ( ) I would object to having my name and address disclosed.
2. ( ) I would not object to having m}T name and address disclosed.

G. Do the instructions accompanying this proxy material call for you to return
the proxy card to (check one)

:

1. ( ) the corporation whose shares vou own?
2. ( ) a broker?
3. ( ) a bank?
4. ( ) other (please specify)?

H. How many shares does the enclosed proxj^ card entitle you to vote?

I. Has it been your practice to vote shares which you own? (check one)
1. ( ) Always
2. ( ) Sometimes
3. ( ) Never

J. Do you have any complaints regarding the transmission of proxy materials,
annual reports or other shareholder communications? Please be as specific

as possible.

Questionnaire for Issuers

Securities and Exchange Commission Questionnaire for Issuers

General instructions

A. Except where otherwise indicated, the information requested in this ques-
tionnaire relates to the 1976 proxj7 season (March, April, May and June, 1976).

B. If your answer to any of the following questions requires information for

which you do not have precise statistics, answer the question with your best
estimate, and write "ESTIMATE" in the right hand margin next to your answer.

C. If there is insufficient room for any answer, please continue your answer
on a separate sheet of paper and attach it to the completed questionnaire.

D. (1) As used in this questionnaire, the term "intermediary" means brokers,

banks, and trust companies which hold securities in their name or in the name
of a nominee for their own account or for the accounts of customers who are the
beneficial owners of such securities.

(2) As used in this questionnaire, the term "ten day rule" refers to rules promul-
gated by registered national securities exchanges, which permit broker-dealers,

under certain circumstances, to vote securities held in street or nominee name
on behalf of customers. In general, these rules require that brokers vote only
on certain non-controversial issues. For example, see New York Stock Exchange
Rules 451 and 452.

E. Unless otherwise indicated, the term "proxy materials" as used in this

questionnaire includes the proxy statement, annual report, and anjr other mate-
rials distributed by an issuer in connection with its annual meeting.
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F. If you have difficulty in completing any of the questions or if any of the
questions are unclear to you, please contact:

Robert J. Millstone
Senior Special Counsel
Securities and Exchange Commission
500 North Capitol Street
Washington, D.C. 20549

Le Manh Tri
Branch Chief
Directorate of Economic and Policy Research
Securities and Exchange Commission
500 North Capitol Street
Washington, D.C. 20549

Approved by GAO, B-180231 (S76020), Expires 12-31-76.

Issuer Questionnaire
Issuer's Name .

Address of Principal Place of Business .

City, State, and Zip Code .

1. (a) During the 1976 proxy season, proxy mailings to your voting common
shareholders were undertaken by which of the following:

(i) Your corporation.
(ii) A bank transfer agent (Please identify.)

(hi) A non-bank transfer agent (Please identify.)

(iv) A proxy solicitation firm (Please identify.)

(v) Other (Please identify.)

(b) If the mailing of proxy material to your voting common shareholders was
undertaken by an entity other than your corporation, please indicate your reasons.
(Check all applicable.)

(i) Less costly.

(ii) More efficient.

(hi) A greater shareholder vote.
(iv) Other (Please specify.)

2. (a) If you do not employ a proxy solicitation firm on a regular basis, have
you employed such firms for particular purposes?

Yes. No.
(b) If "yes," under what circumstances did you employ such a firm, and

what services did the firm perform for you?
3. (a) Briefly describe your classes of voting stock and indicate if each class is

common or preferred.
(b) What is the total number of recordholders for each class of your voting

stock?
(c) What is the total number of shares issued and outstanding for each class

of your voting stock?
4. (a) What was the meeting date for this year's annual shareholders' meeting?

Month Day .

(b) What was the record date for this year's annual shareholders' meeting?
Month Day .

5. How was the investment community informed of your record date? The
information was transmitted to : (Check all applicable.)

(a) A national securities exchange(s). (Please specify.) On what date?
Month Day .

(b) The National Association of Securities Dealers, Inc. Month
Day-

(c) A clearing corporation or depository. (Please specify.) Month
Day .

(d) A financial news service (s) or publishing service (s). (Please specify.)

Month Day .

(e) Other. (Please specify.) Month Day .

6. As of your record date, how many of your recordholders of voting common
stock were in the following groups of intermediaries?

(a) Banks or trust companies .

(b) Brokers-
(c) Other institutional holders-

80-014—76-
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7. As of your record date, how many shares of your voting common stock were
held of record by the following grops of intermediaries?

(a) Banks or trust companies .

(b) Brokers .

(c) Other institutional investors .

8. How do you determine which recordholders are intermediaries to whom you
send a search card?

9. (a) During what period were your search cards mailed to intermediary
recordholders? From: Month day to Month day .

(b) How many search cards did you mail?
(c) How many search cards were returned?
(d) How many intermediary recordholders requested proxy materials other

than by returning your search card?
(e) How many intermediary recordholders requested more than one set of

proxy materials?
(f) What was the total number of sets of proxy materials requested by inter-

mediaries?

(g) How many persons other than recordholders requested more than one set

of proxy materials?
(h) How many of the persons in category (f) above sought reimbursement for

distributing proxy materials?
10. (a) How many broker intermediaries ordered proxy material^:

(i) Before your mailing of search cards?
(ii) Within 10 days after your mailing of search cards?
(iii) 10 days to 21 days after your mailing?
(iv) More than 21 days after your mailing?

(b) How many bank and trust company intermediaries ordered proxy materials:
(i) Before your mailing of search cards?
(ii) Within 10 days after your mailing of search cards?
(iii) 10 days to 21 days after your mailing?
(iv) More than 21 days after your mailing?

(c) How many institutional holders other than banks, trust companies and
brokers ordered proxy materials:

(i) Before your mailing of search cards?
(ii) Within 10 days after your mailing of search cards?
(iii) 10 daj's to 21 days after your mailing?
(iv) More than 21 days after your mailing?

11. (a) If an intermediary does not promply respond to your search card, do
vou contact the intermediarv? Yes; No.

(b) If "yes,"
(i) Please describe your follow-up procedure.
(ii) How many days after the mailing of the search card do you contact

the intermediary?
12. (a) In your distribution of proxy materials to non-intermediaries do you

mail annual reports and proxy materials together as a unit? Yes. No.
(b) If "no" do you mail the annual reports by:

First class mail?
Third class bulk mail?
Private distributor?
Other? (Please specify.)

(c) If "yes," how are the materials packaged?
(d) If "yes," do you mail the proxy material and annual reports by:

First class mail?
Third class bulk mail?
Private distributor?
Other? (Please specify.)

13. In your mailings of proxy materials to intermediaries:

(a) Do you

:

Mail proxy materials to intermediaries as soon as a request is received?

or
Accumulate a substantial number of requests before mailing proxy

materials?
(b) (i) Do you request the intermediary to distribute annual reports and proxy

materials separately? Yes. No.
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to your knowledge, how do most intermediaries distribute the(ii) If "yes,"
annual reports?

First class mail
Third class bulk mail
Private distributor

Other (Please specify)

.

Questions 14 through 17 call for information regarding the transmission of

search cards and proxy materials to the intermediaries listed at the top of the
answer columns.
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18. (a) What was the total number of sets of proxy materials sent to your
intermediary recordholders in connection with this year's annual meeting?

(b) What was the total number of sets of proxy materials sent to your non-
intermediary recordholders in connection with this year's annual meeting?

19. During what period were proxy materials sent to your non-intermediary
recordholders? From: Month day To: Month day.

20. After proxy materials wTere first forwarded to your intermediary record-
holders for distribution to your beneficial shareowners:

(a) How many of those intermediaries requested additional sets of materials?
(b) How many additional sets of materials were requested by those

intermediaries?
21. What percentage of your total common voting shares issued and outstanding

was voted at your annual meeting in:

(a) 1976? %; (b) 1975? %; (c) 1974? %; (d) 1973? %; (e)

1972? %.
22. (a) Did the proxy for the annual meeting in each of the following years

contain all, some or no matters which could be voted on by a broker-intermediary
recordholder pursuant to a "10-day rule" of a national securities exchange?

(i) 1976: All ; some — -; none - -; don't know - —

.

(ii) 1975: All -

(hi) 1974: All

(iv) 1973: All

(v) 1972: All-

some -

; some
; some
some -

; none -

j none
; none
; none -

don't know —
; don't know —
; don't know,
don't know —
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(b) For each year's annual meeting for which your answer in (a) above was
"some," please indicate:

(i) As to each matter which could be voted on by a broker-intermediary pursuant
to a "10-day rule," what percentage of j'our total shares issued and outstanding
was voted in: 1 1976? . 1975? . 1974? . 1973? . 1972? .

(ii) As to each other matter, what percentage of your total shares issued and
outstanding was voted in: 1 1976? . 1975? . 1974? . 1973? .

1972? .

23. How many complaints have you received since January 1, 1975, from your
beneficial owners regarding the solicitation of proxies, the transmittal of proxy
materials, or any other matters relating to issuer-shareholder communications?

Please describe in detail the nature of the complaints. If the number is large,

indicate the general categories of complaints and the number of complaints in
each category, and attach as an exhibit to the completed questionnaire copies of
complaints which are representative of the general categories of complaints which
you received.

24. (a) (i) Do you reimburse intermediaries for forwarding proxy materials and
annual reports? Yes. No.

(ii) If "no," please explain.

(b)(i) Do you reimburse intermediaries for forwarding quarterly reports?
Yes. No.

(ii) If "no," please explain.

(c)(i) Do you reimburse intermediaries for forwarding all other shareholder
communications? Yes. No.

(ii) If "no," please explain.
25. (a) How many requests for reimbursement did you receive from intermediary

recordholders for the forwarding of proxy materials to your beneficial owners in
connection with this year's annual meeting?

(b) Did you decline to pay anj^ bills from intermediaries who sought reimburse-
ment? (If so, please explain your reasons.)

(c) How many intermediaries who requested sets of materials did not seek
reimbursement for forwarding such materials?

26. (a) Were you billed for the forwarding of annual reports or proxy materials
in connection with this year's annual meeting by any persons or entities who
were not recordholders? yes. no.

(b) How many such bills did you receive?
(c) (i) Did you decline to pay any such bills? yes. no.
(ii) If "yes," please explain your reasons.
27. (a) Please indicate the highest and lowest per unit charge billed by inter-

mediary recordholders for forwarding this year's proxy materials and the average
per unit charge of all such billings:

(i) Where the proxy material and annual report were forwarded together as a
unit. Highest. Lowest. Average.

(ii) Where the proxy material and annual report were forwarded separately.
Highest. Lowest. Average.

(b) For the highest and lowest per unit charge in a(i) and a(ii) above, please
attach as an exhibit to this questionnaire the bills seeking the highest and lowest
per unit charge and indicate on those bills the number of sets of proxy materials
sent to the intermediaries who sought the highest and lowest per unit charge.

(c) (i) How many bills received from intermediary recordholders were itemized
to show the cost of postage (or shipment if done otherwise than through the
postal service). Bills.

(ii) With respect to those bills, please indicate the highest and lowest per
unit charge and the average per unit charge for postage (or shipment if done
otherwise than through the postal service) . Please attach copies of the bills which
sought the highest and lowest per unit charge for postage or shipment and indicate
on those bills the number of sets of proxy materials sent to intermediaries who
shought the highest and lowest per unit charge. Highest. Lowest.

Average.
28. (a) (i) What was your average per unit postage or shipping cost of sending

annual reports and proxy materials to non-intermediary recordholders this year?

i In answering this question do not restrict your answer to the number of shares voted by brokers pur-
suant to a 10-day rule but rather answer with the total vote, whether by brokers or other recordholders
entitled to vote.
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(ii) What was your average per unit postage or shipping cost of sending annual
reports and proxy materials to intermediary recordholders this year (that is,

excluding charges by intermediaries for forwarding the materials to beneficial
shareholders of your securities)?

(b) (i) Exclusive of design, printing, and materials costs, what was the total
cost and total per unit cost of packaging, handling and sending annual reports
and proxy materials to non-intermediary recordholders this year? Include a brief

explanation of what costs were included in your computation, and how such costs
were allocated. Total cost. Total per unit cost.

(ii) Exclusive of design, printing, and materials costs, what was the total cost
and total per unit cost of packaging, handling, and sending annual reports and
proxy materials to your beneficial shareowners through intermediary record-
holders this year? Include a brief explanation of what costs were included in

your computation, and how such costs were allocated. Total cost. Total
per unit cost.

(iii) Do the figures given in (b) (i) and (b) (ii) above include the following costs
incurred in packaging, addressing and otherwise preparing the annual reports and
proxy materials for mailing or shipment? If so, please indicate the amount of each
of these costs for the mailing or shipment of annual reports and proxy materials
to intermediaries and non-intermediaries this year.

(a) Mailing costs: Intermedia^ ; nonintermediary .

(b) Other direct costs (including wages and salaries) : Intermediary- -;
nonintermediary-

(c) Depreciation of machinery: Intermediary ; nonintermediary
(d) Overhead cost of building: Intermediary ; nonintermediary
(e) Other overhead costs: (Please specif}'.) Intermediary ; noninter-

mediary——-.

29. In your experience, does the current system of transmitting issuer com-
munications to beneficial owners through intermediaries operate satisfactorily for

the transmission of proxy statements and annual reports? (Please explain your
answer.)

30. In your experience, does the current system of transmitting issuer com-
munications to beneficial owners through intermediaries operate satisfactorily
for the transmission of quarterly reports? (Please explain your answer.)

31. In your experience, does the current system of transmitting issuer com-
munications to beneficial owners through intermediaries operate satisfactorily for

the transmission of other routine shareholder communications? (Please explain
your answer.)

32. In your experience, does the current system of transmitting issuer com-
munications to beneficial owners through intermediaries operate satisfactorily in

the event of a tender offer or a counter-solicitation of proxies? (Please explain your
answer.)

33. What problems, if any, would you. encounter if brokers were unable to vote
securities pursuant to a 10 day rule? (Please explain your answer.)

34. In your experience, has the issuer-shareholder communications system been
affected favorably or adversely by the interposition of securities depositories?
(Please explain your answer.)

35. What steps do you believe should be taken to improve the current system of

transmitting proxy materials through intermediaries? (Please explain your
answer.)

36. (a) In your experience, does the current system of transmitting proxy
material through intermediaries entail costs which should be reduced or elimi-

nated? (Please explain your answer.)
(b) If so, please indicate the nature of these costs and how they might be

reduced or eliminated.
37. (a) Do you believe the costs of the current system of transmitting proxy

material through intermediaries should be reallocated among issuers, inter-

mediaries and beneficial owners? (Please explain your answer.)
(b) If so, please indicate which costs should be reallocated, the reasons for the

reallocation and the method of reallocation.
38. Instead of issuers sending search cards to intermediaries, do j-ou believe

intermediaries should be required to take the initiative in contacting issuers

regarding the number of sets of proxy materials needed? (Please explain your
answer.)

30. (a) Do you believe that under certain circumstances the identities of bene-
ficial owners should be disclosed to issuers?

(b) (i) If so, under what circumstances should this information be disclosed?
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(ii) Should this disclosure be extended to all beneficial owners or only to certain
categories? (Please explain your answer.)

(iii) What steps should be taken to effect the disclosure of beneficial ownership
that you believe appropriate? (Please explain your answer.)

(iv)(a) Should the identity of beneficial owners be disclosed to other
issuers? (b) If so, to whom should this information be made available?

(v) If the identities of beneficial owners are disclosed, what steps, if any, should
be taken to protect the privacy of such beneficial owners?

(vi) If you had access to the names and addresses of all shareowners both
beneficial and of record, would you modify either the frequency of your com-
munications with shareowners or the types of communications? If so, what
changes would you make?

40. Please provide the name of the person in your organization with overall
responsibility for your proxy department. Name . Mailing Address .

Phone Number .

Exhibits

41. Please attach a sample of the search card which you sent to intermediaries-
42. (a) Please enclose a copy of your annual report, proxy materials and all

other materials sent to your non-intermediary shareholders in connection with
this year's annual meeting, packaged as they were sent, if possible.

(b) Please attach a copy of any materials, instructions, or other communica-
cations sent to intermediary recordholders (other than SEC questionnaires).

43. Please attach a copy of the invoice for the forwarding of proxy materials
received from each of the intermediaries listed in Questions 14-17.

44. During this year's proxy season, at the request of the Commission, you
distributed questionnaires to a selected number of your shareholders who held
directly in their own name and to a number of "intermediaries who represented
beneficial owners of your securities. On a separate sheet of paper, please describe
the method used to distribute the questionnaires. In particular, please provide
the following information

:

(a) How did you determine which intermediaries were to receive questionnaires?
(b) To what intermediaries were questionnaires sent and how many question-

naires were sent to each intermediary?
(c) How did you determine which of your shareholders holding directly in their

own name were to receive questionnaires?
(d) How were the questionnaires packaged for distribution to individual

shareholders of record. For example, were the questionnaires included with
your proxy materials or sent with the annual report; was the questionnaire
attached to the annual report or included loose in an envelope?

Questionnaire for Brokers

Securities and Exchange Commission Questionnaire

General Instructions

1. Except where otherwise indicated, the information requested on this ques-
tionnaire relates to the 1976 proxy season. (March, April, May and June, 1976).

2. Questions which discuss your proxy forwarding procedures relate to the pro-
cedures used to forward proxy materials to customers who are entitled to exercise

voting rights with respect to securities held in nominee or street name.
3. As used in this questionnaire, "nominee name" refers to arrangements used

by institutional investors (e.g., banks or trust companies) for the registration of

securities held by them for their own account or for the accounts of their customers
who are the benefical owners of the securities. "Street name" refers to a specialized

type of nominee name registration whereby a broker registers in its name, or in

the name of its nominee, securities left with it by its customers or held by it for its

own account.
4. If your answer to any question requires information for which you do not have

precise statistics, answer the question with your best estimate, and write "ESTI-
MATE" in the right hand margin next to your answer.

5. If there is insufficient room for any answer, please continue your answer on a
separate sheet and attach it to the completed questionnaire.

6. Unless otherwise indicated, the term "proxy materials" as used in this ques-
tionnaire includes an issuer's proxy statement, annual report, and any other
materials forwarded by an issuer in connection with its annual meeting.
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7. If you experience difficulty in completing any of the questions or if any of the
questions are unclear, please contact:

Robert J. Millstone
Senior Special Counsel
Securities and Exchange Commission
500 North Capitol Street
Washington, D.C. 20549

Le Manh Tri
Branch Chief
Directorate of Economic and Policy Research
Securities and Exchange Commission
500 North Capitol Street
Washington, D.C. 20549

Approved by GAO, B-180231 (S76020), Expires 12-31-76.

Questionnaire for Brokers
Broker's Name .

Address of Principal Place of Business .

City, State, and Zip Code .

1. Who forwards issuers' proxy materials to your customers?
i. ( ) Yourself.
ii. ( ) A subsidiary (Please specify name of entity).

iii. ( ) An independent contractor (Please specify name of entity).
iv. ( ) Other (Please specify name of entity).

2. In what city(ies) and state (s) are your proxy forwarding functions performed?
3. Which of the following issuer-shareholder communications do you forward

as a matter of course to your customers? (Check all applicable answers.)
i. ( ) All materials (If you check this answer, please do not check any

other responses).
ii. ( ) Proxy materials.
iii. ( ) Annual reports.
iv. ( ) Quarterly reports!
v. Information regarding mergers, tender offers, and reorganizations.
vi. ( ) Press releases.

4. If you do not forward all issuer-shareholder communications, what is your
basis for deciding what material to withhold and what material to forward to
your customers?

5. If a customer provides instructions that prox}^ materials and other com-
munications are not to be forwarded, do you comply with such instructions?

i. ( ) Yes. ii. ( ) No. iii. ( ) Sometimes (Please explain).
6. How do you become aware of issuers' record dates and annual meeting dates?

(Check all applicable answers.)
i. ( ) Bulletins of the stock exchanges (Please specify.)

ii. ( ) Bulletins from clearing corporations or depositories (Please specify.)

iii. ( ) Commercial bulletin services (Please specify).

iv. ( ) Search cards from issuers.

v. ( ) Other (Please specify.)

7. In order to obtain annual reports and proxy materials to send to your
customers,

i. ( ) do you request proxy materials from the issuer without waiting
to receive a search card? or

ii. ( ) do you want until the issuer sends you a search card to request
proxy materials?

8. If you normally wait until issuers send you search cards, is there some period
after which you request proxy materials from those from whom no search card
has been received?

i. ( ) Yes. (Please describe your procedure.) ii. ( ) No.
9. In forwarding issuers' proxy materials to customers for whom j

rou hold
securities in nominee and street name:

i. ( ) Do you send unsigned proxy cards to your customers and instruct

them to return the cards to you? or
ii. ( ) Do you sign and send proxy cards to your customers and ask them

to return the cards directly to the issuer? or
iii. ( ) Do you use another procedure? (Please describe.)

10. Do you seek reimbursement from issuers for forwarding proxy materials?

i. ( ) Yes. ii. ( ) No. iii. ( ) Varies (Please explain).
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11. (a) Do you have written policies and procedures regarding the transmission
of issuer-shareholder communications to your customers?

i. ( ) Yes. ii. ( ) No.
(b) If so, please attach a copy of such policies and procedures as an exhibit

to the completed questionnaire.
12. On what date does your fiscal year end?
13. On May 28, 1976, how many customer accounts did you have which held

voting securities in nominee or street name?
i.( ) Less than 50. ii. ( ) 50 to 250. iii. ( ) 251 to 1,000. iv.

( ) 1,001 to 5,000. v. ( ) 5,001 to 25,000. vi. ( ) 25,001 to 100,000.
vii. ( ) Over 100,000.

14. How many issues were represented in your nominee or street name holdings
of voting securities as of May 28, 1976?

i. ( ) Less than 100. ii. ( ) 101 to 500. iii. ( ) 501 to 1,500.
iv. ( ) 1,501 to 8,000. v. ( ) Over 8,000.

15. (a) Do vou ever order proxv materials from an issuer before the record date?
i. ( ) Yes. ii. ( ) No.

(b) If j'ou order proxy materials before an issuer's record date, how do you
determine how many sets of materials to order?

1 6. What percentage of issuers ,whose issues you hold in nominee or street name,
sent search cards to you inquiring whether you represent beneficial owners of their
securities?

i. ( ) More than 95%. ii. ( ) 75 to 95%. (iii). ( ) 59 to 74%.
iv. ( ) Less than 50%.

17. What percentage of issuers failed to send proxy materials to you after

you notified them that you represented beneficial owners of their securities
and ordered proxv materials?

i. ( ) Less than 5%. ii. ( ) 5% to 10%. iii. ( ) 11% to 25%.
iv. ( ) More than 25%.

18. Of those issuers who did send you sets of proxy materials, what percentage
sent the materials so that you received them:

a. Less than 5 days before their annual meeting? %.
b. 5 to 10 days before their annual meeting? %.
c. 11 to 15 days before their annual meeting? %.
d. 16 to 25 days before their annual meeting? ___%.
e. More than 25 days before their annual meeting? %.
f. After their annual meeting? %.

19. (a) Did you find it necessary to request additional proxy materials from an
issuer after your initial request for proxy materials for your beneficial shareowners
was filled? i. ( ) Yes. ii. ( ) No.

(b) If you found it necessary to request additional proxy materials from an
issuer, why was the additional order necessary (e.g., order improperly filled the
first time, customer purchases before record date, etc.) ?

(c) If you found it necessary to request additional proxy materials, what per-
centage of issuers filled j^our orders for additional proxy materials properly and in

a timelv manner?
i. ( ) More than 95%. ii. ( ) 75% to 95%. iii. ( ) 50% to 74%.

iv. ( ) less than 50%.
20. Please indicate on a per unit basis the reimbursement you sought for the

items below and the basis (e.g., "100% of postage costs," "guidelines of NYSE,"
"cost plus 5%," etc.) for determining reimbursement sought. The matter of what
unit basis you use in responding to this question is left for your definition; use
whatever unit basis you find manageable in responding. However, describe in

the space provided the unit that you have used (e.g., "per ounce," "per mailing,"
"per 100 envelopes," etc.).

If you did not seek reimbursement for any item listed, please write "Not
Sought" where applicable. Each item requires a response; if an item is not appli-

cable, please write "N/A" and state the reason.
(a) Service fee:

i. $ per (Define unit.) .

ii. Basis for seeking reimbursement:
(b) Postage:

i. $ per (Define unit.) .

ii. Basis for seeking reimbursement:
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(c) Envelopes for mailing proxy materials to your customers
i. $ per (Define unit.) .

ii. Basis for seeking reimbursement:
(d) Return Postage:

i. $ per (Define unit.)-

ii. Basis for seeking reimbursement:
(e) Envelopes for return of proxies from customers:

i. $ per (Define unit.) .

ii. Basis for seeking reimbursement:
(f) Other (Please specify.)

:

i. $ per (Define unit.)-

ii. Basis for seeking reimbursement:
21. (a) How many complaints related to the area of issuer-shareholder com-

munications did you receive in the last 12 months?
(b) Please describe in detail the nature of the complaints. If the number is

large, indicate the general categories of complaints and the number of complaints
in each category, and attach as an exhibit to the completed questionnaire copies
of complaints which are representative of the general categories of complaints
which you received.

22. What was the total number of sets of proxy materials that you mailed
during your last fiscal year?

23. What were the gross costs allocated to the following items in your proxy
operations during your last fiscal year?

a. Mailing costs $ .

b. Other direct costs (including wages and salaries) $ .

c. Depreciation cost of machinery S .

d. Overhead cost of the building S .

e. Other overhead cost $ . (Please specify.)

24. For your last fiscal year, what was the percentage of yoru expenditures listed

in question 23 allocated to proxy operations during March, April, May and June?
a. Mailing costs %.
b. Other direct costs (including wages and salaries) %.
c. Depreciation cost of machinery %.
d. Overhead cost of the building %.
e. Other overhead cost %. (Please specify.)

25. During your last fiscal year, what was the total reimbursement you received
from issuers for your proxy operations? $ .

26. During your last fiscal year, what was the total amount of fees which you
received from customers for administrative and bookkeeping services relating to
maintaining securities in nominee or street name accounts? (Please attach as an
exhibit to the completed questionnaire a copy of your schedule of fees for such
services.) $ .

27. (a) How many employees, including supervisory personnel, work in your
proxy department on a full-time, year-round basis?

(b) How many additional employees, including supervisor}* personnel, worked
in your proxy department during all or most of this year's proxy season (March,
April, May and June)? Full-time? . Part-time —-—

.

(c) How many work hours (i.e., the total number of hours worked, whether by
part-time or full-time, supervisor}* or non-supervisory personnel) were devoted to
your proxy operations in this year's proxy season (March, April, May and June)?

hours.
(d) How many employees, including supervisor}* personnel, worked in your

proxy department during all or most of last year's proxy season (March, April,

May and June 1975? Full-time . Part-time .

(e) How many work hours (i.e., the total number of hours worked, whether by
part-time or full-time, supervisory or non-supervisory personnel) were devoted to
vour proxv operations in last year's proxv season (March, April, May and June
1975)? —— hours.

(f) How many hours are in your normal work day? hours.
Questions 28 through 34 call for information regarding the transmission of

specific issuers' proxy material to customers for whom you hold voting securities

in nominee and street name. If you did not hold any securities of an enumerated
issuer in nominee or street name during the 1976 proxy season (March through
June), so indicate by using the designation "N/A" for the answer to questioi

and leave blank the answer spaces for questions 29 through 34.
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28 (a) « VThat vas the number of
accounts with record date
positions in the voting common
stock of each issuer?

(b). "What vas your total record
• date position in customer
accounts in the voting common
stock of each issuer?

29(a). For how many of the accounts
in question 28(a[

) were voting
.instructions received this
year?

.<-')- What percentage of each
_

position in question 26(b)
vas voted this year pursuant to
voting instructions received
from customers?

30 . Of those accounts seo out in
question 26, hew many accounts
held:

(a) less than 100 shares?

(b) 101 to 500 shares?

(c) 501 to 2,000 shares?

(d) more than 2,000 shares?

31 • On what date did you receive a
search card from each issuer?

32. On what date did you request
proxy materials from each issuer?

3/" On what date did you receive
proxy Materials from each issuer?

3k. After receipt of proxy materials,
on what date did you forward the
proxy materials to your customers?
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35. Do you have an}^ accounts for which you hold a power of attorney entitling
you to vote the securities contained in such accounts?

If your customers do not send their voting preferences to you or to your agent
for tabulation and forwarding to the issuer, omit questions 36 and 37.

36. (a) Do you as a matter of course establish a time prior to an issuer's annual
meeting after which voting preferences received from your customers are not
voted? i. ( ) Yes. ii. ( ) No.

(b) If you have such a policy, brief!y describe it:

(c) If vou have such a policj^, is it communicated to your customers? i. ( ) Yes.
ii. ( ) No.

37. (a) If j'our customers fail to exercise their voting rights, do you vote their

shares pursuant to, and to the extent permitted by, the rules of a self-regulatory

organization? i. ( ) Yes. ii. ( ) No.
(b) If "yes," do you as a matter of course vote your entire position for manage-

ment? i. ( ) Yes. ii. ( ) No.
(c) If you do not vote your entire position for management, under what circum-

stances do you vote against management?
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38. In your experience, does the current system of transmitting issuer-share-

holder communications through intermediaries operate satisfactorily for the
transmission of prox}' statements and annual reports? (Please explain your answer)

39. In your experience, does the current system of transmitting issuer-share-

holder communications through intermediaries operate satisfactorily for the
transmission of quarterly reports? (Please explain your answer.)

40. In your experience, does the current system of transmitting issuer-share-

holder communications through intermediaries operate satisfactorily for the
transmission of other routine shareholder communications? (Please explain
your answer.)

41. In your experience, does the current system of transmitting issuer-share-

holder communications through intermediaries operate satisfactorily for the
transmission of a tender offer or a counter-solicitation of proxies? (Please explain
your answer.)

42. What problems, if any, would occur if brokers were unable to vote securities

pursuant to a 10 da}r rule of a national securities exchange? (Please explain your
answer.)

43. In your experience, has the current issuer-shareholder communications
system been affected favorably or adversely by the interposition of securities

depositories? (Please explain your answer.)
44. What steps do you believe can or should be taken to improve the current

system of transmitting proxies through intermediaries? (Please explain your
answer.)

45. (a) In j^our experience, does the current system of transmitting proxies
through intermediaries entail costs which should be reduced or eliminated?

(b) If so, please indicate the nature of these costs and how they might be
reduced or eliminated.

46. (a) Do you believe the costs of the current system of transmitting proxy
material through intermediaries should be reallocated among issuers, brokers, and
beneficial shareowners?

(b) If so, please indicate which costs should be reallocated, the reasons for the
reallocation and the method of reallocation.

47. Instead of issuers sending search cards to brokers, do you believe brokers
should be required to take the initiative in contacting issuers regarding the num-
ber of sets of proxy materials needed? (Please explain j^our answer.)

48. (a) Do you believe that under certain circumstances the identities of your
customers who hold securities in street or nominee name or such customers of
other brokers should be disclosed to issuers? (Please explain your answer.)

(b)(i) If so, under what circumstances should this information be disclosed?
(Please explain your answer.)

(ii) Should this disclosure be extended to all beneficial owners or only to certain
categories? (Please explain your answer.)

(iii) What steps should be taken to effect the disclosure of beneficial ownership
that you believe appropriate? (Please explain your answer.)

(c) (i) Should the identity of beneficial owners be disclosed to other than issuers?
(Please explain your answer).

(ii) If so, to whom should this information be available? (Please explain your
answer.)

(d) If the identities of beneficial owners are disclosed, what steps if any, should
be taken to protect the privacy of such beneficial shareowners?

49. (a) Have you read the Securities and Exchange Commission's Preliminary
Report to Congress on nominee and street name ownership of securities? i. ( ) Yes.
ii. ( )No.

(b) If so, please indicate any comments which you have.
(c) If not, would vou like to receive a copy of the Preliminary Report? i. ( )

Yes. ii. ( ) No/
50. Please provide the name of the person in your organization to contact for

further information concerning your responses to this questionnaire. Name .

Title . Address . Telephone Number .

Exhibits

I. Please attach a copy of your written policies and procedures, if any, regarding
the transmission of issuer-shareholder communications to your customers.

II. Please attach copies of complaints representative of the categories given in
response to question 21.

III. Please attach a copy of your schedule of fees for administrative and book-
keeping services relating to maintaining securities in nominee and street name
accounts.
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Questionnaire for Banks

Securities and Exchange Commission Questionnaire

General Instructions

1. Except where otherwise indicated, the information requested on this ques-
tionnaire relates to the 1976 proxy season (March, April, May and June, 1976).

2. The questions relate to procedures used to forward proxy materials to
customers whose securities are held in nominee name.

3. As used in this questionnaire, "nominee name" registration refers to the
arrangement whereby a bank registers securities held pursuant to a custodial or
trust arrangement in its name or the name of its nominee.

4. If there is insufficient room for any answer, please continue your answer on a
separate sheet and attach it to the completed questionnaire.

5. If an answer to any of the following questions requires information for which
you do not have precise statistics, answer the question with your best estimate
and write "ESTIMATE" in the right hand margin next to your answer.

6. Unless otherwise indicated, the term "proxy materials" as used in this

questionnaire includes the proxj- statement, annual report, and any other ma-
terials forwarded by an issuer in connection with its annual meeting.

7. If you experience difficulty in completing &\\y of the questions or if any of

the questions are unclear, please contact:
Robert J. Millstone
Senior Special Counsel
Securities and Exchange Commission
500 North Capitol Street
Washington, D.C. 20549

Le Manh Tri
Branch Chief
Directorate of Economic and Policy Research
Securities and Exchange Commission
500 North Capitol Street
Washington, D.C. 20549

Approved by GAO, B-180231 (S76020), Expires 12-31-76.

Questionnaire

Name . Address of Principal Place of Business . City, State, and
Zip Code .

1. Who forwards issuers' proxy materials to your customers?
i. ( ) Yourself
ii. ( ) A subsidiary (Please spech\y name of entity.)

hi. ( ) An independent contractor (Please specify name of entity.)

iv. ( ) Other (Please specify name of entity.)
2. In what city(ies) and state (s) are your proxy forwarding functions performed?
3. Which of the following issuer-shareholder communications do you forward

as a matter of course to your customers? (Check all applicable answers.)
i. ( ) All materials (If you check this answer, please do not check any

other response).
ii. ( ) Proxy materials.
iii. ( ) Annual reports.
iv. ( ) Quarterly reports.
v. ( ) Information regarding mergers, tender offers, and reorganizations.
vi. ( ) Press releases.

4. If you do not forward all issuer-shareholder communications, what is your
basis for deciding what material to withhold and what material to forward to
your customers?

5. If a customer provides instructions that proxjr materials and other com-
munications are not to be forwarded, do you comply with such instructions?
i. ( ) Yes. ii. ( ) No. iii. ( ) Sometimes (Please explain).

6. How do you become aware of issuers' annual meeting dates? (Check all

applicable answers.)
i. ( ) Bulletins of the stock exchanges (Please specif}^)

.

ii. ( ) Bulletins from clearing corporations or depositories (Please specify)

.

iii. ( ) Commercial bulletin services. (Please specif}^.)

iv. ( ) Search cards from issuers.

v. ( ) Other (Please specify).
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7. In order to obtain annual reports and proxy materials to send to your
customers,

i. ( ) do you request proxy materials from the issuer without waiting to
receive a search card? or

ii. ( ) do you wait until the issuer sends you a search card to request
proxy materials?

8. If you normally wait until issuers send 3
rou search cards, is there some period

after which you request proxy materials from those from whom no search card
has been received? i. ( ) Yes. (Please describe your procedure.) ii. ( ) No.

9. In forwarding issuers' proxy materials to customers for whom you hold
securities in nominee name:

i. ( ) Do you send unsigned proxy cards to your customers and instruct
them to return the cards to you? or

ii. ( ) Do you sign and send proxy cards to your customers and ask them
to return the cards directly to the issuer? or

iii. ( ) Do 3
rou use another procedure? (Please describe.)

10. Do you seek reimbursement from issuers for forwarding proxy materials?
i. ( ) Yes. ii. ( ) No. iii. ( ) Varies (Please explain).

11. (a) Do you forward proxy materials to all custodial customers for whom
the bank holds, in nominee name, securities for which the bank does not have
voting discretion? i. ( ) Yes. ii. ( ) No.

(b) Do you forward proxy materials to all custodial customers for whom the
bank holds, in nominee name, securities for which the bank has voting discretion?
i. ( ) Yes. ii. ( ) No.

(c) Do 3
tou forward proxy materials to co-trustees where the bank has sole

voting discretion for securities held in nominee name in trust accounts? i. ( ) Yes.
ii. ( ) No.

(d) Do you forward proxy materials to co-trustees where the bank has shared
voting discretion for securities held in nominee name in trust accounts? i. ( ) Yes.
ii. ( ) No.

12. (a) Do you have written policies and procedures regarding the transmission
of issuer-shareholder communications to your customers? i. ( ) Yes. ii.

( ) No.
(b) If so, please attach a copy of such policies and procedures as an exhibit to

the completed questionnaire.
13. On what date does }^our fiscal year end? Month . Day .

14. On May 28, 1976, how many trust and custodial accounts do you have
holding voting securities in nominee name?

Trust accounts Custodial accounts

i. Less than 50 ( ) ( )

ii. 50 to 250 ( ) ( )

iii. 251 to 1,000 ( ) ( )

iv. 1,001 to 5,000 ( ) ( )

v. 5,001 to 25,000 ( ) ( )

vi. More than 25,000 ( ) ( )

15. How many issuers are represented in your trust and custodial nominee
name holdings of voting securities as of May 28, 1976?

Trust accounts Custodial accounts

i. Less than 100 ( ) ( )

ii. 100 to 500 ( ) ( )

iii. 501 to 1,500 ( ) ( )

iv. 1,501 to 8,000 ( ) ( )

v. More than 8,000 ( ) ( )

16. What percentage of issuers, whose issues you hold in nominee name, sent
search cards to j^ou inquiring whether you represent beneficial owners of their
securities? i. ( ) more than 95%. ii. ( ) 75 to 95%. iii. ( ) 50 to 74%.
iv. ( ) less than 50%.
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17. What percentage of issuers failed to send proxy materials to you after you
notified them that you represented beneficial owners of their securities and
ordered proxy materials? i. ( ) less than 5%. ii. ( ) 5% to 10%. iii. ( )

11% to 25%. iv. ( ) more than 25%.
18. Of those issuers who did send you sets of proxy materials, what percentage

sent the materials so that you received them

:

a. Less than 5 days before their annual meeting? %.
b. 5 to 10 days before their annual meeting? %.
c. 11 to 15 days before their annual meeting? %.
d. 16 to 25 days before their annual meeting? %.
e. More than 25 days before their annual meeting? %.
f. After their annual meeting? %.

19. (a) Did you find it necessarj^ to request additional proxy materials from
an issuer after your initial request for proxy materials for your beneficial share-
owners was filled? i. ( ) Yes. ii. ( ) No.

(b) If you found it necessary to request additional proxy materials from an
issuer after receiving an initial shipment, whj7 were additional orders necessary
(e.g., order improperly filled the first time, customer purchases before record
date, etc.)?

(c) If you found it necessary to request additional proxy materials, what
percentage of issuers filled your order for additional proxy materials properly
and in a timely manner?

i. ( ) more than 95%.
ii. ( ) 75% to 94%.
iii. ( ) 50% to 74%.
iv. ( ) less than 50%.

20. Please indicate on a per unit basis the reimbursement you sought for the
items listed below and the basis (e.g., "100% of postage costs," "cost plus 5%,"
etc.) for determining reimbursement sought. The matter of what unit basis you
use in responding to this question is left for your definition; use whatever unit
basis you find manageable in responding. However, describe in the space provided
the unit that you have used (e.g., "per ounce," "per mailing," "per 100 envelopes,"
etc.).

If you did not seek reimbursement for any item listed, please write "Not
Sought" where applicable. Each item requires a response; if an item is not applic-

able, please write "N/A" and state the reason.
(a) Service fee:

i. $ per (Define unit.) .

ii. Basis for seeking reimbursement:
(b) Postage:

i. $ per (Define unit.) .

ii. Basis for seeking reimbursement:
(c) Envelopes for mailing proxy materials to your customers:

i. $ per (Define unit.) .

ii. Basis for seeking reimbursement:
(d) Return Postage:

i. $ per (Define unit.) .

ii. Basis for seeking reimbursement:
(e) Envelopes for return of proxies from customers:

i. $ per (Define unit.) .

ii. Basis for seeking reimbursement:
(f) Other (Please specify.)

:

i. $ per (Define unit.) .

ii. Basis for seeking reimbursement:
21. (a) How many complaints related to the area of issuer-shareholder com-

munications did you receive in the last 12 months?
(b) Please describe in detail the nature of the complaints. If the number is

large, indicate the general categories of complaints and the number of complaints
in each category and attach as an exhibit to the completed questionnaire copies
of complaints which are representative of the general categories of complaints
you received.

22. What was the total number of sets of proxy materials that you mailed in
your last fiscal year?
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23. "What were the gross costs allocated to the following items in your proxy
operations during your last fiscal year?

a. Mailing costs $ .

b. Other direct costs (including wages and salaries) $ .

c. Depreciation cost of machinery $ .

d. Overhead cost of the building $ .

e. Other overhead cost $ (Please specif}^.)

24. For your last fiscal year, what percentage of your expenditures listed in

question 23 was allocated to proxy operations during March, April, May and June?
a. Mailing costs %.
b. Other direct costs (including wages and salaries) %.
c. Depreciation cost of machinery %.
d. Overhead cost of the building %.
e. Other overhead costs % (Please specify.)

25. During your last fiscal year, what was the total reimbursement you received
from issuers for your proxy operations? $ .

26. During your last fiscal year, what was the total amount of fees which j^ou
received from customers for administrative and bookkeeping services relating to
maintaining securities in nominee or street name accounts? (Please attach as an
exhibit to the completed questionnaire a cop}7 of your schedule of fees for such
services.) $ .

27. (a) How many employees, including supervisory personnel, work in your
proxy department on a full-time, year-round basis?

(b) How many additional employees, including supervisory personnel, worked
in your proxy department during all or most of this year's proxy season (March,
April, May and June, 1976)? Full-time . Part-time .

(c) How many work hours (i.e., the total number of hours worked, whether by
part-time or full-time, supervisory or non-supervisory personnel) were devoted
to your proxy operations in this year's proxy season (March, April, May and
June) ? hours.

(d) How many employees, including supervisory personnel, worked in your
proxy department during all of most of last year's proxy season (March, April,
May and June 1975)? Full-time . Part-time .

(e) How many work hours (i.e., the total number of hours worked, whether
by part-time or full-time, supervisory or non-supervisory personnel) were devoted
to your proxy operations in last year's proxy season (March, April, May and
June 1975)? hours.

(f) How many hours are in your normal work day? hours.
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Questions 28 through 34 call for information regarding the transmission of
specific issuers' proxy material to custodial customers for which you held voting
securities in nominee name and to those persons who share or have sole voting
discretion for securities held in nominee name in trust accounts. If you cid not
hold any securities ofian enumerated issuer in nominee name during the 1976
proxy season (March through June), so indicate by using the designation "N/A"
rather than by leaving the answer space blank. (* "c" denotes custodial accounts
and "t" denotes trust accounts).

THE ISSUERS TO
"WHICH QUESTIONS
28-3U RELATE
ARE THOSE AT THE
RIGHT.

28. "What was the number of
accounts with record date
positions in the voting common

—stock -of each issuer? - —

29. "What vas your total record
date position in the voting
common stock of each issuer?

30. Of those accounts set out
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accounts neio:

(a) less than 100 shares?

(b) 101 to 500 shares?

(c) 501 to 2,000 shares?

(d) more than 2, COO shares?

31. On what date did you receive
a search card from each
issuer?

32. On vhat date did you request
proxy materials from each
issuer?

33 . Or. what date did you receive
proxy materials from each
issuer?

3 1
* . After receipt of pro-; mater-

ials, on what date did you
forward the proxy materials
to your customers?

If your custodial customers do not send their voting preferences to you or to
your agent for tabulation and forwarding to the issuer, omit question 35.

35. (a) Do you as a matter of course establish a time prior to an issuer's annual
meeting after which voting preferences received from your customers are not
voted? i. ( ) Yes. ii. ( ) No.

(b) If you have such a policy, briefly describe it:

(c) If vou have such a policy, is it communicated to your customers? i. ( ) Yes.
ii. ( ) No.

36. (a) Do you ever vote custodial shares without customer instructions?
i. ( ) Yes. Please explain under what circumstances:
ii. ( ) No.

(b) If "yes," do you as a matter of course cast for management all the shares
you vote? i. ( ) Yes. ii. ( ) No.

(c) If you do not cast for management all the shares you vote, under what
circumstances do you vote against management?

37. (a) When you possess sole voting discretion on behalf of trust accounts, do
you vote the shares held in the trust account? i. ( ) Yes. ii. ( ) No.

(b) If "yes," do you, as a matter of course, cast for management all the shares
your vote? i. ( ) Yes. ii. ( ) No.
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(c) If you do not cast for management all the shares you vote, under what
circumstances do j

tou vote against management?
88. In your experience, does the current system of transmitting issuer-share-

holder communications through intermediaries operate satisfactorily for the
transmission of proxy statements and annual reports? (Please explain your
answer.)

39. In your experience, does the current system of transmitting issuer-share-

holder communications through intermediaries operate satisfactorily for the
transmission of quarter^ reports? (Please explain your answer.)

40. In your experience, does the current system of transmitting issuer-share-

holder communications through intermediaries operate satisfactorily for the
transmission of other routine shareholder communications? (Please explain your
answer.)

41. In j
Tour experience, does the current system of transmitting issuer-share-

holder communications through intermediaries operate satisfactorily for the trans-

mission of a tender offer or a counter-solicitation of proxies? (Please explain your
answer.)

42. In your experience, has the current issuer-shareholder communications
system been affected favorably or adversely by the interposition of securities

depositories? (Please explain your answer.)
43. What steps do you believe can or should be taken to improve the current

system of transmitting proxies through intermediaries? (Please explain your
answer)

.

44. (a) In j'our experience, does the current system of transmitting proxies
through intermediaries entail costs which should be reduced or eliminated?

(b) If so, please indicate the nature of these costs and how they might be reduced
or eliminated.

45. (a) Do you believe the costs of the current system of transmitting proxy
material through banks should be reallocated among issuers, banks and beneficial

shareowners?
(b) If so, please indicate which costs should be reallocated, the reasons for the

reallocation and the method of reallocation.
46. Instead of issuers sending search cards to banks, do you believe banks should

be required to take the initiative in contacting issuers regarding the number of

sets of proxy materials needed? (Please explain your answer.)
47. (a) Do you believe that under certain circumstances the identities of your

customers whose securities are held in nominee name or such customers of other
intermediaries should be disclosed to issuers? (Please explain your answer.)

(b) (i) If so, under what circumstances should this information be disclosed?
(Please explain your answer.)

(ii) Should this disclosure be extended to all beneficial owners or only to certain
categories? (Please explain your answer.)

(hi) What steps should be taken to effect the disclosure of beneficial ownership
that you believe appropriate? (Please explain your answer.)

(c) (i) Should the identity of beneficial owners be disclosed to persons other than
issuers? (Please explain your answer.)

(ii) If so, to whom should this information be available? (Please explain your
answer.)

(d) If the identities of beneficial owners are disclosed, what steps, if any, should
be taken to protect the privacy of such beneficial shareowners?

48. (a) Have you read the Securities and Exchange Commission's Preliminary
Report to Congress on nominee and street name ownership of securities? i. ( )

Yes. ii. ( ) No.
(b) If so, please indicate any comments which you have.
(c) If not, would you like to receive a copy of the Preliminary Report? i. ( )

Yes. ii. ( ) No.
49. Please provide the name of the person in j*our organization to contact for

further information concerning your responses in this questionnaire. Name .

Title . Address . Telephone Number .

Exhibits

I. Please attach a copy of your standard trust agreement.
II. Please attach a copy of your standard custodial agreement.
III. Please attach a copy of your written policies and procedures, if any, regard-

ing the transmission of issuer-shareholder communications to your customers.
IV. Please attach copies of complaints representative of the categories given in

response to question 22.

V. Please attach a copy of 3
rour schedule of fees for administrative and book-

keeping services relating to maintaining securities in nominee accounts.

SO-014—76 7



APPENDIX D

Sampling Methodology, 1976 Proxy Season Survey

It was determined that specific data needed to study the practice of recording
the ownership of securities in street or nominee name would best be obtained
through a survey of the experiences of shareowners, issuers, brokers and banks
during the 1976 prox^y season. Therefore, four questionnaires were designed to
solicit information from those groups. 1 The task of drawing samples of banks,
brokers, and issuers that would be adequately representative of the populations
and provide a basis for valid conclusions was initiated by developing appropriate
lists from which to select the samples. The lists from which the samples were
drawn were stratified by variables related to the issues in the Study.

BANK QUESTIONNAIRE

The information for selecting the sample of banks was derived from source
data compiled b}- the Board of Governors of the Federal Reserve System, the
Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation, and the Office of the Comptroller of

the Currency. The sample was stratified by size of trust department assets.

Table 1 is the population table for the bank sample which shows the number
of insured commercial banks, the value of their total trust department assets at
the end of 1974, and the total assets in personal trusts and estates of these banks.
The percentages in this table indicate that about 66 percent of the trust assets

are held by 1.5 percent of the population.
In selecting a sample of banks, the goal was to survey banks which potentially

would have a large percentage of shares in nominee name, and it was therefore
decided to survey a disproportionate share of larger banks. An attempt was
made, however, to obtain a reasonable sample of smaller banks in order to
determine if the size of the bank affected any of the results. 2

The adequacy of the selected sample of banks is reflected in Table 2. The 149
responding banks accounted for 36.8 percent of trust assets and 32.8 percent of

personal trust and estate assets of the population.

TABLE 1.—TRUST ASSETS OF INSURED COMMERCIAL BANKS BY SIZE OF TRUST DEPARTMENT, 1974

[Dollar amounts in thousands]

Personal trust and estate

Trust assets assets

Size of trust department Dollar Percent Dollar Percent

(millions) Banks value of total value of total

Over $1,000 60 $215,582,381 66.3 $77,586,280 54.4

$500 to $999.9 40 27,460,369 8.4 14,505,465 10.2

$250 to $499.9 63 22,674,737 7.0 13,194,386 9.3

$100 to $249.9 159 24,744,126 7.6 14,036,933 9.8

$50 to $99.9 187 13,361,299 4.1 8,138,930 5.7

$25 to $49.9 267 9,485,083 2.9 6,585,800 4.6

$10 to $24.9 418 6,748,451 2.1 4,627,627 3.2

$5 to $9.9 356 2,568,4^5 .8 1,804,036 1.3

Lessthan$5 2,449 2,703,501 .8 2,135,139 1.5

Total 3,999 325,328,392 100.0 142,614,596 100.0

Source: Derived from data of the Board of Governors of the Federal Reserve System, the Federal Deposit Insurance

Corporation and the Office of the Comptroller of the Currency. Office of Securities Industry and Self-Regulatory Economics,

Directorate of Economic and Policy Research.

1 The questionnaires are reproduced in Appendix C.
2 Due to the. potential burden of the reporting requirement, no bank with under $5 million in trust assets

was selected for the survey.

(92)
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TABLE 2.-TRUST ASSETS OF RESPONDING BANKS COMPARED TO POPULATION OF INSURED COMMERCIAL BANKS

[Dollar amounts in thousands)

Size of trust department (millions)

Reporting
banks

Trust assets

Dollar

value

Percent of

population

class

Personal trust and estate

assets

Dollar

value

Percent of

population

class

Over $1,000 23 $94,563,100 43.9 $32,223,091 41.5

$500 to $999.9 13 9,448,076 34.4 5,074,547 35.0

$250 to $499.9 19 6,744,949 29.8 3,946,248 29.9

$100 to $249.9 31 5,517,156 22.3 3,166,359 22.6

$50 to $99.9 31 2,442,346 18.3 1,624,311 20.0

$25 to $49.9 - 19 740,131 7.8 544,159 8.3

$10 to $24.9 6 140,189 2.1 112,430 2.4

$5to$9.9 7 61,083 2.4 46,184 2.6

Less than $5 - --- ---

Total 149 119,657,030 36.8 46,737,329 32.8

Source: Derived from data of the Board of Governors of the Federal Reserve System, the Federal Deposit insurance

Corporation and the Office of the Comptroller of the Currency. Office of Securities Industry and Self-Regulatory Economics,

Directorate of Economic and Policy Research.

BROKER-DEALER QUESTIONNAIRE

The population of brokers for this study was all brokers that were required to
file Form X-17A-20 with the Commission in 1975, which are those with gross
revenues of more than $500,000 in 1973 or 1974.

The NYSE member brokers were drawn from a sub-population composed of

218 full-clearing member firms carrying customer account^. 3 For purposes of

stratification, the number of customer accounts carried by each broker was
utilized. As with the sample of banks, a greater proportion of larger brokers
was selected in order to obtain the maximum coverage of broker proxy operations.
Non-NYSE member brokers were selected on the same basis as NYSE member
firms.
The adequacy of the coverage of the selected sample of brokers is reflected in

the response of 118 brokers shown in Table 4. The 87 responding NYSE brokers
have 87.3 percent of the customer accounts of all NYSE members. The 31 non-
N YSE brokers reported 37.5 percent of their sub-population's customer accounts.

TABLE 3—CUSTOMER ACCOUNTS OF CARRYING BROKERS, 1975

Customer accounts

NYSE carrying brokers Non-NYSE carrying brokers

Percent of

ms Accounts total

9 2, 696, 098 67.0
3 219,918 5.5
6 210, 527 5.2

36 555, 670 13.8
22 162, 758 4.0
27 99, 192 2.5
38 64, 263 1.6
13 10, 243 .3
25 6,602 .2
39 863

Percent of

ns Accounts toial

2 64, 098 16.7
b 71,146 18.5

12 96, 477 25.1
21 75, 562 19.7
32 49, 703 12.9
23 15, 243 4.0
41 10, 913 2.9
25 942 .2

100,000 or more.
50,000 to 99,999-

25,000 to 49,999.

10,000 to 24,999.

5,000 to 9,999...

2,500 to 4,999...

1,000 to 2,499...

500 to 999
100 to 499
0to99

Total.... 218 4, 026, 134 100.0 161 384, 084 100.0

Source: Joint Regulatory Reports and X-17A-20 Reports. Office of Securities Industry And Self-Regulatory Economics,
Directorate of Economic and Policy Research,

See Table 3.
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TABLE 4.—NUMBER OF CUSTOMER ACCOUNTS OF RESPONDING BROKERS COMPARED TO POPULATION OF CARRYIN G

BROKERS

NYSE firms

Customer accounts

Number
of

firms

Customer accounts

Number
Percent of

population

Non-NYSE firms

Number
of

firms

Customer accounts

Number
Percent of

population

100,000 or more.
50,000 to 99,999.

25,000 to 49,999.

10,000 to 24,999.

5,000 to 9,999...

2,500 to 4,999...

1,000 to 2,499...
500 to 999
100 to 499

Total....

9
2

6
18
10
11

16

5

10

2, 696, 098
164, 390
210, 527

293,318
76, 227
40, 754

27, 839
4,153
2,965

100.0
74.8
100.0
52.8
46.8
41.1
43.3
40.5
44.9

28, 598
34, 350

35, 159

28, 134

12, 829
3,720
1,171

44.6
48.3
36.4
37.2
25.8
24.4
10.7

87 3, 516, 271 87.3 31 143,961 37. 5

Source: Joint Regulatory Reports and X-17A-20 Reports. Office of Securities Industry and Self-Regulatory Economics,
Directorate of Economic and Policy Research.

ISSUER QUESTIONNAIRE

For the non-homogeneous population of issuers, a sample stratified by the
number of common shares outstanding was expected to yield a more reliable

indication of proxy operations than a random sample of issuers.4 The source for
compiling data for the population and sample of issuers was Standard & Poor's
Investor Statistical Laboratory (ISL) which provided data for 2,500 corporations
listed on the NYSE or Amex. The NASD was the source for the data on issuers
whose securities are unlisted and quoted on NASDAQ. 5 Included among the 159
respondents are 127 NYSE and Amex listed corporations and 32 companies
quoted on NASDAQ. The 32 NASDAQ companies, which were selected by using
a random number table, account for a total of 163 thousand recordholders and
199 million common shares outstanding. The common shares of the 127 reporting
NYSE and Amex issuers account for eleven percent of the common shares listed

on the two exchanges.
The adequacy of the sample is supported by the stratification variables. For

example, when the 127 listed issuers are compared with the population, it can be
seen that the sample captured 25 percent of the issuers with over 100 million
listed shares and 36 percent of the common shares outstanding. Among the sub-
population of issuers with 70-100 million shares outstanding, the sample captured
12 percent of the issuers and eleven percent of the common shares outstanding.
"While the sample captured a lesser percentage of the common shares outstanding
in the lower range of the common share-size classes, it nevertheless captured a
reasonable proportion of the issuers in these classes for analysis of the effects of

issuer size on prox}r operations (see Table 5).

SHAREOWNER QUESTIONNAIRE

The distribution of questionnaires to shareowners was accomplished by routing
the questionnaires through participating issuers who distributed them in con-
junction with the distribution of their annual reports and proxies. Ninety-seven
issuers were asked to distribute shareowner questionnaires and 95 actually
distributed them. The issuers were provided with a quantity of shareowner
questionnaires proportional to the number of their recordholders. Along with the
questionnaires the issuers received instructions as to the method of allocating

their supply both to a sample of their intermediary recordholders and to a sample
of their individual shareholders. (The instructions are reproduced in Appendix C.)

Those intermediaries which received a supply of questionnaires from issuers were
also given instructions (reproduced in Appendix C) as to the method of selecting

a sample of shareowners to receive questionnaires. About 100,000 questionnaires
were distributed and almost 26,000 shareowners responded. Approximately 2,000
questionnaires were not used for statistical purposes due to insufficient data.

* It would have been preferable to stratify the sample by the number of recordholders, but this information
was not available in a machine-readable format. On the basis of the sample of reporting issuers, the correla-

tion coefficient between the number of recordholders and shares outstanding was .975, indicating that shares
outstanding was virtually as pood a stratification variable as the number of recordholders.

« NASDAQ is an acronym for the NASD Automated Quotations System.
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TABLE 5.—COMMON SHARES ISSUED AND OUTSTANDING OF RESPONDING ISSUERS BY CLASS SIZE COMPARED TO

POPULATION OF NYSE AND AMEX LISTED COMMON SHARES

[In thousands]

Common shares
outstanding

(thousands)

NYSE and AMEX issuer population

Number of

issuers

Number of

shares out-

standing

(thousands)
Percent of

total

Responding sample of NYSE and AMEX issuers

Number of

issuers

Number of

shares out-

standing

(thousands)
Percent of

population

100 to 499
500 to 999

1,000 to 4,999

5,000 to 9.999

10,000 to 19,999..

20,000 to 29.9S9..

30,000 to 39,999..

40,000 to 49,999..

50,000 to 59,999..

60,000 to 69,999..

70,000 to 79,999..

80,000 to 89,999..

90,000 to 99,999..

100,000 and over.

Total

26

184

1,294
435
284
121

56
27
24
12

11

3

3

20

9,657
145, 356

3, 220, 213

3, 021, 101

4, 050, 206

2, 990, 2S4

1, 896, 816

1,220,813
1, 332, 420

770, 806

836, 975
252, 109

280, 365

3, 672, 638

.6
13.6
12.7
17.1

12.6
8.0
5.2
5.

3.

3.

1.

1.

15.

1

6

59

20
19

7

4
2

2

2

5

253
4,226

153, 305

145, 520
259, 675

179, 514

177,774
113,617
122, 320

154, 154

332, 365

2.7
2.9
4.8
4

6.

6.

14.

8.

15.

18.

0.

36.3

2, 500 23, 709, 780 100.0 127 2, 652, 733 11.2

Note: Included in these numbers are only issuers whose common stock was clearly indicated as having full voting

authority.

Source: Standard and Poor's Investor Statistical Laboratory, Office of Securities Industry and Self-Regulatory Economics,
Directorate of Economic and Policy Research.

In general, the selection of individual shareowners was made on a S3rstematic
sampling basis, as opposed to a random sampling basis. For example, if an issuer
or intermediary had 5,000 individual shareowners who would receive proxy
materials and 500 questionnaires to distribute among them, the issuer or inter-

mediary was asked to send a questionnaire to every tenth name on an alphabetical
list of shareowners. The same sampling method was to be applied to any other
type of listing as long as the resulting sample did not create a concentration of
shareowners associated with any identifiable segment of the population, such as
the smallest or largest shareowners or shareowners from a particular region of the
country.

Control procedures

Each of the bank, broker and issuer samples was divided into two sub-samples.
One sub-sample of each group received advance notice of the survey in order to
obtain their cooperation and to advise them generally as to what data would be
requested. The other sub-sample of each group was designed to serve as a control
group. These "non-notified" sub-samples were composed of the same number of
entities as the "notified" sub-samples, and their members were selected so as to
mirror as nearly as practicable the distributions represented by the notified sub-
samples. There were no major differences in the response rates between the notified
and the non-notified sub-samples. Of the responding banks, 46 percent were non-
notified; 52 percent of the responding brokers were non-notified; and 43 percent
of the responding issuers were non-notified. With regard to the timeliness of trans-
mittal of shareowner communications, there were no significant statistical dif-
ferences in the responses of the notified and non-notified sub-samples.



APPENDIX E

Broker Respondents 1

Adams, Harkness & Hill, Inc.
American Pacific Securities Corporation.
Advest
Bache Halsey Stuart Inc.

Bacon, Whipple & Co.
Baker, Watts & Co.
J. S. Barr & Co., Inc.

George K. Baum & Company, Incorporated.
Becker Securities Corporation
Beckman & Co., Inc.

Bellamah, Neuhauser & Barrett, Inc.
Birr, Wilson & Co., Inc.

William Blair & Company.
Blyth Eastman Dillon & Co., Incorporated.
Bosworth, Sullivan & Company, Inc.

J. C. Bradford & Co.
Brown, Lisle & Marshall, Incorporated.
Burbank & Company, Inc.
Buys-Mac Gregor & Company.
Cantor, Fitzgerald & Co,. Inc.
Colin, Hochstin Co.
Conning & Company.
Cowen & Company.
Craig-Hallum, Inc.

Davenport & Co. of Virginia, Inc.

R. G. Dickinson & Co.
Dillon, Read & Co., Inc.
Doft & Co., Inc.

Drexel Burnham & Company, Incorporated.
A. G. Edwards & Sons, Inc.

Efiress, Goldman & Pagel, Inc.

Eppler, Guerin & Turner, Inc.
Fahnestock & Co.
Faulkner, Dawkins & Sullivan, Inc.
Ferris & Company, Inc.

The First Boston Corporation.
Foster Bros., Weber&Co., Inc.

Frost, Johnson, Read & Smith, Inc.

Goldman, Sachs & Co.
Granger & Co.
Gruntal & Co.
Hanifen, Imhoff & Samford, Inc.

Haas Securities Corporation.
Hazlett, Burt & Watson, Inc.

Heine, Fishbein & Co., Inc.

Henderson, Harrison & Co.
Hill & Co.
Hinkel Northwest Inc.

Hopper Soliday & Co., Inc.

Hornblower Weeks Hemphill Noyes Inc.

E. F. Hutton & Company, Inc.
The Illinois Co. McCormick, Incorporated.
Ingalls & Snyder.
Interstate Securities Corporation.

i As a result of technical difficulties, the information submitted by several of the respondents was not

included in the survey data.
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Investors Financial Services, Inc.

Janney Montgomery Scott Inc.

Jefferies & Company, Inc.

Josephthal & Co.
Keefe, Bruyette & Woods, Inc.

Kidder Peabody & Co., Incorporated.
H. S. Kipnis & Co.
Kirkpatrick, Pettis, Smith, Polian Inc.

Kuhn, Loeb & Co.
Laidlaw-Coggeshall Inc.

Lazard Freres & Co.
Lehman Brothers Incorporated.
B. J. Leonard & Company.
Lepercq, DeNeuflize & Co., Incorporated.
Loeb, Rhoades & Co.
Mabon, Nugent & Co.
May, Cullum, Ragland & Brittain, Inc.

Merrill Lynch, Pierce, Fenner & Smith, Inc.

Mesirow & Company.
Midsouthwest Securities, Inc.

Mitchell, Hutchins Inc.
Moors & Cabot.
Morgan Olmstead Kennedy & Gardner Inc.

Moseley Hallgarten & Estabrook, Inc.
Neuberger and Berman.
W. H. Newbold's Son & Co., Inc.
The Ohio Company.
Olde & Co., Incorporated.
Oppenheimer & Co., Inc.

Paine, Webber, Jackson & Curtis, Incorporated.
H. M. Pavson & Co.
H. 0. Peet & Co., Inc.

Pershing & Co., Inc.

Prescott, Ball & Turben.
Prince-Covey & Company, Inc.

Quincy Cass Associates, Inc.
Raffensperger, Hughes & Co., Inc.
Raymond, James & Associates, Inc.
W. H. Reaves & Co., Inc.

J. W. Redmond & Company.
Reynolds Securities Inc.
The Ptobinson-Humphre3r Company, Inc.
Rotan Mosle Inc.

Salkin, Welch & Co., Incorporated.
Scharff & Jones Inc.

Scott & Stringfellow, Inc.

J. & W. Seligman & Co.
Shearson Hayden Stone, Inc.
Shields Model Roland Incorporated.
Stern, Lauer & Co.
Stillman, Maynard & Co.
Stix & Co., Inc.

Sutro & Co. Incorporated.
Henry F. Swift & Co.
Thomson & McKinnon Auchincloss Hohlmeyer Inc.
Traub and Company, Inc.
Troster, Singer & Co.
Trusteed Funds, Inc.
Tucker Anthony & R. L. Da}', Inc.
Burton J. Vincent, Cheslev & Co.
H. C. Wainwright & Co.
Waters Parkerson & Co., Inc.
Wayne Hummer & Co.
Wellington & Co.
White, Weld & Company Incorporated.
Wilson-Davis & Co.
Dean Witter & Co. Incorporated.
Young, Smith & Peacock, Inc.
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Bank Respondents 1

Akron National Bank and Trust Company.
Alamo National Bank of San Antonio.
American Bank and Trust Company.
The American National Bank of Denver.
The American National Bank of St. Joseph.
The American National Bank and Trust Company of Chicago.
American National Bank and Trust Company of Waukegan, Illinois.

American Security and Trust Company, N.A.
Amoskeag National Bank & Trust Co. of Manchester.
Ann Arbor Trust Company.
The Atlantic National Bank of Jacksonville.
Attleboro Trust Co.
BancOhio/Ohio National Bank.
Bank of America, N.T. & S.A.
Bank of Clarksdale.
Bank of Delaware.
Bankers Trust Company—New York.
Barcla3rs Bank of New York.
BayBank Merchants, N.A.
Berkshire Bank & Trust Company.
Broward National Bank of Fort Lauderdale.
California Canadian Bank.
California First Bank.
Central Carolina Bank and Trust Companj\
The Central National Bank of Richmond.
Century First National Bank.
The Charleston National Bank.
Citibank.
The Citizens and Southern National Bank.
Citizens Bank & Trust Company.
Citizens National Bank.
City National Bank of Detroit.
Commerce Bank of Springfield.

Commerce Union Bank.
Commercial Bank & Trust Companj*.
Commercial National Bank.
Commercial National Bank of Peoria.
Concord National Bank.
Conrad National Bank.
Continental Bank.
Continental Illinois National Bank and Trust Company of Chicago.

Crocker National Bank.
Depositors Trust Company.
Easton National Bank and Trust Company.
Ellis Sarasota Bank and Trust Company.
Equibank N.A.
The Farmers Bank.
The Fidelity Bank.
First-Citizens Bank & Trust Company.

» As a result of technical difficulties, the information submitted by several of the respondents was not

included in the survey data.
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First City National Bank.
First Kentucky Trust Company.
First National Bank and Trust Company of Lincoln.
The First National Bank and Trust Company of Tulta.
First National Bank in Dallas.
First National Bank in Grand Forks.
First National Bank in Wichita.
First National Bank of Allentown.
The First National Bank of Atlanta.
The First National Bank of Boston.
First National Bank of Central Jersey.
The First National Bank of Chicago.
The First National Bank of Colorado Springs.
First National Bank of Commerce.
First National Bank of Dona Ana Count}-.
First National Bank of Duluth.
The First National Bank of Eastern Pennsylvania.
First National Bank of Fort Worth.
First National Bank of Jackson.
The First National Bank of Kansas Cit3T

.

First National Bank of Maryland.
The First National Bank of Mount Dora
First National Bank of Pompano Beach.
First National Bank of Toledo.
First National Bank of Topeka.
First Security National Bank of Beaumont.
First Seneca Bank and Trust Company.
First Trust Bank.
First Union National Bank of North Carolina.
First Wisconsin National Bank of Madison.
Fort Wayne National Bank.
Fulton Bank.
Garden State National Bank.
Hartford National Bank and Trust Company.
Houston National Bank.
Irving Trust Company.
Jasper County Savings Bank.
Kellogg-Citizens National Bank of Green Bay.
Kingston Trust Company.
La Grange State Bank.
La Salle National Bank.
Liberty National Bank and Trust Company of Louisville.

Lincoln National Bank and Trust Company

.

Louisville Trust Bank.
NI & I American Bank and Trust Company.
Maiden Trust Company.
Manufacturers Hanover Trust Company.
Manufacturers National Bank of Detroit.
Marine Midland Bank.
Maryland National Bank.
Mercantile National Bank of Chicago.
Mercantile National Bank of Dallas.
Mercantile-Safe Deposit & Trust Company.
Merchants National Bank and Trust Company.
The Merchants National Bank of Muncie.
National Bank and Trust Company of Columbus, Georgia.
National Bank and Trust Company of South Bend.
National Commercial Bank and Trust Company.
National Savings and Trust Company.
North Carolina National Bank.
Northeast Bank and Trust Company.
Northern Central Bank.
The Northern Trust Company.
Northwestern Union Trust Company.
The Ohio Citizens Trust Company.
Old Kent Bank and Trust Company.
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Old National Bank in Evansville.
Pacific National Bank of Washington.
Peoples Banking and Trust Co.
Peoples National Bank of Washington.
Peoples Trust Bank.
The Philadelphia National Bank.
Pittsburgh National Bank.
Republic National Bank of Dallas.
San Diego Trust & Savings Bank.
Sears Bank and Trust Company.
Security Bank & Trust Co.
Shawmut Bank of Boston, N.A.
Society National Bank of Cleveland.
South Carolina National Bank.
South Shore National Bank.
Southern Ohio Bank.
State National Bank.
Sterling National Bank and Trust Company of New York.
Suburban Trust Company.
Sun First National Bank of Leesburg.
Trust Company Bank.
Union Bank.
Union Bank and Trust Company, N.A.
Union First National Bank of Washington.
The Union National Bank of Pittsburgh.
United Bank of Arizona.
United Bank of Denver, N.A.
United Bank & Trust Company.
United Penn Bank.
United States Trust Company.
United Virginia Bank.
Valley Fidelity Bank.
Virginia National Bank.
Walker Bank & Trust Company.
Wells Fargo Bank N.A.
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Issuer Respondents j

ACF Industries, Incorporated.
Alaska Interstate Company.
Allied Thermal Corporation.
Ambac Industries, Incorporated.
AMCO Energy Corporation.
American Biltrite, Inc.

American Business Products, Inc.

American Express Company.
American Sterilizer Company.
American Telephone and Telegraph Company.
AmericanUnderwriters, Inc.

Anchor Hocking Corporation.
Andersen Laboratories, Inc.

Anheuser-Busch, Incorporated.
The Babcock & Wilcox Company.
Barber Oil Corporation.
Bausch & Lomb Incorporated.
Beacon Photo Service, Inc.

The Bethlehem Corporation.
The Boeing Company.
Bonanza International, Inc.

Boston Edison Company.
Castle & Cooke, Inc.

Celanese Corporaiton.
Central Maine Power Company.
Certain-teed Products Coproration.
Chemetron Corporation.
Chicago Milwaukee Corporation.
Chicago Pneumatic Tool Company.
Chilton Corporation.
Chrysler Corporation.
Cincinnati Financial Corporation.
Commerce Group Corporation.
Community Public Service Company.
Consolidated Accessories Corporation.
Consolidated Edison Company of New York, Inc.

Continental Materials Corporation.
Conwood Corporation.
Cordon International Corporation.
Deere & Company.
Delmarva Power & Light Company.
Dellwood Foods, Inc.
DEN-TAL-EZ, Inc.
Diamond International Corporation.
Diamond Shamrock Corporation.
Downe Communications, Inc.

Duke Power Company.
E. I. du Pont de Nemours and Company.
EASCO Corporation.
Eazor Express, Inc.

Electronic Associates, Inc.
Fansteel Inc.

Ferro Corporation.
FlightSafety International, Inc.

Gamble-Skogmo, Inc.

i As a result of technical difficulties, the information submitted by several of the respondents was not
included in the survey data.
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General Cable Corporation.
General Electric Company.
General Shale Products Corporation.
Georgia-Pacific Corporation.
The C. R. Gibson Company.
Gleason Works.
The Golden Cycle Corpration.
Graco Inc.

Graniteville Company.
Great Western Financial Corporation.
Guardian Chemical Corporation.
Hazeltine Corporation.
HMW Industries, Inc.

Hoffman Electronics Corporation.
Holly Sugar Corporation.
Homestake Mining Company.
Imperial Corporation of America.
INA Corporation.
Inland Steel Company.
Instron Corporation.
International Business Machines Corporation.
International Proteins Corporation.
Interstate Brands Corporation.
Iowa Public Service Company.
Johnson & Johnson.
Keystone Foods Corporation.
King Radio Corporation.
KRM Petroleum Corporation.
The Lamson & Sessions Co.
Leesona Corporation.
The LTV Corporation.
Lydall, Inc.

Lykes Corporation.
Madison Gas and Electric Company.
Martin Processing, Inc.

Michigan Gas Utilities Company.
The Miller-Wohl Company, Inc.

Minnesota Mining and Manufacturing Company.
Minnesota Power & Light Company.
Mirro Aluminum Company.
Molycorp, Inc.
Montana-Dakota Utilities Co.
Samuel Moore and Companj^.
Mor-Flo Industries, Inc.

Montana Fuel Supply Company.
Moxie Industries, Inc.

Nationwide Homes, Inc.
NCR Corporation.
Nortek, Inc.

Northwest Energy Company.
Northwestern Financial Corporation.
Northwestern National Life Insurance Company.
Ohio Edison Company.
Old Fort Industries, Inc.

Overmyer Corporation.
Pacific Power & Light Company.
Pan American World Airways.
Park Electrochemical Corporation.
PASCO, Inc.

Peerless Tube Companj".
Pennsylvania Power & Light Company.
Perini Corporation.
Phelps Dodge Corporation.
Phillips-Van Heusen Corporation:
Portec, Inc.

Potomac Electric Power Company.
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Raymond International, Inc.

RCA Corporation.
Revere Copper and Brass Incorporated.
R. J. Reynolds Industries, Inc.

Roblin Industries, Inc.

Rochester Gas and Electric Corporation.
Rochester Telephone Corporation.
Rockower Brothers Inc.

Rowan Companies, Inc.

Rubbermaid Incorporated.
Safeway Stores, Incorporated.
Scovill Manufacturing Company.
Season-all Industries, Inc.

Simplex Industries, Inc.

Skaggs Companies, Inc.

Solid State Technology, Inc.

South Carolina Electric & Gas Company.
Southern Airways, Inc.

The Southern Connecticut Gas Company.
Stepan Chemical Company.
Sterling Stores Company, Inc.

Sun Oil Company.
Super Valu Stores, Inc.

Sybron Corporation.
Tenneco Offshore Company, Inc.

Tenney Engineering, Inc.

The Toledo Edison Company.
Topps Chewing Gum Incorporated.
Transcon Lines.
Trans Union Corporation.
Triangle Industries, Inc.

Turf Paradise, Inc.

Union Bancrop, Inc.

United Park City Mines Company.
United Refining Company.
United States Filter Corporation.
United States Gypsum Company.
Ward Foods, Inc.

The Warner & Swasey Company.
The Weatherhead Company.
Werner Continental, Inc.

The West Company, Inc.

Western Air Lines, Inc.

Willamette Industries, Inc.

F. W. Woolworth Co.
Xerox Corporation.



APPENDIX H

Manual for Proxy Solicitation of Stock in Brokers' Names

(Prepared as a joint report of the following organizations: American Society of
Corporate Secretaries, Inc. ; The American Stock Exchange, Inc. ; The National
Association of Securities Dealers, Inc.; The New York Stock Exchange, Inc.;
Securities Industry Association, February 1976.)

INTRODUCTION

The purpose of this Manual is to promote the use of standard forms and
practices in order to facilitate solution of the problems arising in the handling of
proxy solicitations, create better financial public relations, and realize a maximum
representation of shares in brokers' and other nominee names at meetings of
stockholders.

This Manual has been prepared as a joint report by the American Society of
Corporate Secretaries, Inc., The American Stock Exchange, Inc., The National
Association of Securities Dealers, Inc., The New York Stock Exchange, Inc., and
the Securities Industry Association.

I. publicity

Immediate newspaper publicity should be given to the calling of a meeting of

stockholders for the purpose of acting upon any matter affecting in any way the
rights or privileges of stockholders or any other matter not of routine nature. Such
publicity should, of course, describe the matter to be acted upon. It is recom-
mended that a minimum of thirty days be allowed between the record date and the

meeting date so as to give ample time for the solicitation of proxies.

II. NOTICE TO EXCHANGES OR NASD RE*. STOCKHOLDER MEETINGS OR CONSENTS

A. Stockholder meetings.—The Exchanges or the NASD should be given prompt
notice, in writing, of the calling of any meeting of stockholders. Such notice should
be received by the Exchanges or the NASD not later than the tenth calendar day
prior to the date of record (or the closing of the transfer books) for determination
of stockholders entitled to vote at the meeting. Such notice should indicate the
date of the meeting, the date of record for determination of stockholders entitled

to vote, and describe the matters to be voted upon at the meeting.
If the transfer books are to be closed in lieu of the taking of a record of stock-

holders, the notice shall state the date of reopening of the books as well as the
date of their closing.

B. Consents.—Should a corporation desire to utilize consents in lieu of holding
a special meeting of stockholders, the Exchanges require the following criteria

to be observed:
1. A record date must be used.
2. "Consent" material must be sent to all shareholders.
3. Corporate action is not to be taken until the solicitation period has

expired, even if the required vote is received earlier.

4. A 30-day solicitation period is recommended and a minimum of 20
days required.

5. "Consent" material should conform to normal proxy statement dis-

closure standards.
It must be remembered that the exchanges require a corporation to hold an

annual meeting. Should consents be utilized instead of a special meeting, they may
only be used with prior approval of the exchanges.

(104)
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III. NOTIFICATION TO BROKERS

The standard forms recommended in this Manual have been designed to

—

A. Be readily recognized as proxy soliciting material
B. Be easily understood by proxy departments of brokerage firms.

"RECOGNITION" of material relating to proxy solicitation is important. Thus,
it is urged that the color BLUE be used for all suggested forms. The use of stan-
dard forms will insure that proxy material will be processed more expeditiously.

IV. RECORD DATE

Brokers should be notified of meetings as far in advance of the record date a
possible. Ten days should be deemed an absolute minimum, although longer
notice is desirable. (Notifying the brokers of a record date does not relieve the
corporations of any responsibility they may have for also notifying the respective
Exchanges or the NASD.)

Brokers should be notified of this record date by the use of a search form which
also serves to provide a method for brokerage firms to order proxy material and
annual reports. (See Exhibits A and B)

Also a summarization of an amendment (December 1974) to SEC Rule 14a-3
and 14c-7 of the Securities Exchange Act of 1934 follows for your information:
". . . if an issuer knows certain of its securities are held of record by a broker,
dealer, bank, voting trustee, or their nominees, the issuer must inquire as to
whether such record holder is holding on behalf of one or more beneficial owners
and, if so, the number of copies of the proxy and proxy soliciting materials (or

of the information statement) and, in the case of the annual meeting at which
directors are to be elected, the number of copies of the annual report to security
holders necessary to supply such material to the beneficial owners. The issuer

must then furnish such record holders with an appropriate number of copies
assembled in such a form, and at such a place as each such record holder may
reasonably request, and must pay the reasonable expenses of each such record
holder, if so requested, for mailing such material to the beneficial owners."

DESCRIPTION OF SEARCH FORM

(See Exhibits A and B in back of booklet. These can be used as a sample for

your printer.)

It is recommended that corporations use a blue double postal card (perforated
to facilitate separation by broker) approximate^ 6>2

/7 x 8)2" for each half. The
oversized card lends itself to instant identification as proxy material. The double
card should meet the needs of most corporations and brokers in connection with
ordering proxy material and in advising brokers about the timetable. The in-

formation thus received will enable delivery of proxy soliciting material to brokers
in adequate time. Of course, the wording of the suggested forms will not fit all

situations. For example, some corporations may have nonvoting stock, whereas
others will have all classes of stock entitled to vote, similarly, in some cases, a
bank or proxy soliciting firm will furnish the proxy material, whereas in others,

the Secretarjr
's office or the printer may do so. The wording has been drafted to

cover most cases but obviously may need revision in order to meet a specific

situation, e.g., if a corporation plans a second mailing, it should be so stated,

together with the proposed date of mailing.

Under "Delivery of Material to Brokers", please show under "Scheduled
Date" 3'our best estimate of the dates you expect to deliver the material. In
order to comply with Securities and Exchange Commission and the Exchanges'
rules, it is necessary for the corporation to furnish to the broker, for distribution
to clients who are beneficial owners, all of the proxy material that the corporation
is sending to stockholders, including the proxy and annual report. The columns
headed "Date Received" and "Date Mailed" are for the use of the brokers.
The information to be shown under "Shares Entitled to Vote" is to be furnished

by the corporation, following the record date.
Mailing instructions must be complete. Brokers must know whether the annual

report is to be mailed with the proxy material or whether it is to be mailed sepa-
rately: also how the annual report and the proxy material are to be mailed (First

Class or Third Class). Also, furnish as much advance information as possible
about "follow-up mailings".
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The name and phone number of an individual designated by the corporation
must be listed for inquiries concerning requests for additional proxy material,
annual reports, etc. This information is essential where a corporation uses the
facilities of a bank for soliciting proxy material, the corporation must furnish
on the "search card" the name and telephone number of the individual at the
bank in charge of the solicitation of proxies.
Some corporations do not accept telegraphic proxies. If so, please indicate.

However, if they are acceptable, list the proper address for their receipt.

Further, if the voting of foreign holdings may be of importance to a corporation,
the corporation should give consideration to making a statement to brokers as
to how the material should be sent to foreign holders, such as by airmail or regular
mail.
The other part of the double card would be for the use of the broker to indicate

its soliciting requirements. (Brokers have expressed concern that during a busy
proxj^ season clerical omissions may occur. Therefore, particularly when important
blocks of stock are involved, it may be advisable to maintain a procedure whereby
a telephone call is made at or about the record date to any broker from whom a
response has not then been received, to make absolutely sure of his requirements.)
A booklet, List of Brokers and Banks (with names of -proxy contacts), has been
distributed. It lists names and telephone numbers of proxy contacts at brokerage
firms and certain banks. It is available from any of the sponsoring firms listed on
the last page of this publication.

V. NOTIFYING BROKERS OF SHARES OF RECORD

As soon as the record has been taken and stockholder accounts are posted, it

is important to send each broker a notice (Exhibit C) of the number of shares
registered in its name at the close of business on the record date. This assists the
broker in checking its records because stock may be out on loan or assigned to
another firm. By knowing how many shares of stock are registered in its name,
the broker can make a more accurate tally and give a maximum vote.

VI. DELIVERY OF MATERIAL TO BROKERS

Packages of annual reports, proxy statements, proxies, etc. should be plainly
labeled to indicate they contain proxy material and are for inside delivery. In
addition, the label should show the name of the corporation and the meeting date.
This will assist the broker in locating material and alert the broker to the time
available for soliciting.

Proxy material should not be assembled prior to distribution to the broker.
Envelopes should be the right size to hold the proxy soliciting material to be sent
to the brokers' clients.

It is very important, to facilitate prompt handling by brokers, that delivery
of annual reports and proxy soliciting material to brokers occur on the same day,
and the supplementary or additional material and follow-up material should be
identified as such.
The suggested form of label is set forth as Exhibit D. The color should be blue.

The preferred minimum size is o%" X 6%".
Soliciting material should be delivered to brokers as early as possible to ensure

its mailing to clients at the same time the corporation makes its direct mailing to

stockholders. It cannot be too strongly stressed that the timely delivery of proxy
soliciting material to brokers is of prime importance.

VII. BILLING PROCEDURES

. Invoices from brokers must set forth individually the number of sets of proxy
soliciting material forwarded by the broker to its clients, the service fee incident
thereto, the postage expense, and total charge. Also, the name of the brokerage
firm and its membership, i.e., AMEX, NYSE, NASD, etc. must be set forth on
the bill itself (See Exhibit E). It is recommended that bills from brokers not be
paid until these items of information are specifically furnished.
The following are the rates of reimbursement of member-brokerage organiza-

tions for all out-of-pocket expenses, including reasonable clerical expenses,
incurred in connection with proxy solicitations and in mailing interim reports or

other material pursuant to the rules of the Exchanges:
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50 cents for each set of proxy material for those meetings that do not
include a proposal which requires beneficial owner instructions, plus postage,
with a minimum of $3.00 for all sets mailed;

60 cents for each set of proxy material for those meetings which include
a proposal requiring beneficial owner instructions, plus postage, with a
minimum of S3.00 for all sets mailed;

10 cents for each cop3r
,
plus postage, for interim reports or other material

with no minimum.
The National Association of Security Dealers, Inc. has also adopted these

rates of reimbursement.
Member-brokerage organizations are required to mail out such material as

provided by the Rules when satisfactory assurance is received of reimbursement
of expenses at such rates; provided, however, that a member organization may
request reimbursement of expenses at lower rates than those mentioned above
or, if agreed to by the person soliciting proxies or the company at higher rates.

Follow up mailings shall be at the rate of 10 cents per set. A charge for envelopes
may be made only if envelopes are not furnished by the person soliciting proxies
or distributing material. The 60 cent rate will apply for proxy material covering
those meetings which include one or more proposals requiring beneficial owner
instructions.

VIII. DEPOSITORY TRUST COMPANY (CEDE & CO.) "OMNIBUS PROXY PROCEDURE*'

This procedure is designed to remove the Depository completely from the
communication link between issuer and Depositor}^ Participant. In essence, the
procedure entails the reassignment of Cede voting rights to its Participants
through the execution of an ''Omnibus Proxy" which is mailed to the issuing
company.

Briefly stated, as of the record date for a stockholders' meeting, DTC will

produce a Dividend/Proxy Take-Off listing which identifies the Participants to
the accounts of which shares are credited and designates the number of shares
credited to each account. The listing is machine-printed and attached to an
Omnibus Proxy which assigns the voting rights to the Participant's name thereon
for the amounts shown, and authorizes these Participants to vote the issues in

their firm or corporate name. In addition, each Participant having shares of the
relevant security credited to its account receives a Prox}^ Record Date Notice
advising it of the delivery of the Omnibus Proxy and listing to the issuer and
the number of shares it is entitled to vote. Thus, the Participants named on the
listing may obtain proxy cards, appropriate^ complete and execute them and
return them direct^ to the issuer.

In the event that subsequent adjustments are necessary in order to accurately
reflect a Participant's position a corrected Omnibus Prox}^ and listing will be
produced and forwarded to the issuer. Each Participant whose account is affected

by such adjustment is advised of its new record date position by means of a
corrected Proxy Record Date Notice. Identical procedures will be followed in

the event of adjournments which result in a new record date.
The complete Omnibus Proxv procedure may be obtained by contacting Val

Stevens (212) 623-2096, The Depository Trust Companv, 53 ~Water St., 'New-
York, NY 10041.

MISCELLANEOUS

1. To assist brokers and their clients in analyzing proposals and voting, the
numbering of the proposals in the notice of meeting, proxy statement, and on the
proxy must be coordinated by number or other designation. For example, if a

proposal is numbered "1" in the notice of meeting and proxy statement, then it is

important that the same proposal be numbered "1" on the proxy form; and
similarly where a proposal is designated as "A", "B", etc.

2. The Exchanges require at least four complete sets of definitive proxy material
as soon as possible after material has been cleared by the Securities and Exchange
Commission. Proxy material for OTC issues should be sent to the NASD in the
same manner.

3. As a part of normal brokerage transactions, stock is often delivered back and
forth between stock exchange firms without having the change of ownership
recorded on stock transfer books. A request by the Exchanges that members

80-014—76-
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transfer such shares into their own names prior to the record date may make
proxy solicitation more effective. (For further information consult with the respec-
tive Exchanges.)

4. On request, the Exchanges will advise the corporation whether a particular
matter appears to be "controversial" within the meaning of their rules concerning
voting of stock by members. (For a detailed explanation of the procedure, consult
the appropriate section of the "Company Guide" of The American Stock Ex-
change and the "Company Manual" for The New York Stock Exchange.) To
obtain early consideration, it is suggested that a copy of the proxy material in
preliminary form be submitted to the Exchanges for review. Any proxy state-
ment with a proposal (s) other than the election of directors and selection of

auditors should be sent to the Exchanges in preliminary, form.
5. When a broker may vote without instructions under the Exchanges' rules, it

may give a proxy at its discretion no earlier than ten days before the meeting pro-
vided the proxy soliciting material is mailed to beneficial owners at least 15 days
before the meeting. Corporations should keep these instructions in mind to fore-

stall needlessly contacting brokers before they legally can execute the firm's

proxy.
6. Upon receipt of definitive proxy material, the Exchanges show an appropriate

symbol in their "Meetings Section" of their Weekly Bulletin to guide members in

the voting of proxies. Prompt delivery to the Exchanges of the definitive proxy
material will permit publication of this information in time to be of most benefit

to Exchange members.
7. Payment of bills from brokers should be made as promptly as possible and

should be accomplished within 90 days following receipt.

In conclusion

Those responsible for drafting this Manual have leaned heavily on the ex-

perience and practice of those brokers and corporations whose procedures have
appeared to work satisfactorily. In some cases, adoption of certain of the suggested
procedures may require changes in what has become established practice. It is

the hope of those responsible for developing this Manual that all corporations

will conform their soliciting practice to that suggested. Ideas for improved proce-

dures will be welcome and may be forwarded to any of the sponsoring organizations.

American Societv of Corporate Secretaries, Inc.

One Rockefeller Plaza—New York, N.Y. 10020

The American Stock Exchange, Inc.

86 Trinity Place—New York, N.Y. 10006

The National Association of Securities Dealers, Inc.

Two Broadway—New York, N.Y. 10004

The New York Stock Exchange, Inc.

20 Broad St., Floor 18—New York, N.Y. 10005

Securities Industrj7- Association
20 Broad St.—New York, N.Y. 10005
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(Exhibit A)
Name of Company

Date of Meeting

Record Date

Location

SHARES ENTITLED TO VOTE
-FOR BROKER'S USE-

CLASS OF IN NAME OF IN NAME OF
STOCK BROKER CEDE & CO.

DELIVERY OF MATERIAL TO BROKERS
-FOR BROKER'S USE-

Scheduled D.ite

Envelopes (Sx 12)

Annual Reports

Proxy Material

Date Received .'Date Mailed

.M AILING INSTRUCTIONS

Initial Mailing Item Follow-up Mailing

Domestic

Owners

Foreign

Owners

FOR RETURN Of SIGNED PROXIES

(Ccmuanv r.arr.e)

Att:

1

FOR TELEGRAPHIC PROXIES

(Company name)

Att:

Telephone:

Please mail all material upon receipt in accordance with the above instructions. You will

be reimbursed at the rate of c per set plus postage, with minimum cf S3 including

postage in accordance with the rules of the Exchanges.

No. of sets required Date requested

PLEASE COMPLETE THE ATTACHED CARD AND MAIL IT WITHOUT DELAY
For information about your order calL,

(Nome! (Phone Number)
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(Exhibit B)

Date.

(Name and address of company)

Attn: :

Please furnish the following material for use in connection with your company's

next meeting of stockholders:

(1) Annual reports

(2) Notice of Meeting & Proxy Statement

(3) Proxies

Class of Stock

(4) 9x12 plain envelopes

(5) Postage paid envelopes for return of signed proxies

to company.

(Please cross out material not needed)

'Please send the above materia! to the following:

(Firm name) (Exchange membership i.e AMEX, NYSE, NASD)

Att: Room No.

(Name of Proxy Dept. Mgr.) (Telephone)

NOTE: Broker-client solicitation letter is to be furnished by broker.
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(EXHIBIT C)

(N iTT.c of Cc:ppany)

(Dale)

:f

is

stock-

Corn-

— '

—

(Nam

holoe

pany.

t «nc A£dr«s cf Broker)

Attention:

The /oUowire Lnformaiit

s of this Company:

Class of

Stock

;n ii

£hs.

;:.o:

as of the record <jate

es Entitled to Vote

In Narr.e of

Broker

re

- t!.e next rriee
-

..~f <

In Name c f

Ceae & Cc.

furnished ycu by tlPlease record this infoirr on the card heretolc

(EXHIBIT D)

VTlfWh
X J IV.

INorrse of Soliciting Corporation]

Slrest

CYr? S !.-vs Zip Code

RETURN PCS~.'GE GU*5.'-

Ncrr to
ADDRESSEE:

TO:

CONTENTS
PROXY

MATERIAL

NCTC TO
TRUCKEF.:

INSIDE

DELIVERY

DATES RELATING TO [Name of Soliciting Corporation] ANNUAL MEETING
RECORD DATE r Mor:th, Date!
ANNUAL MEETING DATE [Month. Date]
PROXY MATERIAL MAILING QOMI J [ iNG [Month, Date]
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(EXHIBIT E)

BILL FORM

TO.
FROM: (Drok erarc Firm)

MEMBERSHIP: (i.e., AMF.X. NYSE. NASD, etc.)

DATE:

Expanses incurred in connection
•with mailing' of following No. Sets Service Postage

'

Total
materi.il: Mailed Fee Expense Charges

ANNUAL REPORT
PROXY SOLICITING
MATERIAL
INTERIM REPORT
POST MEETING REPORT
STOCKHOLDER LETTER
OTHER:

FOR CORPORATION
RECORDS
DATE PAID
CHECK NO.



APPENDIX I

Survey of the American Society of Corporate Secretaries

American Society of Corporate Secretaries, Inc.,

New York, N.Y., May 19, 1976.
Mr. Robert J. Millstone,
Senior Special Counsel, Division of Market Regulation, Securities and Exchange

Commission, Washington, D.C.

Dear Mr. Millstone: On behalf cf the Joint Subcommittee on Street Name
Study Questionnaire of the Securities Law Committee and the Securities Industry
Committee of the Societjr, I am pleased to furnish to you herewith the following-

materials concerning the results of the questionnaire which the Society circulated
among its members soliciting comments with respect to the alternatives contained
in the Commission's Preliminar}' Report of December 4, 1975:

(a) A Report of the Joint Subcommittee containing each of the questions con-
tained in the questionnaire and summaries of the responses thereto, including an
analysis of the written comments received in response to certain of the questions

;

(b) a copy of the questionnaire, the letter forwarding it, and the attachment
thereto setting forth the alternatives;

(c) a copy of all the written comments received in response to certain of the
questions;

(d) the raw data, including print-out sheets, covering the responses; and
(e) the summaries of the responses prepared by the Society dated May 5th and

May 11th.
If you have any questions concerning the enclosures, please do not hesitate to

contact me care of J. C. Pennev Company, Inc., 1301 Ave. of the Americas, New
York, N.Y. 10019, telephone:" (212) 957-4881.

I would appreciate your receipting for this letter and the other enclosures on the
enclosed copy of this letter.

Very truly yours,
J. D. Silvers,

Chairman of the Subcommittee.
Enclosure.

American Society of Corporate Secretaries, Inc.,

New York, N.Y., March 17, 1976.

Dear Member: As you probably know, on December 4, 1975, the Securities
and Exchange Commission issued to Congress its Preliminary Report pursuant
to Subsection 12(m) of the Securities Exchange Act of 1934, Yv

Thich authorized
and directed the Commission to undertake a study and investigation of the
practice of recording the ownership of securities in other than the name of the
beneficial owner. In his letter forwarding the Preliminary Report to Congress,
Commission Chairman Hills stated that the Commission intended to continue to
gather data on the subject and will present its final conclusions and recommen-
dations to Congress by June 4, 1976.

Following the issuance of the Preliminary Report, the Society suggested to the
SEC Commissioners that the Society poll its members with a questionnaire which
would solicit the views of the members with respect to the various alternatives
(including the present system) which are summarized in the Commission's
Preliminary Report (and discussed more fully below). The Commissioners reacted
enthusiastically and expressed the hope that the Society would share the results
with the Commission so that it will have the benefit of those views in preparing
its final conclusions and recommendations.

Accordingh'-, attached to this letter is a Street Name Study Questionnaire,
which we request that you complete and return to us at your earliest convenience.
The Society is attempting to take a more active role on major issues and problems
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of this type that are being studied by the SEC and Congress. To do this effec-

tively, we need the assistance and support of each member of the Society. There-
fore, we urge you to respond promptly to this important Questionnaire. Action in

this area by Congress and the SEC can affect every issuer in the country.
Questions 1 through 4 of the Questionnaire are intended to solicit your views of

the various alternatives and certain information concerning your company's own
practices and experience regarding securities registration. Questions 5 through 12
are intended to solicit your views as to particular concerns which we perceive
regarding the various alternatives; your views on those subjects should, in our
opinion, be of particular interest to the Commission in preparing its final report.
Accordingly, we would like to receive your responses to all the questions contained
in the Questionnaire, if possible. Even if, however, you do not consider yourself
to be in a position to answer some of the questions at this time, please, in any
event, answer as ma?iy of the questions as you can, so that we may provide to the
Commission as much of a sampling as possible of the views of the Society's

members on the matters covered by the Questionnaire. In completing the Ques-
tionnaire 7»

rour responses should to the extent practicable reflect your under-
standing of the views of your company's management.
The alternatives contained in the Commissioners' Preliminary Report are set

forth on pages 23 through 29 of the Report, 1 and a copy of those pages is attached
to facilitate your response to the Questionnaire. You will note that the alternatives

were proposed to the Commission by members of the securities industry or by
commentators for consideration as a result of the dependency of the industry on
nominee arrangements. While the Report states the alternatives as totaling four

in number, you will note that there is actually a total of seven alternatives (the

first three and second two such alternatives being grouped by the Commission
under the headings "I. Variations in Registration or Disclosure" and "2. Cen-
tralized Communications," respectively), entitled in the Report as follows:

A. Registration of Securities in the Name of the Beneficial Owner.
B. Disclosure of Beneficial Ownership to Issuers.

C. Multiple Name Registration.
D. The Central Mailing Concept.
E. Centralized Order Processing for Proxy and Other Materials.
F. The Transfer Agent Depository Concept.
G. Retention of the Present System.

In the Questionnaire, the letters referring to the various alternatives correspond
in each case to those set forth above.

Please return the completed Questionnaire to the Society by April 17, 1976, so

that we may tabulate the results and furnish them to the Commission in time for

its use. We expect to advise the members of the Society of the results of the
Questionnaire in due course.
We thank you in advance for your efforts in completing the Questionnaire.

Sincerel}7-

,

J. David Silvers,
Chairman,

Eugene J. T. Flanagan,
John H. Grady,
Matthew F. Kane.

American Society of Corporate Secretaries

street name study questionnaire

(Reminder: Letters "A" through "G," when used to refer to particular alterna-

tives, are keyed to the list contained in the covering letter and in Question 2

below.)
1. (a) During the past twelve months, has your company generally received

from its stockholders many, few, or an average number of complaints under the

present system? Many Few Average
(b) Approximately how many stockholders of record does your company

have? .

(c) Does your company maintain its own stockholder records? Yes No
(d) Does your company act as its own transfer agent? Yes No
(e) What percentage of your voting common stock is held in street or nominee

(banks and brokers) name? %
(Your Company Name)

i CCII Federal Securities Law Reports No. 619 (December 11, 1975).
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Please answer the following questions concerning your compan}^ practices

and experience:
2. Using a S3~stem of numbers (1—most favored to 7—most opposed), please

rank the seven alternatives proposed by the Securities and Exchange Commission,
as identified in the attached letter, and to the left below, in accordance with the
order of your preference. (Please do not rank two proposals equally.)

A. Registration of Securities in the Name of the Beneficial Owner.
B. Disclosure of Beneficial Ownership to Issuers.

C. Multiple Name Registration.
D. The Central Mailing Concept.
E. Centralized Order Processing for Proxy and Other Materials. ,

F. The Transfer Agent Depository Concept.
G. Retention of the Present System.

3. Please describe below any clarifications or changes which you consider
desirable, and any suggestions or problems which you wish to note, with respect

to one or more of the alternatives, identifying the particular alternative which

3
rou are addressing in each case (Attach a rider if necessary).

4. Please describe below anj^ additional alternative or alternatives which }
tou

believe that the Commission should consider (Attach a rider if necessary).
5. How would your company view any system for the registration of securities

which would involve their registration in the names of their beneficial owners
(see alternatives A and C), or disclosure to the issuer of all beneficial ownerships
(see alternative B), particularly in the light of existing and future legal require-

ments for their public disclosure? Favorably Unfavorably
6. Specifically, would your company be willing to bear the cost of establishing

and maintaining the additional registration records or lists which would be
required under alternatives A, B, and C? Yes No

7. As you know, the continued use of stock and other certificates has been
under study by various interested groups for some time. 1 Advantages of their

elimination would include improved clearance and transfer and reduced company
costs, and its disadvantages would include loss of the evidentiary benefits of

certificates for various purposes. How would your company view any system
which would probabty involve the elimination of the use of stock and other
certificates, as would probably be the case under alternatives A, C, and F?
Favorably Unfavorably

8. Would your company be willing under an}' circumstances to bear a pro-
portionate share of the following costs of the systems involved in each of the
following alternatives (bearing in mind that under one or more of the systems
there may be a saving in costs over a period of time) :?

a. Cost incurred by banks and brokers under alternative B Yes No
b. Cost of the central mailing system under alternative D Yes No
c. Costs incurred by depositories under alternative E Yes No
d. Costs of maintaining the transfer agent depository concept, including a

message-switching center, under alternative F Yes No
9. Should the definition of "beneficial ownership" for the purposes of any of

the proposed alternatives or any other alternative which may be proposed for

improved issuer-shareholder communications be clearly restricted to the right
to vote the respective securities (as distinguished from, for example, the right
to exercise investment discretion or to receive economic benefits)? Yes No

10. Should any proposed alternative expressly assure protection to companies
against liabilities which might arise from the acts or omissions of central mailing
depositories, centralized ordering depositories, transfer agent depositories, or
the like, including, for example, any challenge to the validity of a stockholder's
meeting or of any stockholder vote? Yes D No D

11. Should any proposed alternative include adequate assurance that no
disclosure of beneficial ownership will be required thereunder which might
involve any violation of a beneficial owner's right or privacy or which might
otherwise involve violation of any other legal requirement that the information
be kept confidential? Yes No D

12. May we cite your company as a respondent to this questionnaire when its

results are published? Yes No

Date Member
1 See e.g., the American Bar Association Report cited in note 64 on page 28 of the Report.
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(PLEASE REFOLD, STAPLE AND MAIL)

FIRST CLASS
U.S. POST,

PAID

.Permit No. 4

BUSineSS Reply Mail No postage stamp necessary if mailed in the United States

Postage will be paid by

AMERICAN SOCIETY OF
CORPORATE SECRETARIES, JNC.

One Rockefeller Plaza

New York, N. Y. 10020

Report of the Securities Law Committee and Securities Industry Com-
mittee Joint Subcommittee on Street Name Study Questionnaire

(By J. David Silvers, Chairman, Eugene J. T. Flanagan, John H. Grady,
Matthew F. Kane)

From mid-March to mid-April 1976, the American Society of Corporate Secre-
taries, Inc. ("Society"), through its Securities Law Committee and Securities
Industry Committee Joint Subcommittee on Street Name Study Questionnaire
("Subcommittee"), conducted a poll of the membership of the Society to ascer-
tain the views of the members on the alternatives summarized by the Securities
and Exchange Commission ("Commission") in its Preliminary Report, dated
December 4, 1975, pursuant to Subsection 12 (m) of the Securities Exchange Act
of 1934, on the practice of recording the ownership of securities in other than
the name of the beneficial owner. The questionnaire, which was formulated by
the Subcommittee and circulated among the Society's membership, was designed
to solicit the members' views of the various alternatives and information con-
cerning their own companies' experience, as well as their views as to particular
concerns which the Subcommittee perceived to be of substantial importance. A
copy of the questionnaire, the letter forwarding it, and the attachment thereto,
all as circulated, are appended to this report.

Responses were received from 422 of the Society's members, and many of the
responses contained specific comments concerning some or all of the alternatives.

These responses were tabulated, and a summary thereof, including a summary
of the comments, follows. In some cases, companies did not respond to all ques-
tions; these are indicated as "No answer."

Question 1(a): During the past twelve months, has your company generally

received from its stockholders many, few, or an average number of complaints
under the present system?

Response: Many—6 (1.4%); Few—351 (83.2%); Average—49 (11.6%);
no answer—16 (3.8%).

Question 1(b): Approximately how man}r stockholders of record does your
company have?

Response: Under 5,000—122 (29%) ; 5,000-10,000—72 (17%); 10,000-20,000—
72 (17%); 20,001-50,000—67 (16%); 50,001-100,000—38 (9%); Over 100,000—
34 (8%); No Answer—17 (4%).

Question 1(c): Does your company maintain its own stockholder records?
Response: Yes—114 (27%); No—303 (71.8%,); No answer—5 (1.2%)
Question 1(d): Does your company act as its own transfer agent?
Response: Yes—64 (15.2%); No—355 (84.1%); No Answer—3 (0.7%).
Question 1(e): What percentage of your voting common stock is held in street

or nominee (banks and brokers) name?
Response: Under 10%—25 (6%); 10-19%—38 (9%); 20-29%—76 (18%);

30-39%—76 (18%); 40-49%—68 (16%); 50-59%—59 (14%); 60-85%—42
(10%); Over 85%— (0%); No Answer—38 (9%).
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Question 2: Using a system of numbers (1-most favored to 7-most opposed),
please rank the seven alternatives proposed by the Securities and Exchange
Commission, as identified in the attached letter, and to the left below, in accord-
ance with the order of your preference. (Please do not rank two proposals equally.)

Response: Alternative A, Registration of Securities in the name of Beneficial

Owner, received the following responses:

Most favored (#1): 90—21.3%; Strongly favor (#2): 73—17.3%; Favor
(#3): 52—12.3%; Neutral (#4): 29—6.9%; Oppose (#5): 32—7.6%; Stronglv
Oppose (#6): 48-11.4%; Most Opposed (#7); 87—20.6%; No Answer:
11—2.6%.

Alternative B, Disclosure of Beneficial Ownership to Issuers, received the
following responses

:

Most favored (#1): 95—22.5%; Stronglv favor (#2): 125—29.6%;
Favor (#3): 63—14.9%; Neutral (#4): 50—11.8%; Oppose (#5): 33—7.8%:
Strongly Oppose (#6): 35—8.3%; Most Opposed (#7): 11—2.6%; No Answer:
10—2.4%.

Alternative C, Multiple Name Registration, received the following responses:
Most favored (#1): 8—1.9%; Strongly favor (#2): 31—7.3%; Favor (#3):

67—15.9%; Neutral (#4): 61—14.5%; Oppose (#5): 93—22.0%; Stronglv
Oppose (#6): 75—17.8%; Most Opposed (#7): 72—17.1%; No Answer:
15—3.6%.

Alternative D, The Central Mailing Concept, received the following responses:
Most favored (#1): 10—2.4%; Strongly favor (#2): 14—3.3%; Favor (#3):

49—11.6%; Neutral (#4): 91—21.6%; Oppose (#5): 78—18.5%; Stronglv
Oppose (#6): 85—20.1%; Most Opposed (#7): 80—19.0%; No answer:
15—3.6%.

Alternative E, Centralized Order Processing for Proxy and Other Materials,
received the following responses:

Most favored (#1): 3—0.7%; Strongly favor (#2): 32—7.6%; Favor (#3):

84—19.9%; Neutral (#4): 45—10.7%; Oppose (#5): 87—20.6%; Stronglv
Oppose (#6): 110—26.1%; Most Opposed (#7): 46—10.9%; No answer:
15—3.6%.

Alternative F, The Transfer Agent Depository Concept, received the following
responses:

Most favored (#1): 74—17.5%; Strongly favor (#2): 65—15.4%; Favor
$3): 40—9.5%: Neutral (#4) : 76—18.0%; Oppose (#5) : 53—12.6%; Stronglv
Oppose (#6): 45—10.7%; Most Opposed (#7): 57—13.5%; No answer:
12—2.8%.

Alternative G, Retention of the Present System, received the following
responses

:

Most favored (#1): 134—31.8%; Stronglv favor (#2): 73—17.3%; Favor
(#3): 53—12.6%; Neutral (#4) : 55—13.0%; Oppose (#5) : 31—7.3%; Stronglv
Oppose (#6): 10—2.4%; Most Opposed (#7): 56—13.3%; No answer: 10—
2.4%.

The alternatives rank in the order of the mean response as follows: Alternative
B—2.81; Alternative G—3.0; Alternative F—3.70; Alternative A—3.71; Alter-
native E—4.54; Alternative C—4.58; Alternative D—4.76.

The alternatives rank in the order of the median response as follows : Alternative
B—2.34: Alternative G—2.41; Alternative A—3.21; Alternative F—3.76; Alter-
native C—4.81; Alternative E—4.86; Alternative D—4.91.

The alternatives rank in the order of the mode response as follows: Alternative
G—134 (#1); Alternative A—90 (#1); Alternative B—125 (#2); Alternative D—
91 (#4); Alternative F—76 (#4); Alternative C—93 (#5); Alternative E—110 (#6).

Question 3: Please describe below any clarifications or changes which you
consider desirable, and any suggestions or problems which you wish to note, with
respect to one or more of the alternatives, identifying the particular alternative
which you are addressing in each case.

Question J>: Please describe below an}7" additional alternative or alternatives
which you believe that the Commission should consider.

Response: Copies of the responses to questions 3 and 4 are attached as an
appendix to this report. Set forth below, however, is a overview of the more
frequent comments.

Pervasive in the comments received was the belief that, with some minor
modifications or stricter enforcement, the present system should be retained.
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Similarly pervasive was the belief that the issuer should have a right to know who
are the beneficial owners of its stock and that regardless of the system adopted,
disclosure of beneficial owners of a company's stock must be required. Many
companies pointed out that the problem was not with the system, but rather
that brokers and other nominees did not promptly forward materials including
quarterly and annual reports, proxies, and 1099 information, to the beneficial
owners. Many also noted that use of street names and nominees was important
not only to provide anonymity to those who desire it, but also to facilitate the
trading of stock. A number of companies pointed out that some means for providing
certificates for those holders who wished them should be available.

With regard to alternative A, many companies cited the greatly increased costs
for recordkeeping and certificates as a result of the increased need for transfers.
However, many companies also noted that this was the most practical and useful
manner in which a company could get to know who were the beneficial owners of
its stock. A number of companies, however, noted that this alternative should
provide a means to allow those holders who so wished to retain the anonymity
available under the present system. This alternative, a number of companies
noted, would only be successful if the use of the present form of certificate was
largely eliminated or at least a computer card was substituted.
With regard to alternative B, many companies stressed the need for the informa-

tion to be presented to them in an easily used form, compatible with their existing
systems. Many also pointed out that regular updating (more frequently than
quarterly) should be required and that no company should be held responsible
for the accuracy of the data submitted to it. Some companies suggested that
disclosure under this alternative could be limited to those beneficial owners who
held in excess of a certain percent, and that the list of beneficial owners should
be required to be maintained separate from the stockholders' list to protect the
beneficial owner from disclosure. Many companies felt that the costs of imple-
menting this system would not be commensurate with the benefits to be gained.
With regard to alternative C, many companies noted that multiple name

registration was too complex, would greatly increase costs, and would create many
difficulties in reconciling records.

With regard to alternative D, many companies pointed out that this alternative
would most likely increase the delay inherently involved in mailings which are
not made directly by the issuer. In addition, many companies pointed out that
companies and brokers were better equipped, and had sufficient trained personnel
able, to handle the mailings.
Many companies believed that the added costs would not be commensurate

with the benefits to be gained by the system.
With regard to alternative E, many companies commented that this alternative

was more costly than the present system and would not produce better results.

With regard to alternative F, a number of companies supported this alternative
in theory and believed that it would have long range benefits largely due to the
elimination of most stock certificates, however, some companies were concerned
that the added costs were excessive, especially for the message switching center,

and that it would not result in achieving the goal of enhancing issuer-shareholder
communication.
With regard to alternative G, many companies believed that the problems with

the present system were not sufficient to warrant change and that most, if not all

problems, could be solved with better enforcement of the present rules.

Question 5: How would your company view any system for the registration of

securities which would involve their registration in the names of their beneficial

owners (see alternatives A and C), or disclosure to the issuer of all beneficial owner-
ships (see alternative B), particularly in the light of existing and future legal re-

quirements for their public disclosure?

Response: Favorably—275 (65.2%); unfavorably—127 (30.1%); uncertain

—

12 (2.8%); no answer—8 (1.9%).
Question 6: Specifically, would your company be willing to bear the cost of

establishing and maintaining the additional registration records or lists which
would be required under alternatives A, B, and C?

Response: Yes—236 (55.9%); No—168 (39.8%); uncertain—10 (2.4%); No
answer—8(1.9%).

Question 7: As you know, the continued use of stock and other certificates has
been under study by various interested groups for some time. Advantages of their

elimination would include improved clearance and transfer and reduced company
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costs, and its disadvantages would include loss of the evidentiary benefits of

certificates for various purposes. How would your company view any system
which would probably involve the elimination of the use of stock and other certif-

icates, as would probablv be the case under alternatives A, C, and F?
Response: Favorably—280 (66.4%); Unfavorably—128 (30.3%); Uncertain—

8 (1.9%); No answer—6 (1.4%).
Question 8: Would your company be willing under any circumstances to bear a

proportionate share of the following costs of the systems involved in each of the
following alternatives (bearing in mind that under one or more of the systems
there may be a saving in costs over a period of time)?

a. Cost incurred bv banks and brokers under alternative B
Response: Yes—238 (56.4%); No—172 (40.8%); Uncertain—3 (0.7%); No

answer—9 (2.1%).
6. Cost of the central mailing system under alternative D
Response: Yes—137 (32.5%); No—264 (62.6%); Uncertain—3 (0.7%); No

answer—18 (4.3%).
c. Costs incurred bv depositories under alternative E
Response: Yes—138 (32.7%); No—264 (62.6%); Uncertain—3 (0.7%); No

answer—17 (4%).
d. Costs of maintaining the transfer agent depository concept, including a

message-switching center, under alternative F
Response: Yes—201 (47.6%); No—202 (47.9%); Uncertain—5 (1.2%); No

answer—14 (3.3%).
Question 9: Should the definition of "beneficial ownership" for the purposes of

any of the proposed alternatives or any other alternative which may be proposed
for improved issuer-shareholder communications be clearty restricted to the right

to vote the respective securities (as distinguished from, for example, the right to
exercise investment discretion or to receive economic benefits)?

Response: Yes—290 (68.7%); No—105 (24.9%); Uncertain—5 (1.2%); No
answer—22 (5.2%).

Question 10: Should any proposed alternative expressly assure protection to
companies against liabilities which might arise from the acts or omissions of

central mailing depositories, centralized ordering depositories, transfer agent
depositories, or the like, including for example, anj^ challenge to the validity of

a stockholder's meeting or of anv stockholder vote?
Response: Yes—410 (97.2%); No—6 (1.4%); Uncertain—1 (0.2%);

No answer—5 (1.2%).
Question 11: Should any proposed alternative include adequate assurance that

no disclosure of beneficial ownership will be required thereunder which might
involve any violation of a beneficial owner's right of privacy or which might
otherwise involve violation of any legal requirement that the information be
kept confidential?

Response: Yes—344 (81.5%); No—62 (14.7%); Uncertain 3 (0.7%); No
answer— 13 (3.1%).

Question 12: May we cite your company as a respondent to this questionnaire
when its results are published?

Response: Yes—315 (74.6%); No—105 (24.9%); No answer—2 (0.5%).
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AMERICAN SOCIETY OF CORPORATE SECRETARIES' SURVEY, ISSUER RESPONSES BY ISSUER SIZE

[Number of recordholdersl

5,000 10, 001 20, 001 50, 001
Under through through through through Over
5,000 10, 000 20, 000 50, 000 100, 000 100, 000

Registration in name
of beneficial owner:
Mean 3.5 3.0 4.2 3.9 4.5 3.9
Median... 2.9 2.1 3.3 • 3.8 4.5 4.0
Mode. 1.0 1.0 7.0 7.0 7.0 2.0

Disclosure of beneficial

owner:
Mean 2.8 2.5 2.9 2.9 2.9 3.3
Median 2.3 2.3 2.5 2.4 2.4 3.1
Mode 2.0 2.0 1.0 2.0 2.0 2.0

Multiple-name
registration:

Mean 4.5 4.6 4.8 4.5 5.2 4.6
Median 4.6

5.0
4.7

7.0
5.0
5.0

4.8
5.0

5.7

7.0
4.8

Mode 5.0
Central mailing concept:

Mean 4.3 4.7 4.8 4.5 5.0 4.7
Median 5.0 4.8 4.8 4.8 5.2 5.0
Mode 6.0 4.0 4.0 7.0 4.0 6.0

Centralized order

processing:

Mean 4.6 4.9 4.4 4.3 4.4 4.5
Median 5.0 5.4 4.6 4.6 4.6 4.5
Mode 6.0 6.0 3.0 3.0 3.0 3.0

Transfer agent
depository:

Mean.. 4.0 3.5 3.3 3.8 3.1 3.9
Median. 4.0 3.7 3.0 4.0 2.9 3.9
Mode 7.0 2.0 1.0 4.0 2.0 1.0

Rentention of present
system:

Mean... 3.3 3.3 2.9 2.8 2.0 2.7
Median 2.9

1.0

2.9
1.0

2.1
1.0

2.1
1.0

1.4
1.0

2.1
Mode 1.0
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